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ABSTRACT
An elernentary physical education curriculum guide was
designed f or the Dundee Cenbral School Distr'ict, Durrdee,
New York. The curriculum was divided into three levels:
Level I consisted of kindergarten and first grades; Level 2
second and thircl grades; and Level 3 fourth, fifth and sixth
grades. The cu:'riculum was developed so that Level I and
Level 2 stressecl a movement education approach while Level 3
consisted of a more traditional approach involving sports
skill devel.opmen-t. Several objectives were formulated that
the' curriculum had to meet. It was to provide for co-
educational classes, provide for physical education being
taught by a certified instructor LlO% of the time, provide
for movement education being taught in kindergarten thror.igtr
third grades, and provide for ment,al, social, artd physical
growth and deveiopment. The curriculum was to be progressive
in n:rture. Level I was designed to teach the students the
fundanentals and to provide for body, space and manipulative
explcration. Level 2 was designed to build on the fundamerital
skills learned in Level I and to pro','ide tearn and ind:-vidual
games to tieJ.p (i.lse the transition from the movement education
approach to the traditional approach used in Level 3. Leve.l
J was designed to teach ftrnclamental team and individual
sporting skil.Is +-hat woulC be needed fcr tlie high school
elective program. Ievel I and 2 incltrdecl unit,s in group gatnes,
ball r;ki1ls, nonl-ocomotor skiJ-1s, bo<ty and space ar{areness,
body image, body and how it moves, jtmp rope and fitness,
stunts and tumbling, apparatus, rhythmic expression, parachute
p1ay, playground safety, introduction to track and physical
fitness testing. Lessons were progressive with Leve1 2 taking
over where Level 1 left off. Organizational tables set the
allotted time devoted to each unit for the year, the weeks
the unit is to be taught, and the lessons to be taught during
t}1ai.- time span. Level 3 included units in soccer, football,
jump rope and hoop activities, physical fitpess and testing,
basketball, stunts and tumbling, j_ce skating, apparatus,
circuit training, volleyball, folk and square dance, wrestling,
creative dance, track and field, tennis, and softball. A11
units were co-educational. except football and wrestling, where
the girls are involved in jump rope and hoop activities, and
creative dance. Many of the units were'team taught in order
to provide optional units and to handle the heterogeneous
Skill levels better. Each unit had an organizational table
designating the number of class periods, grade, skills to
be taught, skills to be reviewed, and the activities to be
used during each period.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Current changes in physical education are occurring not
as much in the philosophy or goals as in the methods of
achieving the desired outcomes. Since the early 1960rs with
the introduction of problem-solving and guided-discovery as
methods of teaching physical education, the Movement Education
approach has grown extensively in the physical education field.
This appr.oach provides a medium through rvhich the student
learns how to utilize exploration, guided-discovery, and
problem-solving (nait, L97l-\.
Movement indicates that some action is used in
seeking a solution to a problem. Each child is
separately engaged in analyzing the problem and
seeking a solution within the limitations of his
own physical and mental abiities. (Hackett, L973,
p. 2)
When developing an elementary physical education
curriculum guide, one should include many learning experiences
whichr when used in proper progression, wilI foster mental,
emotional, and socialr ds well as physical growth in the
students. Not only should the curriculum guide provide for
these growths, but it should do it in a way that is
challengingr rewarding, and most of all enjoyable for the
2students.
The major objective of this project was to develop this
type of elementary physical education curriculum for the
Dundee Central School District, Dundee, New York, using a
movement approach in the primary grades and a more traditional
approach in the intermediate grades.
Scope of Problem
This project was undertaken to develop an elementary
physical. education curriculum which could be utilized by the
elementary physical education staff of the Dundee Central
Schoot District, Dundee, New York. Two different teaching
styles were built into the curriculum. Movement education
approach was to be used fg" grades kindergarten, first,
second, and third; and a more traditional approach would be
used for grades fourth, fifth, and sixth. The curriculum was
divided into a number of physical activities with three levels.
Level 1 consisted of kindergarten and first, Level 2 was
second and third grades, and Level J included fourth, fifth
and sixth grades.
Statement of Problem
The purpose of this study was to develop an elementary
curriculum guide for the Dundee Central SchooI District,
Dundee, New York.
Assumptions of Study
The following were assumptions of this study:
1. Alt elementary physical education teachers would
utilize the curriculum guide.
J2. A well defined currictilum guide rvould be an effective
tool for our program.
3. Students would work as individuals in their
exploring and problem-solving.
4. Students would easily make the transition from
movement approach to t.raditional approach.
5. The movernent skills learned in the primary grades
would help students master the more defined skills easier in
the intermediate grades.
Definition of Terms
The following terms were defined for this study:
Movement Education. Movement education is a teaching
approach through which the teacher guides the students through
guided discovery, exploration, and problem-solving to a series
of discoveries and a predetermined solution.
Movement Exploration. Movement exploration refers to a
series of planned problem-solving experiences which progress
in level_ of difficulty.
Problem Solving. Problem solving is the solving of
different tasks presented by the teacher in order to arrive
at a predetermirred result
Guided Discovery. Guided discovery is the teaching
method through which the teacher utilizes a series of
questions or statements to develop the required movement
patterns and to reach the desired goal.
Traditional Approach. Traditional approach is an
approach in which skills within each unit a.re arranged from
4simpte to complex and presented in accordance with the child's
physical maturi.ty and general readiness.
Physical Education. Physical education is the education
of the child physically, mentally, socially, and emotionally
through the use of physically challenging activities.
Oualities. Qualities include all the ways the body can
move: speed, force, flow and different series of movements.
Space. Space refers to the amount of space a movement
requires including the direction or pathway of the movement.
Bo4y Awareness. Body awareness is what the body can do
and knowing all the things oners body can do.
personal space. Personal space is all the space within
the reach of the stationarY child.
General Space. General space is all the space within
the playing area
Time. Time refers to how fast the movement is done.
Force. Force refers to the amount of power needed to
complete the movement.
Flow. Flow is the blending of all sequences of a move
into an efficient and graceful movement.
Delimitations of Study
This study was delimited by:
l. The policies of the Dundee Central School Board of
Education.
2. The guidelines adopted by the New York State
Department of Physical Education.
3. The existing facilities, supplies, and materials in
the Dundee Physical Education Departfnent-
Limitation of Study
This study was limited to the elementary children, K-6,
attending the Dundee Central School District, Dundee, New York.
. Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The related literature for this topic was concentrated
in the following areas: (a) history of physical education,
(b) the evolution of movement education, (c) movement educa-
tion, (d) New York State Physical Education Regulations, and
(e) the summary.
History of Physical Education
Fait (197I) statedr. "The history of physical education
is the record of man's use of motor activities to secure his
livelihood, defend himself, improve his body, and entertain
himself as his environment dictated" (p. 5). Dundeers 1980
definition of physical education leans more toward teaching
students how to improve and maintain their physical stature
and provide leisure-time activities for later 1ife.
Benjamin Franklin was probably the first American to
propose that physical training be made a part of the
educational curriculum. He suggested that activities such as
running, leaping, wrestling and swimming be taught (Van Dalen
& Bennett, LgTlr).
Van Dalen and Bennett (197I) explained that progressive
educational leaders recognized the value of recreation and
exercise as a respit,e from academic work and as a means of
preserving the student's health. It was only during rrThe
7Agc of Jackson" (1828-1832) that the'pubtic began to
recognize the dangers of sedentary life in a commercial,
urban society. The writings of Gaspar Spuraheim and George
Combes opened the doors to popular physiology. The Journal
of Health and The New York Mirror became concerned over health
and physical degeneration, and began writing On the sub.ject
of hea■th and physica■ education appeared.  Graham 」ournal
of Health and Longev■ty, Boston Health 」ournal, Advocate of
Physiological Reform, and Thoughts on Physical Educatioュ
are a few.
During the 1830iS Sports gained a footho■d in th  press
because of the r■s■ng interest in horse races, pr■ze fight
and walking matches.  The forties found peop■experimenti g
w■th bats, bal■s and cr■ckets.  Also, in the ear■y 18401S,
playgrounds were adopted in Cinc■nna i and New York schools.
The need for muscu■a exerc■e was rocogn■zed, and teachers
had access to Andrew Combeis Principles of Physiology.  Rowing
clubs were deve■oped in the 1840.S in Boston, New York,
Philade■phia, Savannah, and Detro■te  The ad ption of mass
football, gymnastttcs, cr■cke  and rew showed the sporting
fever of the 1840:S and ]850'S (Betts, 1974)0
Van Dalen and Bennett (1971)Stated that in ■860 the
Cinc■nnati 3oard of Education succumbed to overtures by the
local Turner Soc■cty, a German―Amer■can gymnastic group, and
decided to permit two special じeachers to teach physica■
education for a da■ly quarter hour per■od in s■x se■cted
schools.  Continucd agitation by the Turner  oc■ety, local
professional.s, and educational associations alohg with the
success of the experiment, led to legislation for physical
education in several states before 1900.
Dio Lewis, another notable educator, published ten
editions of The New Gymnastics for Men, Women, and Children,
betrveen 1862 and 1868. According to Betts (Lg74) the works
stressed ideas from the German and Swedish gymnastics. The
suggestions included gymnastics be done to music, bean bags
replace dumbbells for children, and gymnastics crowns be made
of 1ead. These crowns were to be worn on the head for five
to Ij minutes at a time to improve posture.
Van Dalen and Bennett (197L) stated that new trends after
the turn of the century in the philosophy of physical
education showed more than just gymnastics and physical
training. In 1910, the National Society for the Study of
Education issued a report which defined the function oIl
physical education as the teaching of games, dancing, swimming,
gymnastics, and athletics (Van Dalen & Bennett, 197L). Many
physical education leaders of the time thought social values
such as fair play and team work should be included.
One of the main influences for the change at the
beginning of the IQOOrs was John Dewey's Philosophy of
developmentalism.
Fait (I971) stated, "This philosophy as applied to
physical education had as its objective the development of
the mental, emotional and social growth of the child through
physical activity" (p. 6). Fait (1971) stated that sports
9seemed to developmentalists to provide such an abundance of
opportunities for achieving these objectives they were given
top priority in the physical education curriculum.
In the l!20's, sports pages began to appear in a1l the
American newspapers, and sporting activities dominated the
plrysical education philosophy from 1920 to 1950. Competitive
interscholastic sports grew greatly, creeping from college to
high school, and then into the elementary school. The
emphasis became winning and entertaining the spectators, which
was a real problem at the elementary level. According to Fait
(197L), in L947 the American Association of Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation passed a resolution condemnin,g
inter.scholastic athletic competition in the elementary schools
as being physiologically dangerous to participants and
educationally unsound. There was no sc.ientific evidenc:e that
the physiological dangers of participation in competitive
sports was greater for elementary school age children t,han
for older school age childrenr ?s long as certain controls
were placed on the competition (fait, L97L).
In L952, a joint committee of the AAHPER and the Siociety
of State Directors of Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation issued a report recommending that competitive
sports be restored to the elementary school physical eclucation
program but not as an interscholastic sport.
In 1953-54, Kraus released the results of his comparative
study between Etrropean children and American children. The
results showed American children inferior t.o the Europeans in
10
back and abdominal strength (nait' 1-97I). This'prompted
President Eisenhower to establish the President's Council on
Physical Fitness and Sports in 1956. The outcome was back
to a more formal exercise program and the development of
physical fitness test. Fait (197f) stated:
Present day physical education programs reflect
the national concern about fitness; and specific
exercases and activities which develop strength,
endurance, speed, flexibility, power, and agility
constitute a significant phase of the total
program. (p. 11)
With the introduction of problem-solving and motor'
exploration, both used extensively in movement education,
Fait (1971) witnessed a change. Having observed the sutccess
of the problem solving method in helping children discover
the movements of which their bodies are capable, teachers
began experimenting with games and sports skil}s. The good
results encouraged others to try the method and gained wide
support among physical education teachers.
The Evolution of Movement Education
Bnown and Sommer ( 1969 ) stated that the origin of
Movement Education evolved from the great teachers of dance
and music. Movement education began during the era of
naturalism with Francois Delsarte (1811-1871), who developed
an art of expression called applied aesthetics. He was a
composer, actor, orator, and master of pantomime.
Delsarte formulated the Great Orders of Movtsments and
11
The Nine Laws of Motion which referred to attitude, force,
motion, sequence, direction, form velocity, reaction, and
extension of a movement (Brown and Sommer, 1969).
Delsarte, s ideals were not too remote from our present
day concept of Movement Education as stated by Schurr (1980)
and Kirchner (L97 4) . The values of Delsarte, Brown and Sommer
were kept alive by his students, Genevive Stebbins and Ted
Shawn in Europe. Brown and Sommer (1969) stated, "In Europe
some of Delsarte's basic principles of movement had a strong
influence on the development of modern movement educationrl
(p. 38). In America the values of Delsarte were challenged
by American professionals and his furor died out in ther early
years of the twentieth cePturY.
while Delsarte's developments died out in America, other
concepts of hj.storical importance to mo.vement education were
taking place in Europe. Emile Jacques Dalcroze (1865-1950),
a musician, and Bess I'lensendieck (Lg64-1958), a doctor,
picked up the movement education tempo. Dalcroze constructed
an institution in HeIlerau, Germany. She taught the movements
of the eurythmicans which were Greek in style. Bess
Mensendieck created a system of functional exercise which was
a new and original method of body training. Inlensendieckrs
system dealt with teaching students to use their own will
power as stimulus for consciously innervation specific muscles
to perform their tasks (Brown & Sommer, 1969). "Her pzrtients
improved not only physically, but also mentally, while
simulta.neously attaining a more harmonious and attractj-ve
l2
boriy,, (Brown & sommer, 1Q6!, p. 40).' Mensendieck founded
a scientific approach to body training in functional movement
and introduced the concept of conscious movement instead of
mechanical exercising.
Isadora Duncan (1878-L927) presented a unique and natural
dance in the United States around the turn of the 20th century
(Brown & Sommer, 1969). In contr.ast to the traditional
ba1let, her dance expressed both thought and emotion through
fr.ee and natural movement. Although not fully accepted in the
United States where Victorian morals and Puritanism sti1l
dominated, Duncanrs simplicity, naturalness, and artistry were
acclaimed in Europe
Her ideas of free movements, improvisation to
communicate thought and emotion are continued in
the contemporary dance, and her free natural
movements also furthered the revolt against
artificial gymnastics. (Brown & Sommer,1969,
p. 
-42)
Rudolf Laban (1879-1958), thought by many as the founder
of present day movement education, made comprehensive studies
of body movements in Germany. 
. 
Laban recognized that the
body was an instrument of expression of the entire body and
the results of responses which arose from the inner lif'e, also
ca}led effort. In his probings into the art of movement and
expression, Laban was aware that there were quantitative and
qualitative aspects to four physical factors of movement:
weight, space, time, and flow (Brown & Sommer, 1969). He
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wrote:
It is a mechanical fact that the weight of the
body or any of its parts, catt be tifted and
carried into a certain degree of space, and that
this process takes a certain amount of time,
depending on the ratio of speed. The same
mechanical conditions can also be observed in any
counter-pul1 which regulates the flow of movement.
(Brown & Sommer, 1969, p. 43)
Laban made the distinction between an expressive movement,
which was a medium for the communication of ideas in dance,
acting, mime, and other arts of expression; and functional
movement, which fulfills a purpose in work, sports or
activities of life (Brown & Sommer, 1969).
Halsey and Porter (1970) wrote that English expert,s in
physical education adopted Labanrs basic theories of weight,
time, and space to children's understanding 1eve1s and
activities. They found children were readily responsive and
capable of original and creative work in developing their own
action patterns built on qualities of movement.
A significant contribution to movement education i n the
early twentieth century was given by Hedwig Kallomeyer-'Simon.
Kallomeyer-Simon studied calisthenics in London in 1901; and
then went to New York in 1906 to continue her training at
Genevieve Stebbin's Schoo1 of Expression. Hedwig Kallomeyer
devel-oped a new approach to gymnastics which stressed ntovement,
breathing, and relaxation for health and bodily efficiency in
r4
life and work (Halsey & Porter 
' 
1970).
Halsey ancl Porter (1970) wrote that movement educabion
emerged in America around L926 when Margaret H'Doubler
conducted a workshop in fundamentals of movement relating to
dance, sport, and other related activities. Ruth Glasson
followed in America with a text on fundamentals of movement
which was applied to college classes
Movement Education
Movement education as an approach to physical education
began in Germany and England. Its philosophy was that motor
clevelopment is dependent upon numerous experiences involving
all possible movement patterns. The German program, though
active, tended to be dependent upon specific physical skills.
The British, perhaps the leaders of present day movement
experiences, stressed concepts of timer.space, force, and
flow. In both systems the basic theme was to know oneself
better. The movement program was not a new one in Amer'ica'
under the impetus of psychotogy the emphasis of motor
readiness relationships with physical skill learning was
stressed.
Kirchner (1974) defines movement education as; rr...3
child-centered approach or method of teaching which allows
for individuality, creativity, spontaneity and self-discoveryrl
(p. r).
Tillotson (1970a) defined problem solving as:
...teacher-guided method which involves the
following procedule: (I) presentation of the
15
ploblem, (2) providing time for exploration with
guidance; (3) refining the selected solutions to
the original problem; and (4) demonstrating for
evaluation, analysi,s, and discussion. (p. 1)
Children should have experience where they adapt ski1ls to
performance with or in opposition to others, teaching them
to adapt learning to new experiences.
Qualities, according to Kirchner (L974), describes how
a movement is performed. The movement may be performed
quickly or slowly, hard or tight: or somewhere between the
twq extremes. l"Iovement can also be single or in a series of
separate movements performed in a manner that appears to be
static bound or free flowing.
Kirchner (L974) breaks space into two divisions, general
space or personal space: ds did Schurr (1980). General space
constitutes all the space in a gymnasium that can be used by
a child or group of children. Personal or specific space is
the space a child can use around him without infringing on
another child's space. Elements of space include direction
and pathways of movement. Within this area a child learns
the meaning of directional moyements such as forward, backward,
sideways, and diagonally. The child also learns different
pathways such as around, across, and over as well as different
levels such as high, medium, and low.
Kirchner (L974) organized the movement education lesson
into three parts. The introductory or warm-up period lasted
about three to five minutes and provided vigorous and
16
stimulating activityo  Part two or floorwork session was
used to introduce one or more elements of movement using
individua■ activities or a variety of sma■l apparatus.  This
part was designed to give the child an opportunity to
develop ski■■ and movement understanding related to the
lesson.  Part three was the apparatus per■od where activ■tie
were used to further expand a child's ski■■ and movement ideas
by providing large and more challenging equipment to test
and expand the movement ideas ■ ar ed prev■ously。
New York State Phys■ca■ Education Regu■at■ons
Each schoo■ls physical education program in New York
State is gOverned by the Commissioner of Education and The
Board of Regents through FduCation Law, Section 803.  SChOols
rece■ve gu■delines for e■ementary and secondary phys■cal
education programs from the state department.  From these
gu■de■ines each schoo■is t  subm■t a phys■ca■ education
guide whttch should ttnclude the fo1lowing major areas:
(1)curricu■um, (2)required instruction, (3)attendance,
(4)admin■strative procedures,(5)personnel,(6)facilities,
and (7)basiC Code for extra c■ass ョthletic ctivitttes。
Under educational law (Hau1ey, L978) , all pupils above
the age of eight must receive physital education. In New
York State the guidelines require tt,at all pupils in grades
kindergarten through sixth grade re<:eive at least 120 minutes
of physical education per week on a daily basis. This i-s to
be taught by a certified physical education teacher. I.n
defining the basic curriculum requirements, the guideli-nes
L7
(1975) list basic and creative movement, rhythm and dance,
games, perceptual-motor ski11s, individual and team sports,
gymnastics, aqu.atics (where possible), lifetime sports,
and outdoor living skil1s as the major activity areas to be
covered in an elementary physical education program.
The objectives of the physical education program should
be to promote physical fitness, skill development, sporting
knowledge, healthy bodies, safety, group understanding,
leadership, basic learnings of the total school curriculum
(IIauIey, 1978).
. When writing a school I s physical education program, it'
is important to understand the regulations and guidelines.
Many smal1 school districts, in designing their curriculum,
are not able to meet all the demands put on them by the:
guidelines due to the lack'of facilities and staff. Wtren l
submitting the curriculum to the state for approval, i{: the
district meets the requirements to the best of their atrility
with the facitities and staff available to them the state
can be lenient.
Summary
Physical education in the early schools was introcluced
into the educational curriculum mainly due to the efforts of
American leaders Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and
Benjamin Rush. The curriculum at the time consisted m;rinly
of physical training activit.ies: running, leaping. wrt>stIing,
and swimming.
It was discovered during The Age of Jackson (1828--1832)
18
that sedeptary life was taking its toll on the health and
physical degeneration of the urban society. Itealth journals
which emerged in the early 1830's and 1850's began the
development of sporting fever and the building of playgrounds
in New York and Cincinnati.
Johann Pestal-ozzi, Dr. Dio Lewis, and The Turner society
led a revolution to deliver formal physical education to the
school systems of several states before the 1900rs. It
consistecl mainly of formaLized gymnasbics.
During 1910-1940 sporting activities emerged in the
physieal education curriculums mai-nIy due to the
developmentalistic philosophy of John Dewey artd the emergence
of sporting journals and sport pages (pait, L971_).
World War II and the Kruase study (1953-1954) brought
back the development of physical efficiency in the physical
education programs. Fait (197I) explained that current,
changes in physical education are occurring not as much in
philosop-hy as in the method of achieving the desired outcomes.
The new methods being used are problem-solving and guided
discovery which are included in the movement education
approach
The development 
"f the movement education approach began
in the area of dance and music. Early developers like
Francis Delsarte, Emile Jaques Dalcroze, Bess Mensendieck,
Isador.a Duncan, and Rudolf Laban developed their approach in
1;his area in England, Germany and the Unjted States. Rudolf
Laban was the first to adopt the basic theQries of weight,
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time, space, and flow into a physical education program for
children. Movement education was first irrtroduced into the
United States by Margaret H'Doubler around 1926 (Halsey &
Porter, ]-gTO).
After World War II schools in Europe began to reopen and
great strides in movement education were made by Professor
Diem's approach. Professor Diem's belief was that the
teacher was to challenge the child with questions. By such
questions and by suggesting different ways of performing the
movements, the teacher guided the pupils in directing his
endeavors and in improving the quality of his movements (Brown
& Sommer, 1969).
Movement education is an approach of teaching children
to become aware of their physical abilities and to use them
effectively in the daity activities involving play and work
(Kirchner, 1974). The movement education approach consists
of developing pupilrs motor development through the use of
numerous experiences involving all possible movement patterns
by the use of problem solving and exploration. Problem-
solving is defined as a method of teaching whereby the teacher
presents a problem, provides time for exploration, refines
the outcome, and then evaluates the product (Ti1lotson, 1970a).
Exploration is the method of teaching that allows time for
individual creativity and setf-discovery to a problem.
The philosophy of the movement edtrcation is defined as
the acljustments to the factors of time, force, patterns and
flow, known as the qualities of movement (Schurr, 1980).
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Kirchner (f974) organized the movement edu'cation lesson
into three parts: (a) ttre introductory period, a vigorous
time of warm-up lasting about five minutes; (b) ttre floorwork
period, used to introduce one or more neiv elements of
movement using individual activities; (") the apparatus
period, where activities are used to further expand a chil.d's
skills and movement ideas by providing more challenging
activities to test and expand previously learned skilIs.
New York State's physical education requirements are
governed by section 803 of the educational law and the
guideli,nes put out by the Board of Regents. It is required
that all pupils above the age of eight receive daily
instruction with a minimum of 120 minutes per week. The
classes shaIl have experiences of sufficient variety in basic
and creative movement, rhythm and dance, sports, gymnastics,
gamesr perceptual-motor ski11s, aquatics (where possible),
lifetime sports, outdoor living ski1Is, and other appropriate
activities which promote the development of physically fit
individuals.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The procedure for developing this curr■culum gu■de fo
elementary phys■cal education ■nv lved surveyttng fellow
phys■ca■ educators w■thin the Dundee schoo■ sy tem:  ■isting
schoo■ facttlities, equipment, and supplies3 reviewing c■ass
scheduling and procedure3 reviewing general ■esson procedure
and method of instruction; and establishing activ■ti  w■hin
the physical education guide.
Surveying of Fe■l w Physica■  Educators
lt was dec■ded that before any change should be made ■n
Dundee's present physica■ education currttcu■um, he elementary
and high schoo■ phys■ca education staff shou■d di cuss the
negative and pos■ti_ve po■nts of the present curr■culum.  The
negative po■nts were discussed:
1. Students were reaching fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades without having a sense of direction in relationship to
their bodies.
2. Some students were coming irrto the hi gh school
elective physical education classes without enough skills to
perform effectively.
3. The old currjculum did not provide for co-educational
classes in grades four, five, and six.
4. Physical education was not being taught by a
2■
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certified physical education instructor IOO% of the time.
5. The curriculum did not provide for any self-
exploration by the student.
6. Students were leaving the primary grades without
knowing the fulI potential of their bodies relating to
movement.
Some of the good features of the old elementary
curriculum were stated:
1. Changing into uniforms and showering were started at
the fourth grade level.
2. Ground work for the high school elective program was
being taught at the primary 1evel.
3. Students were ac.hieving good f itness levels as
measured by the New York State Physical Fitness Screening
Test
4. The curriculum provided for mental, social, emotional
and physical growth.
Listing Scho01 Facilities, Equipment, and Supplies
The e■mentary school at Dundee had access to two
gymnasiums.  One was used for two thttrd grades3 for gir■s in
grades four, five, and s■x; and the other gym was used by the
boys ■n grades four, five, and s■x a■ong w■th kindergarten,
first, second, and the other two gradese  The outdoor
facilities included a combination basketball court and ice
skating r■nk; a playgrOund for grades kindergarten, first,
and second, a playground for grades threc, four, five, and
s■x; a regulation track, soccer field, football field, four
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tennis courts, two softball fields, plus other areas large
enough to accommodate 20-30 children.
Available equipment at the school included six climbing
ropes, one cargo net, one horizontal ladder, high and lr3w
balance beam, parallel bars, tumbling mats, wrestling mats,
six volleyball standards, record player, two eight foot
basketball goals, and five ten foot basketball goals. ,{long
wittr the inside equipment were the following outside equipment:
LZ swings, monkey bars set, fire pole, merry-go-round, rolling
barrel, three teeter-totters, horizontal ladder, three
slides, two sets of rings, three climbing devices, and riding
animals.
Supply items included hoops, several jump ropes, bean
bags, two records, playground balIs, softballs, footballs,
soccer ba1Is, volleybalIs, basketballs, tennis baIls, tennis
rackets, four badminton sets, six scooters, eight cones,
beactr baIls, a gross of balloons, tinikling equipment,
parachute, tires, scoops, and fleece balls
Scheduling and Class Procedure
The scheclul.ing of elementary physical education cl,asses
at Dundee were constructed in the following way. Because of
teacher Ioad, kindergarten physical education was not
scheduled with a certified physical education teacher except
once a week for 25 minutes. Therefore, the three kinclergarten
teachers, under the direct guidance of the elementary physical
education teacher and the curriculum guide, were instructed
to teach the remaining 95 minutes per week. First, second,
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and thjrd grades were scheduled with'the physical eCucation
teacher four t|mes a week for 25 minutes per session. The
remaini-ng 20 minutes per week were to be taught by the
classroom teacher. The classroom teachers were provided with
a lesson plan constructed by the physical education teacher
each week. Fourth, fifth, and sixth grades were scheduled
two and a half t.imes a week, alternating odd and even
Fridays, for a period of 40 minutes. The remaining 40 minutes
were to be taught by the classroom teacher following the
Iesson plan constructed by the physical education teacher.
. 
students in grades kindergarten, first, second, and third
were required to wear a pair of sneakers to physical education
class. Fourth, fifth, and sixth grades were provided lr'ith
locks and lockers and required to bring a pair of sneak.ers,
shorts, shirt, athletic supporter for males, towel, and socks.
They were requirecl to change before class and take a shower
after class.
Method of Instruction and General Lesson Procedure:
Kindergarten through third grades were to be tauglrt
utilizing a movement education approach. This entail.ed three
types of teaching styles: guided discovery, movement
exploration, and problem-solving. Lessons were to be clesigned
with three parts: introductory, floorwork, and activit;y
period. The introductory period was to last approximat,ely
five minutes. Activity during this period was to be vigorous
and provide the warm-up for the class. The floorwork period
was used to introduce one or more elements .of movement using
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■ndiv■dual activ■ties or a var■ety of smal■ equlipment Or
supp■ies.  The actttv■ty per■od was used to further expand
the child's ski■■ and movement ideas by providing ■arge and
more challenging equipment and activ■ties to test and expand
the movement ttdeas ■earned prev■ously.
Establishing Activities Wttthin_ he Physical Educat■on 摯
The follow■ng po■nts were taken ■nto cons■deration before
estab■ishing the activities within the curricu■um guid :
1。  The participation requ■rement and po■ic■es demanded
by New York State Educational l′aw were to be followed.
2。  A■l activities were to be developed so they cou■d be
co―ed.
3. Classroom teachers in some cases were required to
teach one class period a week.
4. Locker room and shower facilities lvere available
and fourth, fifth, and sixth grades were required to change
and shower.
5. Educable mentally retarded children were
heterogeneously grouped in every kindergarten, first, and
second grade cIass.
6, All activities were to develop and promote good
citizenship and sportsmenship.
7. The 1980 NYSIIPER convention, recent books and
periodicals provided up to date activities and teaching
methods.
8. The principal wanted physical education classes to
be tied into the regular classroom activities.
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Following the considerations of the above itated points,
five basic criteria were followed when selecting the
activities for each unit:
1. Activities were developed to provide a safe
environment.
2. Activities were of general interest and within the
ability range of the level being taught.
3. Activities were arranged not to have two vigorous
act,ivities in succession.
4. 
.Activities were- to foster development within the
following units for the primary leveI grades: spacial
awareness, directional awareness, level awareness, body parts,
movement of the body, nonlocomotor skills, locomotor skiIls,
ball skills, rhythm and dance, and stunts and tumbling. The
following units were selected for the intermediate level:
soccer, football, stunts and tumbling, fitness testing,
fitness development, basketball, voIleyba11, ice skating,
double dutch, folk and square dancing, wrestling, track and
field, tennis, badminton, and softbal1.
5. Activities were to be consistent with the facilities
and supplies provided by the school. The sole exception was
for students to provide their own skates.
Chapter 4
THE ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCAT10N CURRICULUM
Kindergarten Through Third Grade
The e■ementary curriculum was organized to accomodate
studentsi needs, provide basic sporting skills and se■f―
exploration.  Kindergarten through third grade was to be
taught uti■iz■ng a movement education approach.  The lessons
were organ■zed into un■ts, and each lesson conta■ned five
■cading quest■ons of e■th r the prob■em―so■v ng or gu■ded
discovery nature.  Fo■low■ng the lesson, the activ■ty of the
day was giveno  Not inc■uded in the da■ly lesson p■ an but
■ncorporated into the curr■culum was a three to five m■nu e
warm up per■od pr■or to the lesson.  This var■ed from
stretching and jogging to a tag game depending on the daily
activttty.
The activities incorporated into the kindergarten through
third grade curriculum were group games, ball ski1Is,
locomotor ski11s, nonlocomotor skills, body and space
awareness, nodY image, body and how it moves, stunts and
tumbli.g, jump ropes, hoops and fitness apparatus, rhythmic
expression, parachute play, playground safety, introdrrr t- ion
to track, and fitness testing.
In order to organize and show progression of the
kindergarten through third grade curriculum, TabIes 1, 2, 3,
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Table 1
Organizational Chart for the First Twenty Weeks
of the Kindergarten and First Grades
Week ■0
Unit
1,12
22,4
24,2
14,3
19,4
■5,12
1,2,3,4
5,6,7,8
9,10,■1
■2
1,2,3,4
5,6,7,8
■,2,3,4
5,6,7,8
■,2
3,4Lesson
or
Game
2019■817■6151413■211Week
Unit
5,6,7,8
9,10,■1
12
,2,3,4
5,6,7,8
1,2,3
5,6,7
1,2,3,4
5,6,7,8
9,10,1■
■2
27,6
19,7
20,5
■0,8
25,6
■7,21
???
Lesson
or
Game
4 6
1
29
Table 2
Organizational Chart for the Second
of the Kindergarten and First
Twenty Weeks
Grades
30292827262524232221Weeks
Unit 1011
Lesson
or
Ga.me
18,19
22,23
4,26
27 ,20
2L,28
16
Ir2,3,4
5r6,7,8
9, 10, 11
l2
I12,3,4
5r6,7,8
9r10rl1
L2
L12,3r4
5r6,7,8
9, 10, 11
L2
40393837363534333231Weeks
13141210Unit
18, rg
11,12
9,10
r4, l8
2l,22
25 r26
lr2
3r4
?
?
,2
,4
1Ir12r13
L5 r16 ,L7
L9 r20 r23
24,27 ,28
7,2 10r15
3 ,4 25 ,22
4,2O
l.L,2L
18,16
19,13
Lesson
or
Game
8
30
Table
Organi zational Chart for
of the Second and
3
the First Twenty ldeeks
Third Grades
Weeks 964
?
?2 10
Unit ??265
1,55
■9,22
■4,20
5,56
57,61
10,21
5,7,19
21,10,9
22,23,30
29,3■
8,9,10
11,12
■,2,3
4,5,6
7
3,4,5,7
8,■1,12
3,4
6,7Lesson
or
Game
Weeks 11 ■2 13 14 15 1617 18 19   20
Unit 974
Lesson
or
Game
2,7,9
10,12
■3,14
15,16
17,18
19,20
18,34,13
15,14,17
32,16,33
35,24,25
3,5,6
8,9,10,ll
12,13,14
15,16
9,2
54,21
2 ,28
60,19
53,23
58,39
31
and 4 were utilized. Tables I and 2 are ttre organizational
charts for kindergarten and first grades and show the unit
activities being used at that level, the time allotted for
each unit, and the lessons or games being used from that unit
for that level. Table 1 was the first twenty weeks and Table
2 was the second twenty weeks of the school year. Tab1es 3
and { were the organizational charts for second and third
grades and gave ttre same information that Tables I and 2 did
except that T'ables 2 and 3 stressed the more advanced lessons
and activities.
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Tab1e 4
Organizational Chart for the Second Twenty Weeks
of the Second and Third Grades
30292827262524232221Week
■1101■Unit
■6,19
53,11
57,39
59,26
21,22
25,20
21,22
23,24
25,26
27,28
1,2,3,4
5,6,7,8
17,18,19,20
2■,22,23,24
25,26,27,28
29,30,31,32
?
?
??
,10
,■2Lesson
or
Game
40393837363534333231Week
13151412llUnit
Lesson
or
Game
13
14
15
16
1,2  1,2
3,4 3,4
8,9,10
1■,12,36
37,38,40
41,42,43
1,2 61,55
3,4 53,60
21,39
24,53
21,22
21,20
1,2
3,4
5,6
7,8
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Unit I
Group Games
The following is a ljst of games used jn this unit.
1. t"lidnight--A fox stands at one end of the gym. The
class follows the head child up slowly. The head child asks
the fox the time. When the fox calls 'rmidnight", all run
back to the line. Anyone caught helps the fox chase. The
person caught last becomes the fox for the next game.
( Bryant & Oliver , L97 5) .
2. Squirrels and Trees--The children were all given a
nuqber, either one, two, or three. Have a few extra threes.
Ones and twos (trees) face each other and join hands while
threes ( squirrels ) get between the trees. Extra threes
stand around the tree. One the signal "Go" all squirrels
must run to a new tree. Allow only one squirrel to a tree.
All those getting a tree each time are winners. Switch
squirrels and trees so everyone has a chance to be a squi rrel.
(Dauer, l97l-).
3. Hill Di11--The children are told to stand in one line
so they can move across to another line. The person who is
rrltrr stands between the lines. "Itt'says, "Hill Di11 (run,
hop, skip, etc. ) over to the hiIl. r' Anyone caught helps rrlt'r
in the next chase. The children must move in the manner that
is called by I'It.rr When most of the children have been caught,
pick a new I'Itrr from those left. (Desantis & Smith, 1973).
4. Simp1e Bornbardment--The class 1j nes irp behind a line
facing a line of ten or more pins about ten feet away.
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Ever.y third or fourth chjld should have a bal-l.' The children
threw the balls at the pins. If the thrower knocks a pin
over, he goes to set it up. Then he gives the ball to the
next person in line. The last person in line takes the' ball
to the first person who goes again. The winner is the first
person to knock down five pins. As the children's ability
increases, Iengthen the distance to the pins. (Hauley, 1978).
5. Cat and Rat--The entire class except two children
stand in a circle formation holding hands. One child is the
'rratrr and stands inside the circle. The other child is the
rrcat" and stands outsids the circle. The "cat" and the "rat"
hold the following conversation: cat: rtI am the cat.'r rat:
rrl am the rat. " cat: rrl will catch you.rr rat: rrNo I You
can I t. rr At the end of this conversation the cat tries to tag
the rat. The rat is allowed to enter and leave the cir'cle at
will, but the cat must stay inside the circle. When the cat
tags the rat, he becomes the rat and the teacher chooses
another cat . ( fait , 1971 , p. 243) .
6. Merry Christmas--All but one child Iine up on a
starting line and are the reindeer. One person stands in the
center of the gym pretending to be Santa Claus. When Santa
yells, "Merry Christmasr " the reindeer run to the endline at
the other end of the gym. Santa tries to catch the reindeer
before they reach the other endline. When he has caught nine
reindeer, he picks a new Santa from those not yet caught.
(Hauley , 1978, p. 91 ) .
7. Snowmen--4ll the children but one line up on a
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starting line and pretend +-o be snowmen. One child stands in
the center of the gym ancl pretends to be the sun. The snowmen
move toward town until the teacher yells, "Here comes the
sunl, At this point the snowmen all run back to the starting
line. If the snowmen are caught, they must help the sun catch
more snowmen on the next trip. (Hauley, 1978, p. 90).
8. Santars Helpers--Start with one large circle anLd have
all the children sit on the circle. Pick one child to be
f'Santa.rr Everyone else is either an elf , a sprite t o? ar
brownie. Santa is told that his helpers are out playing and
not doing their work. He must round them up and send ttrem
back to the workshop. When Santa says, "Where are my el.ves?",
the elves stand up, run into the circle and saYr "Here we
are." Santa runs after them. Santa repeats this with t;he
sprites, brownies, and the rest of the elves. The last one
to get caught becomes the new Santa. Anyone who gets czrught
or runs out of the circle must go back to his place and sit
down. (Hauley, tg78, p. 90).
9. Gardner and Scamp--The children stand in a circle
formation holding hands. One player is chosen to be I'scamp'l
and stands in the middle of the circle. Another player is
chosen to be the "gardner" and stands outside the circle.
They talk and act out the following. Gardner: "Who Iet" you
into my garden?tt Scamp: I'No One. " Gardner: t'I t 11 chase
you out." Scamp: 'rTry and catch me." The scamp leaves the
cj.rcle arrd the gardner must follow the exact path through the
circle. The scamp may perform any stunt he wishes, such as
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crawling, hopping, skipping, etc., and the gardner must; copy
his movements. The scamp must make it back into the circle
through the same place he left before the gardner tags him.
If the gardner misses any stunt demonstrated by the scamp,
the scamp wins. Change both players afber every turn.
(Kirchner, 1974, p. 239)
10. Poisorr Tag--This is ptayed in scattered format,ion
and is the same as simple tag except that trltrr must place one
hand where he was tagged and keep it f-here while trying to
tag another. (Kirchner, 1974).
11. Elimination Tag--0ne player is chosen to be "Itrr
and tries to tag another player. When a player is tagged, he
becomes rrltrr and the tagger sits on the floor to become an
obstacle. The game continues until the last person is tagged.
( Ki rctrner , 197 4) .
J-2. Cal1 Ball--The children are arranged in circles of
four with one child in the center. The person in the cr:nter
throws the ball up and calls the name of one of the players,
who tries to catch the ball before it bounces. ff the person
called is successful, he or she becomes the next throwe.r.
(Schurr, 1980).
13. Circle Stride Ball--Players of eight stand in a
circle formation with their feet apart so that their feet
touch the feet of the player beside them. One player is rrltfl
and stands in the center of the circle and tries to ro11 the
ball outside through the legs of the other players. The
players on the circle try to keep the ball in by'stopping it
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with their hands. If the ball goes out, the player between
whose legs it went chases the ball and becomes rrlt.rr (Schurr,
1980, p. 316 ) .
1- 4. Cowboys and Indians--The class is divided in tralf.
One half is the cowboys and.line up behind one goal line, and
the other is fndians and line up behind the other goal line.
The cowboys face away from the quietly approaching Indians.
The teacher or leader waits until the indians are quite close
and calIs, rrThe Indians are here!rt The cowboys turn and try
to tag the indians before they reach their end line. Any
indian tagged must become a cowboy. The game continues with
alternating chasers and fleers. (Schurr, 1!80).
15. Hot Ball--The formation is a single circle, and one
player is chosen to 'rset a f ire" under the ball. He prr:tends
to heat the ball; then he kicks it at the circle and says,
rrThe ball is hot. " The players on the circle try to kick
the ball away to keep from getting burned. If the ball stops
inside the circle or goes outside the circle, the person who
last kicked it retrieves it and must'rstart the fire" again.
The ball should be kicked with the side of the foot and kept
close to the ground. (Schurr, 1980, p. 317).
16. Red Light--Alf players stand behind the goal line.
One player is rrltrr and stands on the other goal line and
faces away from the others. He starts counting and yells,
"Red lightr" any time before he reaches 10. When he begins
to count the other players advance until they hear "Red
light!" At this point rrltrr turns around and if anyone is
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caught moving, they must go back to their goal line. The
counting is repeated and the first person to reach the other
goal line becomes the new rrltrr. (Schurr, 1980, p. 318).
J_7. OId Mother Witch--To play this game you need a goal
line at one end of the playing area and a large box or circle
drawn on the floor at the other end. One child is the "Witch'l
and stays in the box while the other children walk arour:rd the
outside of the box or dash across and out of the box. llhe
children chant: r'Old Mother Witch, fell in a ditch, Picked
up a penny, and thought she was rich.r' Then the witch :rsks,
I'Whose children are you?r' The children answer with any name
until one child answers, 'rYours." Then the witch chases the
children back to their goal line and the first one caught
becomes the new witch. (Schurr, 1980).
18. Slap Jack--AlI the players stand in a circle
formation facing the center with their hands behind the:m,
palms up. The person chosen as rtltrr walks around the outside
of the players and slaps a player on the hands. That person
chases the person who is trltrr around the outside of the
circle and tries to tag him before he reaches the empty space
in the circle. The chaser becomes the next rr It. rr ( Schurr,
1980, p. 319 ) .
19. Circle Dodgebatl--One third of the class is inside
the circle rvhite the rest are in a single circle format.ion.
Those on the circle try to hit the players inside the circle
with the ball below the waist. when a player is hit, tre
joins those on the circle. The last player remaining jis the
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winner. (rait, l-97L).
20. F ire Ball---Start by placing 'i;he class around a
square 30 feet by JO feet. From the class pick five ol'six
students to go insicle the square. Give ah: players outside
the square two playground ba11s. Players outside the square
try to hit the students inside the square below the waist.
If successful they switch piaces.
21.  Suicide Dodgeba■1-―Start by spreading the class
out over the playing arieao  Two balls are thrown out and who
ever gets a bal■becomes i:It" whilc he or she has the ba■1.
The object is to throw the ba■l and hit another player below
the waist, freezing that player.  Once a person throws the
ball he tts no longer il工t::, unless he can get the ball back.
A person w■th a ba■■ can only move three steps.  To unfrceze
a frozcn player he just needs to be tagged by another unfrozen
p■ayer.  The game is continuous, but students usually tire
after eight to ten minutes.
22. Run Rabbi+-s Run--Start witlr two saf e areas at the
enCs of the playing area. Place the students in one ot- the
safe areas. Choose two persons to be foxes and place them
in the middle. When tliLe f oxes call, "Run, Rabbits Run, " the
rabbits run from one safe area to the ot,her. If a rabbit is
taggecl by a iox he or she becomes a fox and helps tag other
rabbits. The last two rabbits caught become the foxes for
the next game.
23. Red Rover.--The children will run frorn one encl line
t,o another. One player js rtTtrr ancl calls t'he players ()ver in
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groups. tle mighb say, "Red Rover, Red Rover send girls with
blue pants over.rr Continue until alI bhe children are called
in this manner. Those caught will help rrltrr chase. When
everyone lias been called, pi.ck a new 'rItrr f rom those not
caught. (Hauley, 1978, p. 103).
24. Run For Your Supper--The players begin a single
circl-e formation and a player, "It", walks around the in.side
of t.he circl-e. He stops in front of two players and t.hrusting
his arms between them, says, "Run for your supper.r' tle
remains in Lhis position while the runners go in opposit,e
direcr-ions around the outside of the circle. The player who
returns and tags the outstrebched arms of rrltrr first is the
winner and becomes the next rrlt. rr (n'ait, 197L).
25. Drop the Handkerctrief--PIayers begin in a single
circle formation. trltrr walks around the outside of the
circle with the handkerchief and drops it close behind
another player'. tle runs around the circle trying to reilch
the vacat.ed position before the other player. The playr3r'
behind whom the handkerchief was dropped picks it up and runs
around the circle in the opposite direction. He tries bo
return to his position before trlttr does. The player who
r.eaches the space first is safe and the other player is the
rrew rrlt. rr ( Pait , l97L) .
26. Beef steak--rrIt't stands on the f inish line 20 to 25
feet away fr.om the starting line. He should have his back
facing tire stat'ti-ng line. The rest of the players are on l;he
startilg l ine. I'It" begi.ns tg cotrnt alottd t'o 10 and then
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ca11s, ttbeefsteskrt' i-.hen trlr-ns around. As he is coun'uirrg
the other players ar'e running forward t.rying to cross Ltre
finish ljne. If a player is caught stepping or moving after
"beetsteak" he 1s sent back. The first plaS'er over the
finish line i-s the nerv rrIt. tt (Kirchner, 1974).
27. Freeze Tag--Spread the children ou+- over the trllaying
area. Choose two or three st.udents to be the f reezers. Ttre
freezers bag bhe other students freezing th.:rn stationary.
Froze.n studenbs can be unfrozen bry other players tagging them.
Change freezers every two to three minutes.
28. Tunnel Tag--This is played just like Frceze T:rg, but
{;o unfreeze a student the perrson has to crawl between the
frozen person's legs.
29. Duck, Duck, Goose--This game is played in a s:ingle
circle formation with one child standing outside of the circle.
This child is rrltrr and runs around the outside of the c:lrc1e
touching one child and saying, rrduckr I touches another child
and says the same thing. rrlt[ touches a third child and
says, 'rgoose.tr The t'goose'r chases rrJtrr around the circIe
back to the goose's place. If the goose tags rrltrr before he
gets into place, he continues.to be rrlt'r and the game
corrtinues . ( Ki rchner , L97 4) .
30. I See--In this game the teacher says to the s'budents
that he sees the students doing a type of movement. Therr the
children perform the movement. An example ttould be, "I see
chilclren skipping around the gym. r' Then the children would
start skipping.
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31. One Base Kjckball--This is'played like regular
kickball, but there is only a home place and a first base.
The kicker kicks the ball and runs to the base. He may run
hack or stay and wait for the other player to kick him home.
Runrrers are out if t.he ball hits them or eiets to the ba.se
before them. A11 players on the kicking team kick befo:re
changing fielding an<i kicking teams.
32. Simon Says--One of the children is selected t,o be
the leader. The leader gives commands and executes the
particular: skilled called. Some of hi.s commands are prefaced
by the words, "Simon Says" and some are noi. The children
respond only to those commands prefaced by the words "Simon
Says." Any player who responds to a command not preceded by
'rsirnon Saysrr is eliminated. ( f ait, 197L) .
33. Ball in Chute--Put a large cardboard box on the
floor on its side with the open end facing the child. Have
the child stand four to six feet away and ro11 a large rubber
ball int-o the opening. fncrease the distance as the child
increases skil1. (F'rank, L979, p. 69).
34. BowIi.,g--Set up three to ten plastic bowling pins
on the floor near the wall and have the children take turns
rolling the ba11, atternpting to knock down the pins. (Frank,
l-979, p. 70).
. 3.5. Bounce and Toss--students f orm a single circle which
is subdivided into four equal groups. Leaders of each group
stand irr the c:ente: of the circle facing his group. Each
leader bounces a ball one,l to the first pla'yer in his eiroup,
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rvhobouncesitback.Aftertheballhasbeenbotrncedt,oeach
player in his group, ttre leader becomes the last player'
The first player of the group becomes the leader' As the
ski1l improves, i ncrease the size of ttre cir.cle. ( Frank,
rg7g, p. 73).
3().MusicalBal1--Inrandomformationchildrenareto
bounce the ball to the music while walking around the gym'
When the music stops they stop bouncing' If they lose the
ballor.rullintoSotrreonetheyaretositdown.Winner,sare
ttre ones still bouncing -at the end'
37"Musica1PassBa1l--Thechildrensbandinacircle
andpassalargeballfromonetotheot}rer.Thechilclwho
hastheballwhenthentusicstopsreturnstohischair.The
gamecontinuesuntilalltheplayershavebeeneliminal.ed.
(Frank, 1979).
38.CircIe[,assBal1-_Allthestudent,sformasingle
circle with a space between each player' At a signal bhe
player wit,h the ball passes it to the next player' Play is
continttedartlunrlthecircleintheSamedirection.Aplayer
whodropstheballmustrecoverit,retur.ntothecircle,and
continue passi ng. ( Frank , tg7g, p' 7 5) '
39. Bleacher Ball--Start by divi ding the player area in
half and placing a team in each half . rn the game, st,udents
trytot.hrowrkickrorpuntaballfromtheirareaacross
t}reiropponenl-'ser:cllineorhitthevlallorb}eachersif
piayecl inside the gytn' Each time a team is successfuf it
rei:eivesapoint'Thefirst'teamt'ogett0pointsisthe
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w■nner.
40. Leacler Ball--T'he leacler bounces the ball to one
chilcl and the child bounces it back. Ttris conbinues un.bil
the leacler misses the bal.l. The child who hounced the rball
takes the leader's place. (Frank, L979).
41. Circle Soccer--Game is played wiuh a single circle
for.matron with a line drawn through the center of the circle
r:reating two teams. There are eight to ten players olr 'each
team. The ball is put jnto play by the captain of one beam
kicking it toward the opponents. Eactr team tries to kick the
ball ptrst the opposing players, below shoul.der height. The
opposing players try to prevent the ball from going out of
the circle on their own side. While the ball is in p1ay,
every player nrust remain at his place in the circle. 0n1y
the captain may move out of the circle. One point is scoreC
for each time the ball is kicked out of the circle. (t<irchner,
197 4, tt. 332) .
42. Bal.l- in Basket--Put a large bushel basket in the
center of a circle of children. The childr"en attempt t.o throw
a 10 inch rubber ball into the basket. fncrease the sj-ze of
the circle as the children increase in ski1l. (Frank, 1979,
-- 
\p. / / ).
43. Ring Toss--The children select thejr own distance
from a stake and try to stake with a ring or rubber horseshoe.
(Frank, L979).
44. Kickball'--R'cgular kickbal-1 using f our bases, a
sottball rlianiond, ancl one soccer bal t or playground ba11.
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The pit,cher" r.o1ls the ball on the ground and the kicker kicks
it. Ruuners advance around bases unless they get out . A
run is scored if a player successfully returns to home plate.
(Schurr', 1980, p. 42O)
45.. Boundary tsa11--Arrange two teams in a scatterr:d
forrnatiorr on each side of a center line. Give each team a
soccer bal1. The game is started by each team kicking a ball
toward the opponent's goal line. Players must stay in bheir
own half of the freld and try to prevent the opponent's ball
from crossing the goal. Players cannot touch the ball with
their hands. A pt-iint is scored every time the ball crosses
the opponent,rs goal line. (t<irchner, 1974).
46. Circle Ball--Start the game using a single circle
for.mation with six to eight feet between each player. A ball
is passed to each player in turn around the circle. Once
the ball is started, introduce a second ball to be passed in
the same direction. ( K-irchner, l-97 4) .
47. PIace Kickball--Similar to regular kickball except
that the kicker is given one stationary kick. If the kick is
fair, the kicker tr"ies to run around the bases before any
member of the fielding team can get the ball and run to home
base before the kicker. Any fly ball that is caught putts the
kicker out. (Kirchner, 1974, P. 215).
.lE. Keep Arvay--Let trvo teams of eight to 16 players
scatLer within a clesignated play area. Keep the ball away
from the other team by ki.cking it or throuring it in thr: air'
Both feet must remaln on tl-le ground when thrgwing the ball'
T'hc: balJ must nob be picked up of f
any kind of roughness. No score i
the game is to see which team can
An out of bounds ball is put back
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the grortrrcl . Fou 1s are
s kept, but the object, of
keep the trall the l-ongest.
into 'play by the opposite
t e ani。 (Kirchner, 1974, p. 333).
49. Tee Ball--Same rules as for softball. except the
softball is placed on a rrrbber cone anc-l- hiL with a bat.
50. Goof Ball --Same rules as for softball except a six
inch playground ball is used instead of a softball and may lre
thrown at the runner to put him out.
.51 . Whistle Dribble--Divide the class into squads about
six bo eight players and line them up at. one end of the floor.
The teacher or leader stands in the center of the playing
area. At the sound of the whistle the first player must stop
and hold the ball to be ready for the next move. As soon as
any player reaches the leader or teacher, he turns and
dritrbles back to his team. (firchner, L974, p. 308).
52. Side Line Basketball--Same rules as basketball, and
five pl,ayer formation except that the remaining players from
both teams are alternatell' placed al<.ing the side and end
Iines. The ball may be passed to the si<le lines. If a
defensive team member intercepts the ball, he must, first pass
it to the side line before his team can become offensive.
Stepping over the side lines gives the ball- to the opposite
team. Points are scored as in regular basketball. (Kirchner,
L974, p. 311).
5:1. 1'eam 500--Divjcle cl.:rss into Lwo tearns and put each
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tearn in one half of the gym. The players thrr-rw'or kick a
playground ball in the air. The other players try to catch
the ball in the air, not after a bounce. ff successful,
they receive 25 poi-nts. The first player to receive 500
pr:ins is the winner.
54. Teant Dodgeball--Divide the class into two equal
teams. One team forms a single circle facing the inside.
The ot,her team is inside the circle. The team on the circle
tries to "put out" the team on the inside by hitting them
with a playground ball b-elorv the waist. I'hey try to get as
many out as possible in a predetermined sllroU.nt of time. I'hen
the two teams change places. The team to put out the greatest
number of players in t.he allotted time is the winner. (Fait,
i971 , p. 251 ) .
5.5. Snatch Strike--Two teams are lineC up f acing each
other about 30 feet apart. The players on each team are
numbered consecutively. If one team is short a player, give
the last person in line two numbers. The teacher calls otrt
a personrs number and he runs to the middle of the court,
picks up a ball from a box of balls and attenpts to knock
over a pin by throwing the ball at his teamrs pin from behind
a foul lj-ne. The first player to knock down the pin scores
one point for his t,eanr. Five points wins the game. (Hauley,
1978 ) .
56. Pin Guarcl--Place a pin insiCe a circle and appoint
one chjid to gtrard it. The rest of the chilCren are around
the circle and they toss a hal.l at ttre pin. .tf tne pin is
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knocked over by someon(r, that person gets to guard the pin'
The olrl pin guard t.akes his place on the cir-cle. If the pin
is knocked over by the guard, he must set the pin back up and
go back to his place on the circle. Ihe next person to knock
over the t'open" pin is the new guard. Add more pins, guards
ancl ball s as the children become more skil-led. (Dauer , L97L) .
57 . I{egular Bombardment--There are tr''o teams each with
a front and back Iine. Place a pin insi-de a circle bebween
the lines. The object of the game is for the team to knock
over the other f-eam's pin by ttrrowing the ball. The front
line o1}y can score and the back line passes the ball up to
the front Iine. No one is allowed insicle the circle around
the pi.ri except to retrievg a baII. Sbart with two balls and
adcl more as the children's ability warrants. Rotate lines
after each game. (Hauley, 1978).
58. Steal the Bacon--To begin the game, each team is
along parallel goal lines about 30 feet apart. A club is
placed on an X in the center of the two lines. Number the
player, starti-ng at oppcsite ends with one. The leader calls
one of the numbers and thrise players run out and try to snatch
the club and take it back across his goal l-ine without being
tagged by the other player. The team of the player who
successfully gets ttre club across his goal line receives two
point.s. If the other player tags hira hrefore crossing the
line, one point is atvardecl to his team. The club is put back
and another number' is called. The tearr rl'ith the most points
ab t he end of a certain arrrottnt of ti me '.vins. ( Schurr, 1980 ,
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p. 320)
59. Boiler Bttrst--Five to 15 childrtrn may play this game
in an area 50 feef- square. The children gather around a
plaver who is telling a story. In teiling his story he
suddenly says, "boiler burst!" At this point the children
dash f..rr the goal l-ine or other safety zone and the story
teller attempts to tag them. The child tagged starts a new
garne with a new st,ory. (nait , 197I, p. 237) .
60. Fire on the Mountain--The children form two circles
wittr orre circle called the "treesr'r standing insiCe the other
circle, ca1led the "people.'r In the center is one pla1'er who
is rrlt.rr He begins b5' clapping his hands and caIli-ng, "Fire
oir the mountair.. Run, people, run!" The trees remain
s;tanding while the people run to the right behind them. When
IIt'l stops clapping he and the people run to stand in front
of a tree. The orre who does not find a tree to stand by
becomes the new rrltrr. Change the roles of the people and
trees. {t'ait, L97L, p. 249).
6f. Wild llorses on the Range--Set up the playing area
so that, you have two safe areas at each end. P1ace the
students in one of the safe areas. Choose two students to
be cowboys and give them each a playgrouncl ball. When the
cowboys sayr "Wild horses on the range,rr aII the horses have
to run to the other safe area. The two cowboys try to hit
hor:+es by throwing the ball at them belorv the waist. Horses
Lhat, are hit sit on the side in the corral. The last two
horses to be hit become the cowboys foi'the next game.
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62. Jurnp Rope Frer:ze Tag--This gam() is played by having
the st,udenLs spread out in random formation over the gym
f loor each wittr a jurp rope. Choose two pepsons to be rrlt. r'
These t.wo people chase the others around the gym. When a
person being chased makes a mistake, he is frozen. To become
lnfrozen, they must irmp rope 10 times doi-ng the same thing
ttrey were doing when they made the nristakt:. Once completed
they may enter the game again.
63. Jack Be Nimble--The children skip around the room
chantirg, "Jack be nimble, Jack be quick. Jack iump over the
candlestick. " The children jump very high on the work "iump. "
(Frank, 1979, p. 66).
64. Jump Over--Have.two children hold a ju,p rope
stretched flat on che ground while the others take turns
jumping over it. Gradually raise the rope as the children
take turns jumping over. (Frank, 1979, p,67).
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Unit 2
3ody and Space Awarcness
Lesson ■:  General spacc
1. Can you move about. the room wibhout bumping into
anyorre ?
2. Can you walk from one end of the gym to the other
without bunrping into anyone?
3. Can you skipr gallop, run around the outside of the
gym r+ithout touching anyone?
4. Can the boys get at one end of the gym and the girls
at the ottrer, and rvhen I say ttgstt, can they exchange places?
5. Can you divide yourselves irrto thr: four corners of
the gymr and when I say "go", exchange opposite corners with
the group across from you?
Activit,ies:
1。  Freeze tag。 (No. 27, Unit l)
2.  Run rabbits run。 (No. 22, Unttt 22)
Lesson 2z General space
1. Can you bounce the ball around the rooln without
touchirrg anyone?
2. Can you bounce the ball arounci the circle without
touching anyone?
3. Can you bottnce the ball around the black lines
wittrout touchi.ng anyone?
4. Catr you take turns shooting your ball at the basket
without hitting an1'one?
5. Can you t-hrow tlre ball againsL t.h.t: walI vrithout
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touchi ng anyone?
Acbi vities:
1. CalI baII. ( I'l<, . 12, Unit 1)
2. Suicide doclgeball. ( No. 2L, Unit f )
l,esson J: General. space
1. Would all the boys stand stil.L as all the girls,
while Lossing bean bags, rvalk around the boys without touching
them.
2. Can the girls remain stationary as the bo-ys walk
around the girls while tossing their bean bags up and down.
3. Can the students move around t,he gym without bumping
into equipment (hoops, balls, bean bags) which have Lreen
scattered on the fLoor? Ask theml
4. Can you pick up a hoop and roll it around the room
without touching any of the other equipment?
5. Can you pick up a bean bag and toss it in the air as
you wal-k around the room without touching anybody or any
equipment ?
Activities:
I . Run rabbit.s run. (t'lo. 22 , Unit 1 )
2. Midnight. (No. 1, Unit 1)
Lesson !,2 General space
1. Can you skip, run, hop, jump, and gallop around the
gym uncler control without hitting anyone?
2 . Can you skip , hop , rull , i ump .. and ga l lop in this
half of the gym under control?
3. Can you skip, hop, run, jump, and.ga-l-Iop in this
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quarter of the gym under concrol?
4. What do you have Lo do in orcler to stay under
control when the gencral space gets smaLler?
5. fs it easier in the smaller space to rvalk on your
hands and feet or just on Your feet?
Act.ivities:
1. I'lidnight . ( No. 1, Unit 1)
2. Tunnel tag. (No.28, Unit 1)
Lesson !: General space awareness while in the air
1. Can you jump up in the air and lund on both feet?
2. Can you jump up in the air attd turn your body around
and Land on both feet?
3. Can you jump up in the air artd slap your thighs
with your hands?
4. Can yott jump up in the air with your hands over your
eyes and land on troth feet?
5. Can you jLrmp up in the air and turn a quarter of a
turn, half a turn, artd three quarters of a turn?
Activities:
1. Fireball. (t'lo. 20, Unit 1)
2. Squirrels and trees. ' ( No. 2 , Unit I )
Lesson 6: General space--direction
1. Find a spot on the floor by yourself and face the
waIl with t,he clocl< on it. This is your- hone spot. Can you
t'ace the wal.l to the riglrt of you? To ttre lefb of you?
Ilehi nd you?
2. Can you t.urn and walk four sttrlls l-o the right then
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fo,-," sbeps b;rckwarci? Where do you end?
3. Can you tlrrn and walk four steps t.o the left then
four more steps forrvard?
4. Can you take one step backwards, one step to the
right, one step forward, and one step to the left? What does
it make?
-5. Can you face the east wall of the gym? North wall?
Sor-rth wall? West wall?
Activity:
1. Hill di1i. (No. 3, Unit I)
Les.son 7 z General space--direction, finding home
1. Can you bounce the ball around the gym under control?
2. Can you bounce the ball on the right side of your
body as you walk around the gYm?
3. Can you bounce the ball on the left side of your body
as you walk around the gym?
4. Can you toss the ball above your head as you rvalk
around the gym?
5. Can you walk back and sit dorvn in your home spot?
Activities:
(X-f ) Drop the trandkerchief . ( No . 25, Unit 1)
(2-3) wild horses on the range. (Xo. 61, Unit 1)
Lesson 8: Space d j rect,ion
1. Look at the clock. See which way the hands on the
clocl< are moving. This is called a clockwise movement. The
other way would be a eounterclockwise movrjment. Can you
walk around the gyrn clockrvisc? Counberclockwi se?
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2. Can you skip ;rround the black circle c'lockwise?
Counter-c lockwi se ?
3. Can you junrp around the black rectangle clockwj.se?
Counl;er'<: lockwi se?
4. Can you turn yourself around j-n a circle counter-
clockwise? Clockwise?
5. Can you ttirn a partner clockr"'ise around in a circle?
Counterclockwise?
Activity:
1. Run for your supper. (tlo. 24, Unit 1)
[,esson 9: Persotral space direction
1. With a jump rope make a circle on the floor by
yorrrself and sit down inside it. Can you walk around the
outside of your circle?
2. Can you walk around the outside of the circle clock-
wise? Counterclockwise?
3. Can you rvalk around the circle clockwise? Counter-
c lockwi se ?
4. Can you walk around the inside of your circle
clockrvise? Counterclockwise?
5. Can you walk backwards around the circle clockwise?
Counterclockwi se?
Activity:
1. Slap jack. (N9. 18, Unit 1)
Lesson I0: Personal space direction
with your hocip find a spot on the floor by yourself and
sit down inside your hoop f acing the clc'ck
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l. Can ],ou move your body so that you are'in front of
your hoop
2. Can you move your body so that yotr are behind your
hoop?
3. Can you move your body so that you are on the right
sicle of your hoop? Left side of your hoop?
4. Can you Ia,, on top of your hooP?
5. Can you get under Your hooP?
Act ivity:
1. 01d mother witch. (No. 17, Unit 1)
Lesson 11: Personal space direction
With your hoop find a spot on the floor by yourself and
sj-t down inside your hoop facing the clock.
1. Can you stand up and iump out of your hoop so that
you are in front of the hoop?
2. Can you jump back inside your hoop and back outside
so that the hoop is in front of You?
3. Can you iump back inside your hoop and then back
outside so that the hoop is to the left of you, the right of
you?
4. Can you stand over Your hooP?
5. Can you stand on Your hooP?
Activity:
t. Cat and rat. (No. 5, Unit 1)
Lesson T2: Personal sPace
si.tting dorrn inside your hoop in t.he home position:
].. can you bounce the ball wjthout going otttside your
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personal space?
2. Can you toss ttre ball in the air wi"hout going out-
side your personal space?
3. Can you bounce the ball outside y.our personal space
with you staying irrside your personal space?
4. Can you walk around the hoop alternating steps
inside and outsicie t,he hoop?
5. Can you toss the ball inside your personal space
while vcu hop up and down?
Activity:
l-. Cowboys and indians. (tlo. 14, Unit 1)
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Unit 3
Body fmage
Lesson 1: Identifying bodY Parts
1. Can you totrch your head to the troop? Eyes? Nose?
Ears? Tongue? Chin?
2. Can you t<lttch your hands to the hoop? Forearm?
Elbows? Upper arnn? Shoulcler?
3. Can you to'urch your waist to t.[re lroop? Chest?
Stomach? Back?
4. Can you touch ycur feet to the hoop? Ankles? Knees?
Leg? Heels?
5. Can you touch the front side of your body to the
hoop? Backside of your trodY?
Activity:
1. I see. (No.30, Unit 1)
Lesson 2: Identifying body parts with partner
1. Can you shol me your partnerrs arms? Now tell your
partner 
-aI1 the different parts of his arm.
2, Can you show me your partner's leg? Now tell your
partner all the different parts of his 1eg.
3. Can you show me your.partner's head? Now tell your
partner alt the djfferent parts of his head'
4. Can you show me your partner's mid-section? Now
te}l, your partner all the different parts of his mid-section'
5. Lool< at your shadow when I name a borty part'' Can
you point t,o that l:ody part on your shadow?
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Activit,y:
1. Simon says. ( tto . 32, Unit 1)
Lesson J: Exploring how body parts wor-k
1. Can you move the yarn ball without using your trands
or feet? What other body parts can you ttse?
2. Can you pick up the yarn ball rvithout usi,rrg your
hands ?
3. Can you balance the yarn ball on a part of your
body?
4, Can you t..rss an: yarn ball from one part of your body
to another?
5. Can you throrv the yarn ball wi+-hout using your hands?
Activity:
l. Fire ball (No. 20, Unit 1).
Lesson tl,z' Exploring how body parts work
ba■1?
1. Do you bend and stretch your legs while you run?
2. Do you twist your body when yorr throrv a ball?
3. Should you straighten out your leg rvhen you kick a
4. What does your head do when you toss and catch a ball?
5. What does your arm do when you throw a ball?
Activity:
1. Circle dodgebal I ( No. 21, Unit I ) .
Lesson $: Dir'ection qnd the body
L. Laying on your back on the floor in a home position,
can you rai se your right leg up in the air'?
z. can you take youl.right leg and put it. on the left
6o
side of yorrr leg?
3. Can you raise yotrr right arm orr the left side of your
left arm?
L. f f you iet yolrr body go free (limp) and f lip over,
where woutd you find yourself?
Activity:
1. Simon says ( No. 32 , Unit 1 ) .
Lesson 5: Direction and the body
I. Laying on your back on the floor in a home posibion,
can you raise your right '! eg and touch your lef t hand?
2. Can you raise ycur left leg and touch your right hand?
3. Laying on ],our stomach, can you touch your right hernd?
to your left 1eg?
4. Can you touch your left hand to your right leg?
5. Can you get off the f loor with.out using your hands?
Activity:
. 1. Tunnel tag (lio. 28, Unit 1).
Lesson 7 z Body awareness and leve1 awareness
1. Can you change the shape of your body by lowering
one region of your body?
2. Can you Iower the trpper portion and raise the lower
portion of your body at the sam.e time?
3. Can you lower the upper portion, keeping two parts
above your head?
4. Can you r.aise two parts of the lower portion above
your waist?
5. Can you geL two parts of the l'ower portion of your
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body above your head?
Activity:
1. Simon says (No. 32, Unit 1)
Lesson 8: Body awareness and level at{areness
1. While lying down, can you move a hoop with bcdy
parts located below you:' waisf-?
2. Can you place the right side of your body inside
the hoop while you are in a standing position?
3. Can you place the lower part of your body in the
hoop while you are lying down?
4. Can you place the back side of your body over the
hoop?
.5. Can you place the left side of your body under the
hoop?
Activity
1. Squirrels and trees (No. 2, Unit 1)
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Unit 4
Body and IIow It l"loves
Lesson I : Arvareness of pathways
1. Can you lay down on the floor and make: a straight
line with your bodl'l
2. Can you turn and twist your body so that the straight
line becomes a zig-z-agged line?
3. Can you turn your body into a circle?
4. Can you make a triangle out of your body?
5. Can you walk in a straight line? Zig-zagged line?
Circle? I'riangle?
Acti vity:
1. Duck duck goose (No. 29, Unit t).
Lesson 2z Awareness of pathways
1. Can yor-r make a circle on the floor with a i..mp rope?
A square? A rectangle? A triangle?
2. Can you walk around your circle? Square? Rectangle?
Triangle?
3. Can you curl your jump rope up like a snake?
4. Can you make the nrrmber six with your iump rope?
5. Can you make the }etter A with your iump rope?
Activity:
1. Red rover (No. 23, Unit 1)
Lesson J: Awareness of PathwaYs
1. Can you make a curved path with your' it.rmp rope?
2, Can you walk that, curved path on your iump rope
but return in a straight Path?
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3. Can you walk that curved pat.h on yotrr jump rope
and continue in a curved path to make a circle?
4. Can you walk the curved path again but this time
return in a zig-zagged path?
5. Can you make your curved path shorter and higher?
Activity:
1. Cat and rat ( tto. 5, Unit 1 )
Lesson 4: Awareness of pathways
1. Can you make yourself as short as you can?
2. Can you make yourself a,s small and as round as you
can ?
3. Can you make yourself as tall as you can?
4. Can you make yourself as tall as yoLt can in the
forrir of a rectangle?
5. Can you make yourself medium height in the form of
a circle?
Activity:
1. Drop the handkerchief (No. 25, Unit 1)
Lesson J: Alvareness of time
1. I{ow many times can you jump irt and out of your hoop
in 10 seconds?
2. How many times can you toss a ball up and tlown irt 30
seconds?
3. How many times can you run down to the wall and back
in 1 mi-nutes
1. How many times can you walk down to the wall and back
in 1 minute?
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mi nut es ?
Act i v ity
1.
Lesson 6
1.
5. How many laps aror-rnd the gym can you iog in 2
Run rabbits run (No. 22, Unit f)
Awareness of time
How sl-owly can you walk from the black line to the
wa■1?
How fast can you tvalk from the black line to the
wall?
Which pathway is faster, a zig-zagged or a straight
line?
Which pathway is longer, a zig-zagged or a curved
line?
5e  Which distance ■s shorter to run, halfway down to
the walI and back or to run all the way. to the wall?
Activity
1。  Red light (No. 16, Unit l)
Lesson 7: Awareness of force
1. Does it take more force to toss a ball just above
your head or to toss the ball 6 feet above your head?
2. Does it take more force to tap a balloon above your'
head or to toss a ball above your head?
3. Does it take more force to throw a balloon or to
throw a ball?
4. Does it take more force to throw a ball in a straight
line or a curved line at the target?
2.
?
?
4・
5. Does it. bake more force to botrnce t,!re ball waist high
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or head high?
Activities:
( f - f ) Catl- ball ( xo. 12 , Unit 1) .
(2-3) Team d<-rdgebal1 (No. 54, Unit 1).
Lesson 8: Awareness of force
1. Does it take more force to run or to walk?
2. Does it take more force to thrort the ball slowly or
fast? High or low?
3. How hard must you bounce the ball to catch it above
your head? Below Jlour waist? At your ankles?
. 4. When catching a balt, which ball has more force
behind i-t? One that is thrown high in t.he air or one that is
thrown a little way in the air?
5. What can you do to absorb the force of a hard thrown
bal 1?
Activity:
1. Circle stride ball ( l'io. 13, Unit I )
Lesson 9: Awareness of time and force
1. If you roll the ball to your partne:" slowly, does it
take more tinre to get there than if you roll it harder?
2. If you are a long distance away from your partner,
does it take more force to get the ball there or not?
3. In 30 seconds, can you throw the ball back anC forth
to .your partner more times if you throw j t slorvly or if you
throw it hard?
4. How many times cati you throw t,hc baII back and forth
to your partner in 30 seconds?
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5. Can your thrclw it, the same humber of tirnes in 20
seconds as you did in 3t) seccnds? Which required more force?
Acti vity:
1. Hot ball (No. 15, Unit 1)
Lesson 10: Awareness of flow
1. Can you hop on y,Jur right f oot and change to your
left without st.opping?
2, Can you change from skipping bo galloping rvithout
stoppi ng?
3. Can you change from running to walking and then
back to running when I blorv the whistle?
4. Can you change from walking to jumping to hopping
to skipprng without pausing?
5. Can you change from walking to jogging to running
t.o jogging back to walking.without pausing?
Activity:
1. I see (No. 30, Unit f)
Lesson -l-1: Awaireness of f low and pathrvays
1. Can you run in a straight line smoother than you can
run in a zrg-zag line?
2. Can you run clockwise around a circle then change
and run counterclockwise?
3. Can you run forward to the black line, turn around,
and run backward t.o the other black line?
4. Can you try to u,alk with yotrr left leg trut run with
your right teg?
5. Can you h,)p on your left leg then'hop on your right
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1 eg?
Act,ivity:
1. Slap jack (Uo. 18, Unit 1)
Lesson L2: Awareness of flow and time
1. Can you throw the ball at the wall more times in 30
secorrds if you catch the baIl, bring it uPr and throw it, or
you catch the ball, stop, then throw it?
2. Can you toss the ball in the air more times in 30
seconds if you toss it from hand to hand or if you toss it
from hand to floor to hand?
3. Can you roll the ball faster to your partner if the
ball rolls along the floor or if it bounces along the floor?
4. Can you throw the ball back and forth to your partner
more times in 30 seconds or bounce the ball back and forth to
your partner?
5. Can you reach the bleachers quicker by spinning out
and running or just running to the bleachers?
Activity:
1。  Midnight (No. 1, Unit ■)
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Ur;it 5
Loccmotor Skills
Lesson 1: Walking and running
1. Can you walk orl your heels? Toes? Inside? 0utside?
Ralls of your feet?
2. Can you walk just on the balls of your feet?
3. Can you move faster on the balls of your feet?
4. Can you run leaning forward slighi:ly? Backward
slightly? Straight?
5. Do you run bett.er if your body leans forward? Back-
rvard or straight?
Activity:
(K-1) Duck duck goose (uo. 29, Unit f).
(2-3 ) Run rabbits run ( No. 22 , Unj-t 1) .
Lesson 2: Developing jumping
1. While remaining in your personal space, can you get
both feet in the air?
2. Can you j,rmp in the air and land on both feet? 0n
one foot?
3. Can your hands help you to go higher?
4. How high can you jumP?
5. Can you jump like a frog? A kangaroo? A rabbit?
Activities:
1. Run for your supper, jumping instead of running
( uo. 24, unit r ) .
2. Slap jack, jumping instead of runnitig (Ho. 18,
Unit 1).
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Lesson 3: Ileveloping hopping skills'
I. Can you stancl on one foot and jump up and down on it?
2. Can you hop on the same foot several times? On the
other foot?
3. Can yott hop in a circle? Backwards? Sideways?
4. How hi gh can You hoP?
5. How far can You hoP?
Activities:
1. Freeze tag, hopping instead of running (No. 27,
Unit 1 )
. 
Z. Run rabbits run, hopping instead of running (No. 22,
Unit 1 )
Lesson 4z Develooing skiPPing
1. Can you hop trvice on one foot?
2. Can you hop twice 
.on the other foot?
3. Can you hop once on one foot then hop once on the
other foot?
4. Can you step on one foot and hop, then hop once on
the other foot?
5. Can you skip around the room fontard?
Activities:
1. Run for- your supper, skipping (tlo. 24, Unit 1)
2. Cowboys and indians, skipping (tto. 14, Unit I)
Lesson $: Developing galloping
t. Can you rvalk on the balls of your feet, keeping the
same foot in f ront all ttre time?
2. Can you do ttris faster making sure. to keep the front
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foot in front all the time?
3. Can you push-off harder wibh the back footr so that
ttre front foot can go higher?
4 " Can you change front feet and do this around the room?
5. Can you gallop to the music? (po1ka rhythm).
Activity:
1. Relays using the locomotor skills of running, hopping,
skipping and galloping. Make them change feet and try back-
rvards as well as forward.
Lesson 5: Executing a slide
1. Can you niove sidewards using large steps?
2. Can you gallop sidewards?
3. Can you slide and keep your feet close to the floor?
4, Can you slide to the rigtrt and then to the left
making your feet stay in contact with the floor?
5. Can you slide to the music? (Polka rhythm).
Activities:
1. Freeze tag, using the slide (No. 27, Unit 1).
2. I see (uo. 30, Unit 1).
Lesson 7 z Developing the leap
1. Can you run around the gym slorvly arid not collide
rvith anyone ?
2. Can you make one running step higher and longer than
the other?
3. Can you use that long, high running step when you
cross a line on the gym floor?
4・  Can you run and makc a high lcaping step Over make
7■
be-[ieve putddles on the f loor?
5. Can you leap from one foot to the other several
times without stopping?
Activities:
1. .Iack be rrimble ( No. 63 , trnit 1) .
2. Jump over (No. 64, Unit t).
Lesson 8: Combining running and jumping
1. Can you run and iump as far as you can?
2. Can you run and iump as high as you can?
3. Can you run four steps and then jurnp four times?
4. How many jumps would it take to get against the gym
floor if you took tight running steps before you starting
jumping?
5. Can you jump further by running a little before you
j rrmp?
Activity
ReIays combining the different Iocomotor skilIs by having
the children skip one way and gallop back, hop one way and
jump back, run one way and leap back, gallop one way and slide
back, and hop half way on their right foot, the rest of the
way on their left foot, then skip back.
Lesson 9: Combining locomotor skills with chartges in Cirection
1. Can you skip forward to the black line and backwards?
2. Can you gallop eight times forward then gallop
backward to the place from which you started?
3. Can you hop for.ward tilI you cross a line on the gym
f I oor, then hop liackwards back?
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4. Can you slide clocklise around the circle one
complete time, then counterclockwise one complete time?
5. Can you jump four times and make a square on the
floor wj th your jumps?
Activity:
1. I see ( t'lo. 30, Unit 1) using all the locomotor skills
in forward, backward, or sideways directions.
Lesson 10: Combining locomotor skills with levels and pathways
1. Can you walk, run, skip, gallop, hop in a square?
In a rectangle? In a circle?
2. Can you wa1k, run, skipr gallop and hop as low to the
floor as you can? As high as you can?
3.  Can you skip to , c]―rc■e w■h your partner to the
mus■ c
4. Can you walk, run, jump, hop, skip in a zig-zag
pathway with a partner while keeping in time with the music?
5. Can you slider Ba1lop, jump, leap in the shape of a
triangle ?
Activities:
1. Cowboys and indians (No. 14, Unit 1)
2. Midnight (No. 1, Unit 1)
Lesson 1I: Combining locomotor skills with animals
1. Can you leap like a frog?
2. Can you hop like a bunny?
3. Can you gal1-op I ike a horse?
4 , Can yorr j ump I i ke a kanga roo ?
5. Can you run like a deer?
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Activity:
1. Having relay races combining locomol;or skills to
animals that perform them, and change directions, forward
and backward: leap like a frog, jump like a kangaroo one
way and hop like a bunny back.
Lesson L2: Combine Iocomotor skills with manipulative skilIs
and body parts
1. While bouncing a baII, can you run, skip, and hop
around the room?
2. While tossing a ball, can you walk, run, gallop,
skip o:' hop around the gym?
3. How high can you jump and reach your hand on the
wall?
4. Can you skip with your hands over your eyes while a
partner pilots you around the room?
5. Can you run, step, hop, and then jump all in a
straight line?
Activities:
1. Run rabbits run (No. 22, Unit 1) using different
locomotor skills.
2.  Midnight (No。 ■, Unit l).
:THACA COLL[GL LlBRARY
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Unit'6
Nonlocomotor Skilts
Lesson I: Exploring stretching and curli-ng
1. How smal1 can you make yourself by curling into a
little ball?
2. How big can you make yourself by stretching?
3. Can you stretch to become long and narrow?
4. Which letter from the alphabet can you make in a
stretched position, a curled position?
5. Can you move like a worm curling and stretching
across the floor?
Activity:
1. The handsome scarecrow (Listen and Do Series, 1948).
Lesson 2z Exploring twisting and turning
1. Can you turn your bodies a quarter, halfr or fulI
turn to the right then to the left?
2. Can you twist your body a quarter or half a turn
keeping 
-your feet still?
3. Can you twist your arms, legs, neck and waist?
4. Can you walk to the black 1ine, turn on yotlr right
foot, and skip back?
5. Can you pretend you are a rolled up newspaper that
someone is twisting up?
Activity:
1. The little clown (Listen and Do Series, 1948)
Lesson 3: Exploring swinging and swaying
1. Pretend you are an unlocked gat.e swinging in the wind.
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2. Can you strebch out to be a big trt:e tirat is
swaying in tl're wind?
3. Can you sway side to side, forwarcl and backward?
4. Can you swing the iurp rope at your side, above your
head, around your feet
5. Can you swing your arms back and forth and jump a.s
far as you can?
Activity:
. 1. I see (No. 30, Unit 1). The children would pretend
to be different things that swing or sway in the wind.
Lesson 4: Exploring pushing and pulling
1. Can you push a bean bag with your feet, head, nose?
2. Sitting on the gym floor with your feet in front of
your can you use your hands to push you body across the gym
floor?
3. Laying on your stomach can you use your arms to pull
yoLr across the gym f loor?
4. With your partner laying flat on his back can you
pick rrp his feet and puII him slowly across the gym floor?
5. Can you push a jump rope? Can you pull a iump rope?
Activity:
Relay races using scooters.
1. Placing your knees on the scooter, can you use your
arms to puII your push you?
2. Sitting on the scooter and holding on with your hands,
can you use your feet to push yor.r, pull you?
3. Laying on the scooter carn you use your arms to prrll
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yolr, push you?
4. Can you think of another way to use the scooter in
pushing and pulling your bodies?
Lesson 5: Exploring striking
1. With your ball on the floor can you hit it with
your fist softly, hard?
2. With your ball on the floor can you kick it with
your foot against the wall softly, hard?
.3. With your hand, can you strike the ball while it is
on the floor?
4. Can you toss the ball in the air and strike it with
your hand?
5. Can you ro11 the batl to your partner and have him
hit it back to you?
Activity:
1. Using rackets made out of coat hangers and old nylon
stockings and paper balls made out of newspaper and masking
tape, have the children explor hitting the paper ball with
the racket off the floor, in the air, over a net, against the
waltr oP to a partner.
Lesson 6: Exploring dodging
1. Can you pretend that someone is throwing balls at you
and you have to dodge the balls without moving your feet?
2. Can you pret.end that you are a rvild horse and you are
trying to dodge the cowboy's roPe?
3. With a part.ner, have one of you be the chaser and
the other the eluder. Can the eluder out-dodge the chaser?
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Be careful with your space.
4. Using the locomotor sl<i1ls of hopping, skippinB,
jumping, leaping, r'unningr or sliding, can you dodge the
people that are it?
5. Give balls to three people in the class. With the
balls those three people are to try to hit the others below
the waist. How many of you can dodge the balls and not get
hit as you run around the g)'m?
Acti.vity:
I. Suicide
Lesson 7z Combinjng nonlocomotor skills
1. How many times can you bend down and touch your toes,
then straighten back up and stretch your arms to the sky?
2. Can you pretend that you are a baseball player
swinging at a pitch? Where are you twisting? What are you
swinging? What are you bending? What are you striking?
3. Pretend that you are kicking a kick ball. What are
you swin_ging? Where are you bending? What are you striking?
4. Pretend you are a tennis player hitting a tennis
ball. What are you swinging? What are you hitting? Where
are you bending?
5. Pretend you are a boxer. What are you dodging?
What are you striking? What are you swinging? What are you
twisting? What are you bending and stretching?
Activity:
1. I see (No. 30, tlnit 1). Review rvit'h'the children all
of the nonlocotnotor skil1s ttrat have been l.earned.
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Lesson 8
Activity:
Scooter relay races
1. Place your butts on the scooter. Can you use your
feet to push yourself, pu11 yourself?
2. Having your partner sitting on the scooter, can y.ou
push him down to the 1ine, change positions, and have him
push you back?
3. Having your partner laying on the scooter, can you
pull him by his hands down to the black line, change, and have
him puIl you back?
4. Standing on your scooter with one foot, can you use
it like a skate board and go to the black line and back?
5. Can yotr think of other ways we can use the scooters?
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' Urri-t '7
Ball Skills
Lesson 1: Rolling a ball
1. Can you move the ball on the floor with your hands?
2. Carr you move the ball on the floor with one hand?
3. Can you move the ball on the floor with any other
part of your body? (Stop and point out and try some of the
different ways. )
4. Can you ro11 t,he ball forward, backward, sideward?
5. Can you ro11 the ball between your Iegs, around your
Iegs?
Activity:
1. Fire baII. Instruct the children to ro11 the ball
instead of throwing it. (No. 20, Unit 1)
Lesson 2z Rolling a ball to your partner
1. Can you sit down and roll the ball to your partner?
2. Can you stand up and roll the ball to your part-ner?
3. Can you roll the ball and hit your partnerrs right
foot, left foot?
4. How many times can you and your partner roll the ball
back and forth without missing the ball?
5. Can you roll the ball and hit your partner while he
is walking to the right, to the left?
Activity:
1. Ball in chute (xo. 33, Unit 1).
Lesson J: Rolling
1. Can you roll the balt and hit the target orl the wall?
8o
2. Can you ro11 the ball to the hoop on the floor
3. Can you ro11 the ball and catch it by yourself before
it stops?
4. Can you roll the ball slowly, fast, medium speed?
5. Can you roll- the batl and make it curve?
Activity z
1. Bowling (}{o. 30, Unit 1)
Lesson 4: Bouncing a ball
1. Can you push the ball to the floor in a straight
line and catch it as it bounces back up.
2. Can you bounce it with one hand and catch it with
two, with one hand and catch it with one hand?
3. Can you bounce the ball low, high, waist high, higher
than your head?
4. C:rn you bounce the ball while you are turning clock-
wise, counterclockwise?
5. Can you bounce the ball using your finger tips?
Activity:
1. Leader ball (No. 40, Unit 1).
Lesson 5: Bouncing a ball to music
1. Can you clap with me to the music?
2. Can you bounce the ball to the music with two hands?
3. Can you bounce the ball to the music with one hand?
4. Can you turrr around in a circle while bouncing the
ball to the musi.c?
5. Can you walk around and bounce the ball under con-
trol to the musi.c?
Ilt
l
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Activi by:
1. Music ball ( tto. 36, Unit 1) .
Lesson 6: Tossing a baIl (random informat;-on)
1. Can you toss the ball above your head and catch with
two hands?
2. Can you toss the ball up, turrt around, and catch the
ball before it bounces more than once?
3. How many times can you toss the ball up in the air
and catch it in a row?
4. Can you toss the ball up in the air, clap your hands,
and catch the ball before it hits the iloor?
5. Can you rvalk around the gym tossing and catching the
ball ?
Activity:
1. Call ball (No. 12, Unit 1).
Lesson 7'. Partner tossing and bouncing
1。  Can you bounce the ball back and forth to your
part,ner? Can you toss the ball back and forth to your partner?
2. Can you toss the ball so it hits your partner at the
waist, chest, knees?
3. Can you toss the ball to your partner with one harrd?
Can you bounce the ball to your partner with one hand?
4. How many times can you and your partner bounce and
catch the ball wittrout dropping it?
5. Can you and your partner show me a new way of
bouncing the ball back and forth?
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Activities:
(K-1) catt Ball (No. L2, unit 1)
(2-3) Circte stride baII (tto. 13, Unit I)
Lesson 8: Underhand throwing
1. Can you throw the ball above the line on the waIl
and catch it?
2,. Can you throw the ball underhand softly against the
wall ?
3. How far back can you stand and throw the ball
under"hand and hit the wali?
4. Can you hit the circle on the wall using t,he
underhand throw?
5. How many times in a row can you hit inside the circle
using the underhand throw?
Activity:
(f-f) Musical pass ball (No. 37, Unit 1)
( ?-3 ) Team dodgeball ( No. 54 , Unit 1 )
Lesson 9 z Underhand throwing with partner
1. Using the underhand throw, can you throw the ball to
your partner, at chest levelr so he can catch it?
2. Can you throw the ball to your partner while he is
moving forward, backward, right, and leftZ
3. How many times can you and your partner throw the
ball back and forth underhand, without dropping it?
4. Can you throw ttre ball underhand over the net to
yorlr partner?
5. Can you bhrow the ball head high, waist high, knee
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high?
Activitr,:
1. Fire batl (No. 20, Unit 1).
Lesson 10: Catching an object
1. While standing, can you toss the ball- up and catch
it?
2. Can you try cat.ching the ball with your arms bent
a little?
3. At wtrat, different levels can you catch the ball?
4. Can you catch it with one hand, right, hand, left
hand?
5. Can you throw it against the wall and catch it
before it bounces?
Activity:
(r-f) Catt ball (No. L2, Unit 1)..
(2-3) Team 500 (No. 53, Unit 1).
Lesson 11: Overhand throwing
1. Can you bring the ball above your shoulder, and throw
the ball?
2. When throwing, can you have your elbow start your
throw?
3. How many times can you throw the bal I against the
wall and catch it without dropping it?
4. How many times out of 10 can you make the ball hit
inside the circle on the wall using the overhand throw?
5. How far can you throw the ball overhand?
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Act.ivity:
1. Suicide dodgeball (No. 21, Unit 1)
Lesson 12: Overhand throwing with partner
1. Stand about bwo lengths of your body away from your
partner and play catch using the overhand throw.
2. Can you throw the ball overhand to your partner
while he or she is moving to the right, Ieft, and back?
3. How far can you and your partner get away from each
other and stiil get the bal I to your partner in the air?
4. Can you throw t,he ball head high, waist high, ankle
hig'h?
5. How many times can you and your partner throw the
ball back and forth without dropping it?
Activity:
I. Bleacher ball (No: 39, Unit 1)
Lesson 13: Over the head throw
1. Can you bring the ball over your head and throw it
using trvo hands?
2. When you release the ball, can you push it away with
your fingertips?
3. Practice throwing the ball over the head against the
wa11.
4. How far can you throw the ball over the head?
5. How many times out of 10 can you hit inside the
circle on the wall?
Acti vity:
1. Circle dodgeball ( No. 19, Un j.t. 1) .
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Lesson L4z Partner over the head throw
I. Can you throw the ball to your partnerls right and
left side?
2. Can you bounce the ball in the hoop on the floor
before it reaches your partner?
3. How many times can you and your partner throw the
ball back and forth over the head without dropping it?
4. Can you throw the ball head high, waist high, knee
high?
5. How far away from your partner can you get and still
get the balt to him throwing over the head?
Activity:
1. Bleacher balt (Nb. 39, Unit 1).
Lesson 15: Kicking
1. Can you kick the baII against the wall?
2. Can you kick the ball against the waIl using the
' inside of your foot, outside of your foot?
3. Can you kick the ball with your right foot only,
left foot only?
4. How far can you kick the ball?
5. Can you kick the ball and keep it rolling on the
f Ioor ?
Activity:
l. Bleacher ball (No. 39, Unit 1)
Lesson 16: Ki cking
l. can you kick the ball against the wall and then kick
it again when it. r'olls back to you?
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2. Can you. kick the ball with the top of your foot?
3. Can you kick the ball and have it stop in the
circle in the middle of the gym?
4. Can you kick the ball and hit the bleachers on the
other side of the gym?
5. With a partner, can you ro11 the ball to your partner
anrl have them kick it back to You?
Activity:
(f-f) One base kick ball (t'lo. 31, Unit 1)
(2-3 ) rickbatt ( Ho. 44, unit 1 )
Lesson 17 z Chest Pass
1. Using two hands can you push the ball away from your
chest and h-it the wall?
2. When pushing the ball away, can you end up with the
palms of your hands facing out and your'fingers extended?
3. Can you pass the ball against the wall and catch it
zo times'in a row using the chest pass technique?
4. Using the chest pass, how many times out of 20 can
you hit inside the circle on the waIl?
5. How far can you throw the balt using the chest pass
t echn i que ?
Activity:
1. Circle dodgeball (No' 19, Unit 1)
Lesson 18: Bouncing and dribbling
l.Cl.youbouncetheballonthefloorwithonehand
and catch it?
2. Can you bounce the ball on the floor with one hand
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and when it comes up bounce it down agairr with the same hand?
3. Can you dribble the ball with your right hand using
the pads of your fingers, left hand?
4. Can you dribble forward while walking, backward?
5. Can you dribble high, low, hard, soft?
Activity:
1. Musical ball ( No. 36, Unit 1 ) .
Lesson 19: Instep kick
1. Where is the instep of your foot,? Can you kick the
ball with your instep using your right foot, left foot?
2. When using the instep kick, can you keep the ball
rolling on the ground?
3. Can you kick the ball in the air using the instep
kick?
4. How far can you kick the ball using the instep kick?
5. Can you kick the ball in the air and have it land
inside the circle in the middle of the gym?
Activity:
(K-t) Circle sbride ball (No. 13, Unit 1).
(2-3) Circle soccer (No. 41, Unit I).
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Unit 8
.Jump Rope, Hoop Skills and Fitness Activities
Lesson 1: Jump rope ski11s--balance and exploration
1. Can you walk the jump rope like a tight rope walker?
2. Can you hop down and back on the rope?
3. Can you start with both feet on the same side of
the rope and take the outside foot and cross it to the other
side? Bring over the other foot so that they are together
again and continue.
4. Can you make a circle out of your rope and jump in
and out of the circle?
5. Can you jump out of the circle so that the circle
is in front of you: in back of you, at your right side, and
at your left side?
Activity:
1. Give the students five minutes of exploration time
with the jump rope; then finish by playing tunnel bag (lto. 28,
Unit 1).
Lesson 2z Jump rope skills
1. Can you put your jump rope in a straight line on the
floor and jump back and forth while traveling the length of
the rope?
2. Can you jump on your left foot, right foot, and both
feet?
3. Can you jump backward on your left foot, right foot,
and both feet along bhe rope?
4. Can you hop twice on the same side.of the rope then
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jump over, hop twice on that side, and over?
5. How many.times can you hop back and forth across
the rope without making a mistake?
Activity:
1. Set up four relay lines and have the children place
their ropes end to end in front of the relay line. Do the.
skills learned in Lesson I in relays. Stress doing the ski1l
correctly not speed.
Lesson 3: DeveJ oping jump rope rhythm
1. Can you swing y:r" iump rope in your right hand, and
while swinging the rope, jump every time the rope hits the
floor?
2. Can you do the same thing using your left hand?
3. Can you grasp the jump rope with both hands, turrt
the rope over slowly, and as you see the. rope start to come
down, jump over the rope?
4. Can you do it faster so it looks smoother?
5. Can you move forward, sideward, and backward while
jumping over the rope?
Act ivity :
1. Give them five more minutes of exploration time with
the jump ropes, then finish the class period by playing slap
jack (No. 18, Unit 1).
Lesson 4z Hula hoop skil1s--balance and exploration
Repeat Lesson I relating the questions to the hoop
instead of the rope.
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Activi ty:
1. Spend five rninutes of exploration time with the
hoops then finish by playing duck, duck, goose (tlo. 29,
Unit 1).
Lesson J: Hula hoop skills
Group students into threes or fours and give each groltp
four hoops.
1. When placing your hoops in a straight line, can you
start at one end and jump from center to center to the other
end ?
2. Can you walk, run, hop, skip, and gallop while
traveling down the hoops?
3. Can you walk, rul, hop, skip, and gallop around the
hoops going left of the first hoop, right of the second, and
so on to the end?
4. Can you each get on one side of the hoops and stand
so that a hoop is in front of you and practice jumping in and
out of the hoop?
5. Can you get a hoop and practice rolling the hoop
ancl catching it?
Activity:
1. Cowboys and indians alternating with different
. Iocomotor skills besides running (tlo. 14, Unit 1)
Lesson 6z Developing kangaroo hop
1. Laying your rope in a straight line on the floor,
can you hop li.ke a kangaroo up one side and down the other?
2. With the rope on tlre f'Ioor, can )'ou kangaroo hop
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back and forth across the roPe?
3. Grasping the rope in your hands, can you turn the
rope and do a kangaroo hop bo get over the rope?
4. Can you do it faster?
5. Can you move forward, backward, and sideward while
jump-ing rope ?
Act i-,rity:
l-. Have students do five minutes of jumping rope using
the kangaroo hop around the gym. Then Ii ne them up at one
end of the gym and have half the class kangaroo hop to the
other-side, then the other half .
Lesson 7 z Developing basic steP
1. Can you place your rope straight out on the floor,
put one foot on each side of the rope and rock your body
weight back and forth from foot to foot?
2. Grasping your rope, can you turn the rope forward
and instead of jumpi-ng over the rope in the kangaroo hop,
step over the rope with one foot and pick the other up by
bending your knee?
3. Can you jump rope this way forward around the gym?
4. Can you jump rope this way longer than the person
next to you?
5. How long can you iump rope this way?
Activity:
L. Review the activity used in Lesson 6 combining both
the kangaroo hop and the basic step forward.
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Lesson 8: Developing hopping techniques on the right and left
feet
1. With your rope straight out on the floor, can you
hop on your right foot, then your left foot along one side
of bhe rope and back on the other?
2. Can you hop back and forth across the rope using
first. your right foot, then your left?
3. Can you pick up your jump rope and practice hopping
over the rope while turning it?
4. Can you use your other foot now?
5. Can you hop over the rope while moving forward,
backward, and sideways around the gym?
Activity:
1. Use relay groups to review the kangaroo hop, basic
step, and hopping step. Stress that it. is not a race and
take time and do the best they can.
Lesson 9 z Kangaroo hop backwards
Repeat Lesson 6 relating the questions to the kangaroo
hop backwards instead of forwards.
Activity:
1. In a group review all of the jump rope skills
learned by asking the children to jump rope kangaroo hop
forward, kangaroo hop backward, basic step forward and hopping
forward until they make a mistake. Once they make a mistake
they sit down. The winner or winners are the last ones still
Jumplng rope.
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Lesson 10: Developing hopping backwards
Review the questions from Lesson 8 relating them to
hopping backwards instead of forwards.
Acti vity
Give the students five minutes to work on hopping
backwards, then play a game of cat and rat (No. 5, Unit 1).
Lesson 11: Developing basic step backwards
Review the questions from Lesson J relating them to the
basic step backwards.
Activity:
Review the kangaroo hop, basic step, and hopping step
both backward and forward in a relay drill.
Lesson 1-2: Use the hoops to practice the skills developed.
1. Using your hoop, can you do the kangaroo hop forward
then backward like you did with the iump rope?
2. Can you do the hopping forward then backward like
you did with the iump roPe?
3. Can you do the basic step forward and then backward
like you did with the iump rope?
4. Show me what else you can do with the hoops.
5. Can you twirl the hoops around different parts cf
, your body?
Activity:
Have three to five minutes of free activity with the
hoops; then play a gam of rttn for your supper (t'to. 24, Unit
1).
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Lesson 13: The kangaroo hop forward and backward
1. Placing your rope in a straight line on the floor,
can you hop on both feet like a kangaroo back and forth
across the rope, forwards, and backwards?
2. Grasping the rope, can you turn the rope forward and
when you see the rope coming over, do a kangaroo jump to get
over the rope?
3. While kangaroo jumping forward, can you move your
whole body forward, backward and sideways?
4. Show me how you would do the kangaroo iump backwards.
5. Can you move your whole body forwards, backwards, and
sideways while kangaroo jumping backwards?
Activity
Spend five minutes of exploration with forward and
backward kangaroo jumping; then play a game of iump rope
freeze tag (No. 62, unit 1).
Lesson 14: Basic step forwards and backwards
1. With your rope straight out on the floor, can you
put one foot on each side of the rcpe and rock your body
weight back and forth from foot to foot?
2. Can you pretend that there is a rope coming around
and that you have to step over it with your front foot?
3. Can you pretend that the rope is going backwards
this time and that you have to step first with the back foot?
4. Pick up your rope and try jumping rope forward this
5. Can you t,urn the rope backrvards and try jumping rope
way.
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backrvards this time?
Activit,y:
Give the students three to five minutes to experiment
with the basic step forward and backwards.. Play a game of
wild horses on the range (tto. 61, Unit 1).
Lesson I5: Hopping forwards and backwards
l. With your rope straight out on the floor, can you
hop on your right foot down one side of the rope and back
and on your left foot?
Z. Can you do this backwards?
3. Can you pick up your jump rope and practice hopping
over it while turning it forward and then backward?
4. Can you use your other foot now?
5. Can you hop over the rope while moving your bodies
forward, sideways, and backward around the gym?
Activity:
Use relay groups to review the kangaroo hop, basic step,
and hopping step. Stress that it is not a race and take
time to do the skills the best they can.
Lesson l6: Alternate step forward and backward
1. Can you hop over the jump rope while turning it
forward?
2. Can you hop over the jurnp rope first with your right
foot and then with your left foot?
3. Can you hop over the jump rope while turning it
backward?
4.  Can you alternate hops first with the right foot
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tlren with the left foot?
5. Can you hop over the rope while moving your bodies
forward, backward, and sideways around the gym?
Act i v ity
Review. the four different jumping rope techniques by
playing jump rope f reeze tag ( t'lo. 62 , Unit I ) .
Lesson 17 z Review jumping rope techniques
Review the kangaroo hop, basic step, hopping step, and
alternate step forward and backward irt eight to 10 minutes
ot tree Jumpr-ng roPe
Activity;
Set up relays using the four different rope jumping
techniques. Split the relays by having them do one technique
down and a different one back.
Lesson I8: Review rope jumping techniques with hoops
1. Show me how you would do the kangaroo hop forward
using your hoop.
2. Show me how you would do the kangaroo hop backward
using your hoop.
3. Can you do the basic step forward and backward using
your hoop?
4, Can you do the hopping step forward and backward
using your hoop?
5. Who can do the alternate step the longest using your
hoop ?
Activity:
Five to 10 minutes of free exploration using the hoops,
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then play a game of jump rope freeze tag with the troops
( llo. 62 , Unit 1) .
Lesson 19: Jump ropes, cargo net, horizontal ladder, and
climbing ropes
I. Jump rope. Show me a different way to jump rope
ottrer than the four techniques we have already covered.
2. Cargo net. Show me how you would get from the bottom
to the top of the net and back down safely.
3. Horizontal ladder. Show me a way to get from one
end of the ladder to the other
4. Climbing rope. Show me how you would get from the
bottom to the top of the rope and down safely.
Act ivity :
Set up a station drill using the four pieces of equipment
dividing the class time equally and having the students work
at solving the problems given in the lesson.
tesson 20z Jump ropes, cargo net, horizontal ladder, and
climbing ropes
1. Jump rope. With any technique you wish to use, can
you cross the rope behind you while jumping ;''r'rp€?
2. Horizontal ladder. Can you arm wa1 , ,rcross the ladder
using one rail?
3. Cargo net. Can you climb up one si,-i, of the net and
down the other side?
4. Climbing rope. Can you do a skin the cat using trvo
,'opes ?
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Activity:
Station drill
Lesson 22:
1. Jump rope. How many times can you jump rope while
you are at the jump rope station?
2. Horizontal ladder. Can you arm walk across the
ladder using both rails?
3. Cargo net. Can you climb up the net half way and
then climb horizontally around the net and back down?
4. Climbing ropes. Using two ropes, can you hang upside
dow.n?
Activity:
Station drill
Lesson 232
1. Jump rope. Starting with one techni<1ue of jumping
rope, see how many different techniques you use without
stopping before you make a mistake.
2. Horizontal ladder. Can you arm walk backwards
alternating rungs across the ladder?
3. Cargo net. Can you climb up the net half waYr do a
leg hang and then finish climbing up the net and back down?
4. Climbing ropes. Can you climb two ropes at a time?
Activity:
Station drill
Lesson 24:
I. Jump ropes. Using any technique that you wish, can
you turn the rope twice while only jumping .once?
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2 . Horizontal I a<lder. Can you v.,a lk acros's the laclder
albernating hands.and skipping a rung each time?
3. Cargo net. Can you climb up the cargo net without
using your legs? When coming down, use yolr legs.
4. Climbing rope. How far up the rope can you climb
using only your hands?
Activity:
Station drill
Lesson 25:
Activi ty:
Usi-ng a circuit drill, have them jump rope 25 times using
the kangaroo hop, climb the cargo net alternating hands, cross
the horizontaL ladder alternating hands, and climb the climbing
rope.
Lesson 262
Activity:
Using a circuit drill, have them jump rope 25 times
using the kangaroo hop backwards, climb the cargo net up one
side and down the other, cross the horizontal ladder using
one rail, and skin the cat on the climbing ropes.
Lesson 27:
Activity:
In a circuit drill, have them jump rope 25 times using
the alternating step forrvard, climb horizontalry around the
middle of the cargo net, cross the horizontar ladder using
both outside rails and climb the climbing ropes.
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Lesson 28:
Activity:
In a circuit drill, have them jump rope 25 times using
the hopping step forward, climb the cargo net straight up and
down, cross the horizont-al ladder alternating hands, and do
a skin the cat on the climbing ropes.
10r
I)nit 9
Stunts and Tumbling
Lesson 1: Animal walks
1. Can you pretend that you are a dog walking on your
hands and feet (all fours walk)?
2. Can you pretend that you are a dog with a hurt back
foot ( lame dog) ?
3. Sitting on your butts, can you use your hands and
feet to move your body forward and backward (crab walk)?
4. Lying on your stomach, can you use your arms to pull
your body forward (sea1 walk)?
5. Using your hands and feet, can you walk like a worm
by moving your hands out as far as yotr can then bringing your
feet up to meet your hands?
Activity: 
.
Use the five animal walks explored in today's lesson in
relays.
Lesson 2: Animal walks
1. Beginning in a squatting position, can you jump like
a frog (frog jump)?
2. Starting in a standing position, can you hop like a
kangaroo (kangaroo hop)?
3. Beginning in a squatting position, with your arms
bent in like wings, can you walk like a duck (duck walk)?
4. Can you rvalk tike an elephant? What makes up his
trunk? What steps does an elephant take?
lo2
5. Can you pretend that you are a snake crawling on
ttre floor?
Activity:
Use the five different animal walks in relay races.
Lesson J: Balancing stunts
1. Can you balance your body on any two body parts, not
using your feet?
2. Can you balance your body on any one body part?
3. Can you balarrce your body on one hand and one foot?
4. Can you balance your body on any three body parts,
one bej-ng your head?
5. Can you balance your body on your heels?
Activity:
1. Red li ght ( llo. 16 , Unit I ) .
2. Freeze tag (Ho. 7, Unit 1).
Lesson 4z Balancing
1. Can you hold your ankles with yolrr hands and walk on
your knees (knee walking)?
2. Starting from an indian seat, can you stand up
without uncrossing your legs or using your hands?
3. Can you walk forward and backward while holding on
to your ankles?
4. Can you stand on one foot with your eyes closed?
5. Can you walk on any two body parts other than your
feet and knees?
Activity:
1. Elimination tag (No. 11, Unit 1).
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2. l'unnel tag ( No. 28 , Urrit 1 ) .
Lesson 5: Maintaining balance while not in contact with
floor
1. Can you jump up in the air and grasp your knees with
your hand, landing back on your feet?
2. Can you jump up in the air and touch your toes?
3, Can you jump up and land on one foot?
4. Can you jurp up and in the air turn your body around?
5. How many times can you jump up and down on one foot
without falling?
Activity:
Review locomotor skills of hopping, jumping, running,
skipping, Balloping in relay races.
Lesson 6: Partner stunts
I. Sitting back to back with your partner with elbows
locked, can you raise to a standing position?
2. With your partner can you leap like frogs over each
other? 
_
3. Can one partner pretend that he is a wheelbarrow
and the partner wheelbarrow him around?
4. With both of you sitting facing each other with
hands grasped, can you pretend that you are a rocking chair?
5. With both of you sitting back to back, can you try to
move your partner without lifting your seat from the floor?
Activity:
l. Drop the handkerchief ( No. 25 , Unit l- ) .
2. Run rabbits run (t'lo. 22 , Unit f )
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Lesson 7 z Rolls
1. Can you curl up into a ball and rock back and forth
on the mat?
2. Can you rock so hard that you flip over?
3. Can you rock sideways while in yotrr ball?
4. How would you roll on the mat if you were just lying
down?
5. Can you ro11 like a ball in a forward direction?
Activity:
Set up a four station drill with trt,o tumbling stations,
a balance beam, and the jump ropes. At one tumbling station
the students would be working on partner stunts, at the other,
rolls. 0n the balance beam they would be walking forward.
At the jump ropes they are to jump rope any way they wish.
Divide activity time and rotate children to the different
stations.
Lesson 8: Forward ro11
1. Can you squat and make yourself round enough to look
underneath and behind you?
2. Can you topple overr 3S if you were a ball rolling?
3. In a squat position, on the balls of your feet, can
yotr put your hands on the floor at the outside of your feet,
Iook underneath and rotl onto your back?
4. Can you do the same roII but this time end by
standing up?
5. Can you do a forward ro11 from a standing position?
1.0 5
Activity:
Station drill: On ttre balance beam the children worrld
be walking backwards. At the jump ropes, the student woul-d
be doing kangaroo hops. On one tumbling mat they would be
doing forward rolls. On the other tumb.ling mat the children
would be doing balances.
Lesson !: Backward roII
I. Can you rock your body backward and forward in a
sitting position keeping the head touching your knees?
2. Can you rock backwards hard enough to touch your
toes behind your head, and then back?
3. Can you rock backwards, using your feet and hands,
keeping your body curled ljke a ball, and then go all the
way over?
4. Can you show me the job of your hands in a backward
roll?
. 5. From a standing position, can you curl into a ball
and r<111 backwards?
Activity:
Station drill: On the balance beam the students would
be walking sidewards. On the jump ropes, they would be
doing the basic step forward. 0n one tumbling mat the
children rvould be doing rolls. 0n the other tumbling mat
they would be doing backward rolls.
Lesson 10: Conrplete a series of rolls
1. Can you do trvo forward rolls without stopping?
2. Are you keeping tucked to keep your rolls as close
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together as possible?
3. How many forward rolls can you do before getting to
the end of the mat?
4. Can you do more than one backward ro11 at a time?
5. How many backward rolls can you do before getting
to the end of the mat?
Activity:
Station dril1: On the balance beam rvalk halfway forward,
turnr wdlk the rest of the way backward. On the jurp ropes
the students would be hopping forward. On one tumbling
mat they would be doing series of forward roIls. On the other
tumbling mat they would be doing series of backward rolls.
Lesson 11: Cartwheel
1. Can you put your hands down on the mat, one at a
time, to the side and lift your legs into the air, one at a
timer So that you end up standing?
2. Can you get your hips over your head with your feet
in the air, while moving sideways?
3. Can you keep your feet and legs further apart as you
move?
4. Is your weight going from one hand to another as you
move?
5. As you move can you hear the rhythm your hands and
feet make as they hit the mat (hand, hand, foot, foot)?
Activi ty:
Station drill: On the balance beam the children would
be walking forward cln their tiptoes. At the iump ropes they
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woultl be doing the kangaroo hop backwards. On one of the
tumbling mats the students would be doing cartwheels. On
the other mat they would be doing series of backward rolls.
Lesson l-2: Toad balance
1. Can you balance on your knees and your head?
2. Can you balance on your head and hands by placing
your knees on your elbows?
3. Do your head and hands form a triangle?
4. Are you using your forehead to balance and keeping
your neck straight?
5. Are your fingers spread and pointing forward?
Activity:
Station drill: 0n the balance beam the students would
be hopping forward. At the jump ropes they would be doing
the basic step backwards. On one tumbling mat they would be
doing the toad stands. On the other trrmbling mat the
children would be doing cartwheels.
Lesson 13: Frog stand
1. Can you do a toad balance?
2. Can you do a toad balance without having your head
touch the mat?
3. Are your hands shoulder width apart?
4. Are your hands paralle1 on the mat?
5. Are your fingers spread aPart?
Act ivity :
station drill: on the balance beam the students would
be walking forward under a wand. At the iump ropes they
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would be crossing using the kangaroo hop forward. On one
tumbling rnat they rvould be doing cartwheels. On the other
tumbling mat they would be doing frog stands.
I.esson L4: Head stand
l. From the toad stand, can you raise your legs straight
in the air?
2; Are your feet together?
3. Do you have your triangular base?
4. Is your back arched a little?
5. Are your toes pointed?
Activity:
Station dri1l: On the balance beam rvalk the beam halfway,
bring one leg up in back pf you as you bend forward making
the letter T out of your body. At the jump ropes, they would
be free jumping rope any way they wish.' On one tumbling mat
they would be doing head st,ands. On the other mat they
would be doing cartwheels.
Lesson I5: Round-off
1. Can you do a cartwheel but land on both feet at the
same time?
2. This time when you do your round-off, can you land
facing the direction from which you started?
3. Are you landing on the balls of your feet?
4. Are you twisting at your waist so that you land
facing the direction from which you started?
5. Are you pushing off rvith your hands?
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Activity:
Station dr"ill: On the balance beam they are to walk
halfway across the beam and balance on one knee and one
foot for five seconds, then finish walking to the end of
the beam. On the jump ropes they are to change iump roping
steps from kangaroo, to basic, to alternate step to hopping
and back. 0n one tumbling mat they would be doing stands.
On the other mat they would be doing round-offs.
Lesson 16:
Activity:
Station dril1: On the balance beam the children would
be doing free work on any of the skills already learned. 0n
the jump ropes they would- be doing free rope skipping. 0n
one tumbling mat they would be doing hand stands. On the
other mat they would be doing round-offs.
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unit 10
Rhythmic ExPression
Lesson 1: Using the body in communicating emotions and ideas
1. How would you show that you were a happy person?
2, How could your face show that you were worried or
afraid?
3. If you were a person who was rushed and in a hurry,
how woul.d you move?
4. If you were very old, how might you walk and sit
down?
5. If you were a weight lifter in the circus, how would
you walk?
Activity:
Little brown jug (stewart, 1969). Dance is narrated on
the record.
Lesson 2: Rhythmic resPonses
1. Can you walk forward and backward to the beat of the
drum and clap at the same time?
2. Can you ju*p and clap to the beat of the drum?
3. Can you go from one level to another, to the beat of
the drum?
4. Can you snap your fingers above your head as you hop
around the room to the beat of the drum?
5. Can you run, run, run, and iump, jrrmp, iump, then
repeat it again, to the beat of the drum?
Activity:
1. Litt1e brown iug (Stewart, 1969) '
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2. Seeing nel li e home ( Stewart; 1969 ) . Dances are
narrated on the records.
Lesson 3: Creative rhythmic responses
I. ftd like you to hum a song you knorv. Can you move
yor-rr arms to the beat that you are humming?
2. Can you tap your foot to the beat?
3. Can you bend from side to side or forward and back
to yotrr beat?
4. Can you run, skip, hop: Ballop, and jump to your
beat?
5. Can you dance to your beat?
Activity:
Dance boys and girls (Stallman, l-97l). Dance is narrated
on the record.
Lesson !,2 Miming familiar objects
1. Divide into groups of five and with your five people,
can you pretend that you are a car and driver and drive around
the room?
2. Can you pretend that you are a horse and ga}lop
around the room?
3. Can you pretend that you are a washing maching
washing clothes?
4. Can you pretend that you are an airplane flying
around the room?
5. Everyone get together and pretend that you are a big
18 wheeler truck going around the room
l.l-2
Actj vity:
Trains, planes, boats, cars (Stallman, L97L). Story
play is narrated on the record.
Lessorr t: Miming Familiar Actions
1. How would you ice skate on a frozen lake?
2. Can you pretend to be a fisherman who has caught a
big fish?
3. Can you pretend to be your big brother or sister and
a friend playing basketball?
4. Can you pretend you are roller skating?
. 5. Can you pretend to be a zoo attendant and feed the
animals in the zoo?
Act,ivity:
Animals in the circus (Stallman, l-97l-), Story play is
narrated on the record
Lesson 6: Trip to the Circus
1. Can you pretend to be a tightrope walker and balance
with your arms as you walk?
2. What would you do if you were a clown in the circus?
3. What would you do if you were a lion tamer in the
circus?
4. Can you pretend to be a juggler in the circus?
5. Show me what you would do if you were a dog trainer
in the circus.
Activity:
The little clown (Listen and Do Series, i948).
Lesson 7 z Trip to the farm
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1. Pretend ttrat you are a farmer doing hip chores.
Show me how he would use a pitchfork to feed the hay to his
animals.
2. Can you show
3. Can you show
4. Can you show
5. Can you show
hay on his wagon?
Activity:
me how a farmer wOu■d
me how a farmer would
me how you wou■d feed
rlle how a farmer would
milk his cows?
slop the pigs?
the chickens?
load bails of
The handsome scarecrow (Listen and Do Series, 1948).
Story pldy is narrated on the record.
Lesson 8:
Activity:
1. Farmer in the Del1: Position the children in a
circle facing the center with hands joined. One chiId, the
farmer, is in the center of the circle. The song goes: rrThe
farmer in the delI, the farmer in the dell, heigh-ho: The
cherry-o, the farmer in the dell. The farmer takes a wife,
the farmer takes a wife, heigh-ho: The cherry-o, the farmer
takes a wife. The wife takes a chiId, the child takes a nurse,
the nurse takes a dog, the dog takes a cat, the cat takes a
rat, the rat takes the cheese. The cheese stands alone.'r 0n
the cheese stands alone, everyone leaves and joins back into
the circle except the cheese who is the farmer for the next
time you play (Kirchner, 1974, p. 608).
2. Hickory, Dickory, Dock: In a double circle with
inside hands on partner's shoulders and both facing counter-
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clockwise, have one chilct be the mousel the othbr the clock.
The pattern is to.sway t,oward the center of the circle, sway
toward outside, and stamp one foot then the other. The mouse
runs clockwise around his partner then stamps feet. The clock
claps hands on the word one. The mouse rurts counterclockwise.
Repeat swaying and starnping movements.
Song: "flickoryr dickory, dock: The mouse ran up the
clock, the clock struck one, the mouse ran down, hickory,
di ckory, dock. " ( Kirchner, L97 4 , p. 607 ) .
Lesson 9:.
Activity:
1. Repeat the Farmer in the Dell, and Hickory, Dickory,
Dock (see Lesson 8).
2. The Muffin Man: In a single circle facing center
with one child, the muffin man, in the center of the circle,
have children join hands anrl circle to the left using a walk
or slow skip step. Children in circle stand facing center
and slap hands while singing, The Muffin lvlan. The child in
t,he center chooses a partner from circle and brings him or her
back to center. The child becomes the new muffin man while
the old partner returns to the circle.
Song: "Oh, have you seen the muffin man, the muffin man,
the muffin man? Oh, have you seen the muffin man, who lives
in Drury Lane? Oh yesr werve seen the muffin man, the muffin
man, the muffin man, oh yesr we've seen t.he muffin man, who
lives in Drury Lane.r' (faitr l97L, p. 195).
Lesson 10:
r15
Activity:
1. Repeat the Muffin Marr (See Lesson 9).
2. Loobie loo: Place the children in a single circle
facing center with their hands joined. Children circle left
using a walk, skip or slide step. Between stanzas, and at
the end, everyone drops hands and faces center. Place right
hand toward center of circlel turn, place right hand away
from circle. Shake hand. Turn in place. Repeat each verse
according to the movements suggested.
Song: "Here we go Loobie Loo, here we go Loobie Light,
her.e we go Loobie Loo, all on a Saturday night . I put my
right hand in, I put my right hand out, I give my hand a shake,
shake, shake, and turn myself about. Repeat the chorus after
each verse. Other verses: I put my left hand in, I put both
hands in, I put my right foot in, I put my left foot in, I put
my shoulders in, I put my big head in, I put my whole self in. "
(r'ait, 197L, pp. 196-L97)
Lesson 11:
Activiby:
1. Review Lobbie loo ( see Lesson I0 ) .
2. Did you ever see a Lassie? Children form a single
circle facing the center. One child is selected to be in the
middle. In measures (I-8) all children join hands and skip
left or right. Center player decides what action to display.
In measures (9-16) children in circle stop and mimic the
center player's movements. Repeat song with a new leader in
center.
1r6
Song: "Measures (1-8) Oia you ever see a fassie, a
lassie, a lassie? Did you ever see a lassie, 8o this way
and that? Measures (q-16), go this way and that waYr go this
way and that way. Did you ever see a lassie go this way and
that?" (Fait, 197L, p. L97)
Lesson LZz
Activity:
1. London bridge: Two players join hands and form an
arch over their heads. Other players form a single line
facing the arch. In verse I, children in line walk through
arc.h. On the words, my fair lady, children forming arch
drop their hands to capture prisoner. In verse 2, children
forming arch sway from side to side while prisoners move
for-ward and backward. Verse 3, arch players and prisoner move
away from rest of group. Th" prisoner moves away from rest
of group. The prisoner is asked to choose one of two items
such as gold or silver. The two arch players each select one
prior to- the game. The prisoner then stands behind the arch
player who represents the item he selected. Repeat until all
players have been caught. The side with the most players wins.
Song: "Verse I, London Bridge is falling down, falling
down, frlling down, London Bridge is falling down, my fair
Iacly. Verse 2, Build it up with iron bars, iron bars, iron
bars, build it up with iron barsr my fair lady. Verse 3, Off
to prison you must Bo, you must gor you must gor off to prison
you must Bor my fair Iady." (Fait, 197I, pp.-197-198).
Lesson l3:
rL7
Acti vi ty:
1. Review London Bridge (see Lesson 1-2).
A hunting we will go: Form two parallel lines
facing each other with girls on one side, boys on the other.
Action, head couple joins hands and ski ps down between lines
t,o the foot of the set. Head couple turns around, changes
hands and skips back to head of set. All others clap hands.
On the tra Ia's, the head couple skips around the left side
of set. followed by other couples. When the head couple
reaches the foot of the line they form an arch under which
all other couples pass. Head couple remains while the second
couple becomes the head couple.
Song: 'roh, a hunting we will gor a hunting we will Bo,
werll catch a fox and put him in a box. And then we'll let
him go. Chrous: Tra, la, la, la, la, 1", Ia, Tra, la, Ia,
la, la, la, Tra, la, la, la, la, Ia, la, la, Ia, la, Tra, la,
la, la, Ia, la. 't ( Kirchner, L97 4 , p. 6LZ) .
Lesson 14:
2。
1. How do you do my partner:
partners facing. Girls are on the
girls. Girls curtsy to boys. They
counterclockwise, then skip around
Song: rrHow d'ye do my partner
form a double circle with
outside. Boys bow to
join hands and turn
the circle. Repeat.
, how d'ye do today? Will
you the way. r' ( Kirchner,I will showyou dance in a circle?
1974, p. 61I ).
2. Shbemaker' s dance:
facing. With the children's
Form a double circle, partners
arms bent and harrds closed to
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form a fist. Move cne fist oler the'otlter to wind the bobbin.
Have children pul1 their elbows back on pu1lrpull, then clap
hands three times. Now repeat. On the tap, tap, tap, the
children hammer their fists together. Dttring the tra lars,
the partners join hands and take sixteen skipping steps
counter-clockwise around the circle.
Song: "Wind, wind, wind, the bobbin. Wind, wind, wind,
t,he bobbin, pul-1 , pul1, tap, tap, tap. Tra, la, Ia, la, 1a,
Ia, la, la, la, la, la, Ia, la, la, 1a, Ia, la. tt ( Schurr,
1980, p. 300).
Lesson I5:
Activity:
1. Review Shoemakerrs Dance and How Do You Do My Partner
( see Lesson 14 ) .
2. Irm a boy, Irm a girl (Statlman, L97l). Dance is
narrated on the record.
Lesson 16:
Activity_:
1. Review I'm a boy, Irm a girl (see Lesson t5).
2. Sailor's hornpipes (Stewart, 1969). Dance is narrated
on the record.
Lesson 17 z
1. Can you hum and snap you fingers to the music?
2. Can you clap your hands to the music and tap your
feet ?
3. Can you waIk, run, skip, gallop to the music?
4. Can you move your head, arrns, shou.lder.s, and feet to
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the music?
5. Can you move to this music like a high school- person
would? Like a dancing bear in the circus? Like a go go
dancer ?
Activity:
Dance, boys and girls (Statlman 
' 
l-97l). Dance is
narrated on the record.
Lesson 18: Rhythmic ResPonses
1. Can you tap the wand to the beat you hear in the
music?
2. Can you wave the wand in the air to the music?
3. Can you beat the ball in your lap as if it were a
drum to the beat of the music?
4. Can you bounce the ball to the beat of the music
5. Can you bounce the ball and tap your foot to the
beat of the music?
Activity:
1. 
- 
Litt1e Brown Jug (Stewart, 1969). Dance is narrated
on the record.
2. Seeing Nellie Home (Stewart, Kimbe, L976), Dances
are narrated on the records.
Lesson 19: Miming familiar actions
1. Can you pretend your house is very dirty and you are
going to clean the kitchen, bedroom, living room, and bathroom?
2. Show me how your dad mows the lawn?
3. How do you get up in the morning i f yourre late or if
yourre very sleepy?
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4. Show me how your brother or. sister gets up in the
morning.
5. Show me how your bus dri.rer drives the bus to school.
Activity:
Sailorrs Hornpipes ( Stewart, 1969 ) . Dance is narrated
on the record.
Lesson 20: Miming familiar objects
t. Can everyone get together and pretend that you are
a big 18 wheeler truck going around the room?
2. Can everyone pretend that he is a person working in
the Seneca Grape Juice FactorY.
3. Can everyone pretend that he is a big grape picker
in a field of grapes?
4. Can everyone pretend that he is part of a circus
doing a job in the circus show?
5. Can everyone pretend that he is a pro sports player,
playing in a game?
Activity:
Shortninr Bread (Stewart, 1969). Dance is narrated on
the record.
Lesson 21-z Miming familiar occupations
1. How does a police officer direct traffic on a busy
street ?
2. Can you show how a mail carrier delivers mail after
a long holiclay weekend?
3. How does a ship captain handle the wheel in a storm?
4. Can you pr-etend yotrrre an astronaut walking on the
t2L
moon?
5. How does a fireman put out a iire?
Activity:
Review Shortrrinr Bread ( Stewart, I 969 ) . Dance is
narrated on the record.
Lesson 22: Miming familiar occupations
1. Can you pretend to be an apple picker working on a
very ta11 tree?
2. Can you be a pastry chef finishjng the frosting on
a cake and carrying it to the table?
. 
3. Can you be a life guard saving someone from a strong
current?
4. Can you be a steam shovel operator?
5. Can you put an outfit on a mannequin?
Activity
I'm a boy, I'm a girl (Stallman, 197L). Dance is
narrated on the record.
Lesson 23:
Activity:
1. Review I'm a boy, I'm a girl (see Lesson 2L).
2. Virginia reel: Place the children in sets of four
coupres facing each other with the boys joining hands on one
side and the girls joining hands on the other. part I: The
lines move forward and back with eight skips. This is
repeated. Part rr: Ilands are dropped and partners advance
toward each other with three warking steps, borv or curtsy, and
take four steps backward to places. Repeat part rr. part rrr:
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Partners hook right arms, turning once around w.j-th eight
skips. Repeat with left arms. Part IV: With eight skips,
swing partners with both hands joined. Do-si-do with eight
skips. Part V: With eight slides, first couple of each
set joins hands, pass between other dancers to I'ear of set.
First couple returns to place with eight slides. Part VI:
All face front. Following leaders, boys turn left and girls
turn right, dance eight skips to rear of set. Leaders
remaining at rear of set, form an arch and other dancers,
joining hands with partners, pass under arch with eight skips
and move forward to new place in set. Repeat from beginning.
(Frank, L979, p. 247).
Lesson 24:
Act ivity:
1. Review virginia reel (see Lesson 23).
2. Review Irm a boy, Irm a girl (see Lesson 23).
Lesson 252
t. Children's polka: The children form a single circle
with partners facing. Arms are extended and hands joined at
shoulder height. fn part I children move toward center of
circle taking two slide close steps and ending with three
steps in place. Repeat, moving away from center of circle.
A11 of part I is repeated again. In part II slap own thighs
with both hands, clap own hands and clap both hands with
partner three time.s. Repeat part II. In part III point one
foot forward and shake forefinger at partner three times.
Repeat using other foot and finger. Turn once around with
four running steps and stomp three times.
200).
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(Fait, L971, p.
Lesson 262
Ac+-iv ity :
1. Review Children's Polka (see Lesson 25).
2,. Danish Dance of Greeting: Place students in a single
circle with the girl on the boy's right, facing the center.
Start by clapping hands twice, turn and bow to partner. CIap
hands twice, turn and bow to partner. Clap hands twice more
and bow to your neighbor. Stomp on the right foot then on
the Ieft. Turn around in place with four running steps.
Repeat from the beginning. Next all join hands and circle
the right with sixteen short running steps. Repeat action
the left. (Kirchner, L974, p. 619).
Lesson 27 z
Activity:
1. Review Danish Dance of Greeting (see Lesson 26).
2. 0 Susanna: In a single circle with couples facing
the center, stamp four times in place. Clap hands four times
Face and honor partner twice slowly (step sideward right,
close left and bow). AI1 join hands and go forward and back.
Repeat going forward ancl back. Stomp four times in place.
Clap hands four times. Srving partner with eight skips and
promenade with sixteen walking steps. (Frank, I979, p.
246) .
Lesson 282
?
????
????
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Activity:
1. Review Shoemakers Dance ( see Lesson 1- 4) .
2, Round and Round the Village: tlalf the children
join hands in a single circle. The remaining children st.and
around the outside of the circle. In verse I, where the
song goes, "go round and rodnd the villager'r the children
in the circle stand still, those outside the circle skip
around the circle clockwise. In verse II, "go in and out the
windowsrtt the children in the circle raise their arms and
those on outside skip in and out of the circle under the
raised arms. In verse I1I, 'rnow stand and face your partnerrrl
each outside player faces a circle player. In verse IV, "now
follow me to Londonr" partners hold hands and all skip around
the circle counterclockwise. (nait, L97L, p. f99).
Lesson 30:
Activity:
1. Review Round and Round the Village (see Lesson 29).
Z. Shoo fly: In a double circle with girls on the
outside, the children join hands and walk four steps backward.
Repeat, twice more. Partners join hands and walk around each
other in a clockwise direction. Repeat. On last "morning
starrrrboy raises his left hand and turns his partner under
his arm. Girl is now on boy's left. The girl on the boy's
right becomes his new partner. Join hands and repeat dance.
(Kirchner, L974, p. 614).
Lesson 31:
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Act, ivity :
1. Review Shoo Fly (see Lesson 30).
2. Jo1ly is the miller: Partners form a double circle
with girls on the outside. One player, the miller, stands in
the center. Couples join inside hands and walk counterclock-
wise singing the song. 'rJolly is the miller who lives by the
mill . The wheel turns around of its own free will, one hand
in the hopper and the other in the sack, the hub goes forward
and the rim turns back.r' (pp. 203-204). During the second
line, children in inner circle extend left arms sidewards to
form a mill wheel. On the last word of the song, back,
partners drop hands and children in inner circle step forward
while those in outer circle step backward. The extra player
tries to secure a partner during this exchange. The child
without a partner goes to the center. Repeat dance with new
partner. (Pait, 197L, pp. 203-204).
Lesson 322
Acti vity_:
1.
2.
Review Jolly is the Miller (see Lesson 31).
Review dances of their choice.
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Unit 11
Apparatus
This unit contains fundamental activities on bhe parallel
bars, horizontal ladder, balance beam, cargo net, i,rmp rope,
and trampoline. The urtit is divided in half because of the
individual attention needed while working on the trampoline.
The first part of the unit will incorporate the parallel bars,
horizontal ladder, balance beam, and cargo net in a circuit
drill. The second part of the unit will have half the class
working on the trampoline for half the period while the other
half works on jump ropes or climbing ropes. Then they will
change.
Lesson 1: Horizontal ladder, cargo net, parallel bars and
balance beam
1. Can you mount the horizontaI- ladder and hand walk
to the other end and dismount?
2. Can you climb the cargo net to the top and back down
the same side?
3. Can you mount the parallel bars and get to the other
side without getting on top of the bars?
4. Can you walk on your tip toes across the balance
beam?
Activity:
Use the four questions in the lesson to stimulate
activity for a station drill using the four pieces of
equipment.
Lesson Zz Horizontal ladder, cargo net, parallel bars and
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balance beam.
1. .Can you hand walk along the one outside rail of the
horizontal ladder?
2. Can you climb half way up the cargo net, slip through
the hole to the other side, and climb the rest of the way up
the net and back down?
3. Can you mount the parallel bars and cross them on
top of the bars?
4. Can you hop forward across the balance beam?
Act ivi ty :
Station drill using the questions in the lesson.
Lesson 3: Horizontal ladder, cargo net, parallel bars and
balance beam
1. Can you hand walk along the horizontal ladder using
both outside rails?
2. Can you climb up three loops of the cargo net and
hang by your knees then climb back down?
3. Can you hold onto the end of the parallel bars and
flip your feet making them land in back of you?
4. Can you walk backwards across the balance beam?
Activity:
Station dri11 using the questions in the lesson.
Lesson 4z Horizontal ladder, cargo net, balance beam and
parallel bars.
1. Can you arm wal.k forward along the horizonLal ladder
alternating hands?
2. Can you climb the red loops of the cargo net and
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identify the shape they make?
3. Can you walk half way across the paralle1 bars
(under the bars) and do a knee hang then finish walking to
the other end?
4. Can you walk half way across the balance beam, turn
around, and finish by walking backwards?
Activity:
Station drill by using the questions in the lesson.
Lesson $: Horizontal ladder, cargo net, parallel bars and
balance beam
1. How long can you hang from the horizontal ladder
before you have to drop?
2. Can you climb the blue loops of the cargo net and
identify the shape they make?
3. Can you walk across the rail of the parallel bars?
4. Can you walk across the balance beam while carrying
a wand?
Activity:
Station drill using the questions in the Iesson.
Lesson 6: Horizontal ladder, cargo net, parallet bars and
balance beams.
1. Can you arm walk down one rail of the horizontal
ladder and back on the other rail?
2. Can you climb up one side of the cargo net and down
the other side?
3. Can you hang upside down from the paiallel bars?
4. Can you walk across the balance beam while balancing
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a bean bag on )'our head?
Activity:
Station drill using the questions in the lesson.
Lesson 7: Tr.ampoline, climbing ropes and irrp ropes
1. can you bounce four times and stop on the trampoline?
2. Can you climb the climbing rope
3- can you do the kangaroo hop forward on the jump ropes?
Activity:
work harf the class on the trampoline, because of the
number needed for spotting, and the other half on the ctimbing
ropes using the questions in the lesson to stimulate activity.
Then switch after half the period.
Lesson 8: Trampol.ine, climbing rope, and j,rmp rope
1. can you bounce on the trampoline, land on your knees,
l:ounce back up to your f eet, then stop?
2. Can you hang upside down on the climbing rope?
3. Can you do the kangaroo hop backwards on the jurp
rope ?
Activity:
Split the class period like Lesson / using today,s
questions.
Lesson 9z Trampoline, climbing rope, and jump rope
r. can you bounce on the trampoline, land on your seat,
bounce back up to your feet, then stop?
2. Using two ropes, can you flip your feet in back of
you?
3.  Can you dO the basic step fOrward On the jump rope?
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'Activity:
Split the class period like Lesson 7 using today's
questions.
Lesson 1O: Trampoline, climbing rope, and jump rope
1. Can you bounce on the trampoline and bring your knees
up grasping them with your hands, then land back on your feet
and stop?
2. Using two ropes, can you hang upside down?
3. Can you do the kangaroo hop backwards?
Activity:
Split the class period like Lesson 7 , but use todayrs
questions.
Lesson 11: Trampoline, ctimbing rope, and jump rope
1. Can you do a knee drop, and when you bounce off the
tramp, turn your body and do a knee drop the opposite side?
2. Can you climb the rope hand over hand to the top?
3. Can you hop on one foot forward on the jump ropes?
Activi ty_:
Split the class period like Lesson 7 , but use today's
questions.
Lesson L2: Trampoline, climbing rope and jump rope
1. Can you do a knee drop to a seat drop?
2. Can you climb the rope half way without using your
feet ?
3. Can you hop on one foot backwards using the jump
rope ?
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AcLivity:
Split the class period like Lesson 7 using todayrs
questions.
Lesson 13: Trampoline, horizontal ladder, and balance beam
1. Can you bounce on the trampoline, bring your legs
straight out in front of you making your body look like an
L, then do a seat drop?
2. Can you travel across the horizontal ladder backwards?
3. Can you skip on the balance beam forward and backward?
Activity:
Set up a station drill using the three pieces of
equipment and the questions in the lesson.
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Unit Lz
Parachute PIaY
Lesson I: Ripples and Waves and Umbrella (Jones & Seker,
1969 ) .
1. Can you ro11 up the parachute two turns and hold on
to i-t?
2. Can you grasp the parachute and shake it softly and
then hard?
3. Can you make ripples by shaking the parachute fast
and hard? Can you make ripptes by shaking the parachute slow
and soft?
4. Kneeling down on your knees, can you raise your arms
above your head holding on to the parachute?
5. Can you stand up and raise the parachute above your
head ?
Activity:
' I. Windmitls of your Mind (Jones & Seker, 1969).
2. I will Wait for You (Jones & Seker, 1969).
Lesson 2z Making the mountain, going inside the mountain and
crossing inside the mountain.
1. Grasping the parachute can you raise the parachute
above your head?
2. Can you raise the parachute above yoLrr head, but this
time bring it down in front of you and hold all the air in it?
3. Can you raise the parachute above your head and puII
it down in back of you so that you are inside the parachute
sitting down?
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4. Can you cou,t off by fours ind raise the pa.achute
again pulling it down behind you? when I call out the
number one, all the ones cross inside the parachute, on the
number two all the twos cross to the other side and so on'
Activity:
1. I'11 Never Fall in Love Again (Jones & Seker, 1969).
2. Pink Panther (Jones & Seker,1969)'
3. Green Apples (Jones & Seker, 1969)'
Lesson J: Performing popcorn and merry-go-round with the
parachute.
. 1. can you grasp the parachute and raise it up and down
then slowly and hard, fast, and hard?
2. Can you raise one side of the parachute then the
other side?
3. Can you take turns standing up and sitting down as
you go around the circle? Can you do it faster?
4. Can you grasp the parachute and march clockwise then
counterclockwise around the circle?
Activity:
1. Spinning Wheel (Jones & Seker, 1969).
2. 76 Trombones (Jones & Seker, 1969).
Lesson {: Making a floating cloud and mushroom with the para-
chute
1. Can you grasp the parachute and raise it high above
your head
2. Can you grasp the parachute and rais'e it high above
your head, but this time let go when I say; "Go'r?
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3. can you raise the pardchute' above your head and this
time take four steps into the circle and then run back out
holding onto the parachute?
4. can you raise the parachute above your head and take
four steps into the circle and this time bring the parachute
to the floor trapping the air?
Activity:
1. Scarlet Ribbons (Jones & Seker, 1969).
2. What the World Needs Now Is Love (Jones & Seker, 1969).
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Unit 13
PhYsical Fitness Test
Lesson 1: Review the test with the students ' The test
incorporates three basic skilIs: standing long iump' 50
yard rlash, and the sit up. The standing long jump is used to
evalu-atelegstrength.Itis.donebyhavingthestudentsone
at a time come up to the edge of a mat with their toes
Swingingtheirarmsandbendingtheirlegs,theyjumpaSfar
outonthematastheyareable'Tomakemeasuringeasier'
thematismarkedoffininchesfromzeroi.oT2.The50yard
rlashisusedtomeasurespeed.Behindaline,childrenare
line<lupinsinglefile,andthetimeris50yardsaway.
Children are scored in the number of seconds to the half
second it takes them to run the 50 yards ' The last test
battery is the bent knee sit up' This is used to measure
abdominar strength. children are given 30 seconds to do as
manysitupsaStheycan.Handsmustbekeptbehindthehead
and elbows must touch the knee'
ActivitY:
Reviewthethreetestbatterieswiththestudents.
Lesson 2z Administ'er the standing long iump and sit up
. sections.
ActivitY:
(K-1) one base kickball (No' 3I' Unit t)'
(2-3) Kickball (No. 44, Unit 1)'
Lesson J: Run the 50 Yard dash test '
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Activity:
Red rover (tto. 23, Unit 1).
Lesson {: Give make ups of anyone missing a part of the test.
Activity:
Playing games of their choice
Tables 5 and 6 give the local norms for the test. Table
6 is for second and third grades, and Table 5 is for kinder-
garten and first grade. Grading is done on an E, excellent;
S, satisfactoryl and U, unsatisfactory standard. People
receiving an achievement average of 7-LO would receive an E,
4-6 would receive a S, and I-3 would receive a U.
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Table 5  ・
Loca■ Achievement Norms for
Kindergarten and First Grades
Si_t―up Long Jump Dash Achievement Level
25- +
22-24
20-2■
18-19
15-17
13-14
10-12
7-9
2-6
0-1
4.0" 十
3'10':-3:11"
3;7"-3:9"
314"-3:6.'
3:■"-3.3"
2:6::-3'0"
2;l"-2:5::
1・6"-2]0:'
1'1"―■.5::
01:-1:4"
0-7.9
7。8-8。5
8。6-9。2
901-9・
9。8-lo。5
lo。6-11。5
11.4-11。9
12。0-12.5
12.6-13。0
1301- +
■0
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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Table 6  ・
Loca■ Achievement Norms for
Second and Third Crades
Sit―up Long Jump Dash Achi.evement Level
30- +
28-29
26-27
23-25
19-22
15-18
12-14
9-ll
5-8
0-4
5!0" 十
4'5':-4'■■"
4'0"-4'4:!
3:8"-3・1■"
3'4':-3'7':
3:0:;-3!3':
2:10"-2'■■::
216::-2:9i:
2:0]:…2:5"
01:-1'11'I
7.5-
7。6-8。0
8.1-8.6
8.7-9。2
9。3-9.8
1004-909
■1。0-10.5
11・5-■l.■
12。0-ll.5
-12。1
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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Unit L4
Playground Safety
Dundeers elementary playground consists of a merry-go-
roundl a turning barr-el; three teeter tottersl a gym set with
two sets of rings, climbing pole, and two sets of Lrapeze
bars;eightswings,onehorizonta1ladder;onestide;a
of three level horizontal bars; one fire pole; and a set of
monkey bars. This unit is considered important because it is
the only class time that the students are instructed on the
safety rules of the playground equipment. During noon recess
the ratio of students to teacher is greater than 50 to one.
This unit will be set up as a station drill with four stations
each day. Students will rotate from station to station on the
command from the teacher.' Safety rules will be reviewed on
each piece of equipment used that day before play is begun.
Lesson 1: Use the merry-go-round, the gym set, the swings,
and the monkey bars.
Activity:
Set up a station drill working on pumping the merry-go-
round, skin the cat on the rings and trapeze bars, pumping
on the swings, and climbing up and over the monkey bars
Lesson 2: Review the safety rules on the barrel, teeter
totter, horizontal ladder and the slide.
Activity:
Set up a station drill having them play king of the
This is a game where two students start turning the
runni,g inside the barrel. The first one to fall
barrel.
trarre l- ? ?
?
．
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loses. Another person challenges the winner. On the teeter
totter play, "Farmer, farmer let me down. " This is a game
where the person in the air asks the person holding him up to
let him down. The farmer asks, rrWhat will you give me?rr The
person in the air gives his reply. If the farmer likes the
rep1y, he lets him down, and the game continues. The farmer
can hold the person in the air only for three replies. At the
hor:izontal ladder the children are to arm walk across the
ladder of their choice using the technique of their choice.
On the slide, the children are to slide safely down.
Lesson 3: Review the safety rules on the gym set, swings,
horizontal bar, and the fire pole.
Activity
Set up a station dgiIl with the class at the four
designated pieces of equipment. On the. gym set they will be
swinging on the rings and trapeze bars and clirnbing the pole.
On the swings they will be working on pumping. On the
horizontal bars they will be working on mounting the bars,
doing skin the cat, and leg hangs. At the fire pole they
will be climbing up and sliding down one at a time.
Lesson 4: Review the safety rures on all the equipment on the
playground for a final time.
Activity:
Set up a station drill with the class divided at the four
designated pieces of equipment. on the merry-to-round. they
will be working on pumping and stopping. At the horizontar
ledder they wilr be arm walking using any technique they wish.
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On the horizonLal bar they will be free climbin'g.
¬
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Unit 15
Track and Field
Lesson 1: Sprinter stance
1. IIow well can you balance on four parts of your body,
while remaining at a medium level?
2. Can you balance on your hands and feet keeping most
of your body weight on your hands?
3. Can you raise your hips up high when I say "set?rr
4. How quickly can you move forward from that position?
5. Can you take a ready position when I say'rreadyr'r a
set position when f say "setrrrand run to the white line when
I say "go?"
Activity:
Sprint four to six 50 meter heats, depending on the size
of the c1ass. Then rLr.n all fourth plac'e finishers together,
all third place finishers together, all second place finishers,
dnd atl first place finishers together to find the fastest
persons in the class.
Lesson 2z Jogging
1. Can you walk to the first corner of the track, run
to the second corner then finish by moving halfway between a
run and a walk?
2. When you jog, can you get your arms to move with
your feet?
3. Ca.n you jog on your heels?
4. Can you jog on the balls of your feet?
5. Can you jog around the football goal posts?
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Acti vity:
How many laps around the field can you go?
Lesson 3: Standing long j,r*p
1. Can you totrch your toes to the edge of the board and
jump as far out into the pit as you can?
2. Does it help to bend your knees when jumping?
3. Does it help to swing your arms?
4. Where should you be looking to get a longer jump?
5. How should you land in the pit?
Activity:
Taking turns doing the standing long jutnp into the pit.
Lesson 4z Running long jump
1. Can you run up to the board, hit it with one foot,
and jump into the pit?
2. Is it better to have a long approach or a short
approach?
3. Does it help to swing your arms when jumping?
4. Is it better to jump high up in the air or lower to
get more distance?
5. Is it better to bend your knees when landing or to
keep them straight?
Activity:
Take turns doing the running long jump into the pit.
Lesson 5: Distance running
1. Can you jog around the football goal posts?
2. Are you jogging on the balls of your feet?
3. Are you coordinating your arm and foot movement so
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that it is comfortable?
4. Is it better to have your body straight or to have
a slight forward lean as you run?
5. Can you jog one time around the track?
Activity:
How many laps can you jog around the track?
Lesson 6: Relays
1. Can you jog to your partner and hand him the baton?
2. Can you hand off the baton without either one of you
stopping?
3. Can you hand off the baton with your left hand ancl
put it in his right hand?
4. IIow many times c.an you and your partner hand off the
the baton to each other without dropping i.t?
5. Can you partner up with another pair, space yours out
about 20 yards apart, and practice your hand-off?
Activity:
Run a 100 yard relay race.
Lesson 7 z
Activity:
Run a 50 meter dash, a'100 meter relay, and finish by
practicing the standing long iump.
Lesson 8:
Activity:
Run a 100 meter dash, a 200 meter relay, and finish by
practicing the running long iump.
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Fourth Through Sixth
The Dundee elementary physical education staff believed
that by the time students reach fourth grade they are mentally
and physically ready to start to develop the ground work for
individual and team sports and physically fit bodies. This
curriculum was designed to fulfill that belief, while also
fulfilling state requirements of dance and Iife time
activities.
The curriculum contains units in soccer, football, jump
roping, physical fitness, basketball, stunts and tumbling, ice
skating, apparatus, circuit training, volleyba11, folk and
square dance, wrestling, creative dance, track and field,
tennis, and softball. A11 of the units can be taught co-
educationally except for football and wrestling. The boys are
instructed in football and wrestling, and the girls are
instructed in jump roping and creative dance. In a number of
the units, team teaching is utilized to help control the wide
range of_ skill levels, to set up tournaments: or to teach an
alternate unit. Team teaching is used in softball and soccer
to help control the wide range of skill levels. One teacher
takes the more advanced boys 1"d girls and teaches more
advanced skills, while the other teacher reviews and dril
little more with the less skilled group. In Unit 11 the
teachers separate, and one teaches track and field to haI
group of boys and girls while the other teaches tennis.
half the designated time, the teachers switch.pupils. In
Unit 5 team teaching is used to provicle an .optional unit
ls a
f the
After
Of
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ice skating. Unit 8 uses t.eam'teaching to help set up
volleyball tournamenbs at the end of the unit, which provides
an extra teaching station.
Each unit contains a unit lesson plan for each grade
Ievel. In each case the lesson plan usually consists of the
skitl or skitls to be taught, designated by the letter S, and
the activity or activities to be used during that lesson,
designated by the letter A. The letters have a subscribe
with them that coincides with the skitl or activity listed
in the unit plan after the table.
. 
Not shown in the unit p1ans, but incorporated in each
daily lesson plan, is a 3 to J minute warm up period. This
warm up period would vary in content from stretching or
jogging to calisthenics, depending on the material being
covered that day.
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Unit 1
Soccer
The soccer unit contains many of the basic skills,
activities, and lead-up games to develop good potential soccer
athletes. This unit runs for four weeks during which the
girls and boys are being taught not only the fundamentals
but the rules, player alignment, and strategy of the game.
Team teaching is sometimes beneficial in this unit when there
is a wide rang'e of ski1l levels. In this case, the students
are grouped accordingly. The less skilled work more on
drilli-ng the basics and lead-up games while the more skilled
can work on ptaying and developing team strategy. Tab1e 7
illustrates the lesson plans for the soccer unit.
Ski■ls
1. Inside of foot kick. Shift weight to nonkicking foot
and kicking leg sideward and slightly forward contacting the
ball with the inside of the foot
2. Outside of foot kick. Shift weight to nonkicking
foot, bend the knee of the kicking leg and swing kicking leg
across in front of nonkicking Ieg. Swing kicking foot down-
ward and toward ttre ba11, contacting the ball with the outside
of the foot with the knee extended.
3. Instep kick. shift weight and bend knee of nonkick-
ing leg back. Keep the toe of the kicking leg pointing out-
ward and downrvard. Snap the leg forward and make contact at
the instep of the foot
4. Punting. Use a two step approach and swing the
1+8
Table 7
Soccer Lesson Plan
Grade 4
Period Teach Review Activities
t
2
3
4
5
'6
7
8
9
10
sI, s5
S3
S2
s4
s6, s7
s10
S7
sIrs5
S3, SI
s1, s2 , s3
S4
s6, s7
st0
S9
s1, s2 , s3
A6
A2, A8
A1
A8
A7
A8
A4
A5
A5
A5
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Table 7 (continued)
Grade 5
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
s1, s2
S3, S5
S4
s6, s7
s10, sg
S8
sl, s2, s3
s5
s4
s6, s7
s10, sg
S8
s1, s2, s3 , s4
A1
A2
A6
AL2
A4
AL2
A5
A5
A1r
AIl
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Tatrle 7 (continued)
Grade 6
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
s1, s2, s3 , s4
S5
s6, s7 , s8
slo, s9
s11
s1rs2,s3,s4
s5
s6, s7, sg
s10, sl1
SIl
S5
sr,s2,s3,s4
A1, A6
A10
Al2
Al2
A3
A5
A5
AlI
All
A11
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kicking leg forward and uprvard. Release the balt at the start
of ttre forward swing of the leg. Contact the ball with the
instep with the toe down. Follow through to an extended leg
position.
5. Dribbling. Move the ball along the ground using
short pushes by the feet
6. Foot trap. The player raises his foot as the ball
approaches. When the ball makes contact with the sole of the
foot, relax the foot to allow the ball to lose its recoil
action and remain beneath the foot.
7. Shin trap. As the ball rolls toward the player flex
both knees, bend trunk forward, and extend arms sideward. At
the moment the ball makes.contact, extend arms sideward. At
the moment the ball makes contact, extend the legs slightly
and shift weight to nonkicking foot
8. Chest trap. This is used only when the ball is
descending from a high kick. Upon contact with the ball, the
player relaxes his chest and brings his arms in, creating a
pocket for the ball to stop and drop directly below.
9. Heading. The piayer keeps his eyes on the ball as
it approaches, leans back just prior to hitting the ball and
whips forward contacting the ball with his forhead.
10. Throw in. The player has
forward and upward to bring the ball
his arm toward the direction of the
11. Volley kick. As the baII
to the nonkicking foot and raise the
to shift his body weight
over his head extending
throw.
approaches shift weight
kicking leg with the
knee slightly
ball rvith the
upward direct
bent and the toe pointing
instep and follow through
ion.
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down. Contact. the
in a forward and
Soccer Activities
1. Wa11 kicking. The players align themselves ar.ound
the available wa11 surface, approximately six feet away from
the wall and with ample space between each player. Each
player kicks the ball to the walI, retrieves the rebound with
a foot or shin trap and continues kicking practice. Some
variations are allow each child to kick the ball as it
rebounds back to him; start each child several yards back
from the ball and run up and kick it; start child and ball
back from kicking line, dribble up to line and kick ball to
wall; and repeat with opposite foot. For heading throw ball
and head the rebound (Kirchner, 1974).
2. Zig-zag-dribbling. Divide group into four equal
groups. Align each member of the group in a line formation
approximately five yards apart. First person in line is I'It.rt
He or she dribbles the ball through the line of players
weaving in and out and keeping his or her body between the
ball and the player. After the player who was rrltrr goes down
and back, everyone in line moves up a space and the person
who was rrltrr goes to the back. A variation would be to allow
the players standing two steps to allow for defensive playing.
3. Goal kicking. Divide the class into four squads.
Position each squad in a semicircle on each side of the goal
ereas. Player A kicks the ball through the goal, then any
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player on the opposite team can trap'and return kick. Caution:
do not a-Llow any player to tnove more than two yards away from
his position to retrieve the ball. If the ball goes through
the retrieving team, allow the plalrsp ,h. was closest t.o the
ball to retrieve it. Variations: vary the type of kick. Use
a stationary kick, kicking a moving ballr fls well as using the
inside and outside of the instep. Place a player in the
center of the goal post to practice goal tending. Volley
kicking: Players on team A must throw the ball over the
goalposts. Any player on tearn B may attempt to kick the ball
through the goalposts befor.e it lands.
4. Around the square. Divide the class into squads of
four players. Arrange squads in square formation with 10 feet
bet.ween each player. Letter each player A, B, C, and D
respectively around the square. PIayer A, using a regulation
throw in, throws the ball to B. B attempts to head the ball
to C. C catches the ball and throws to D. D heads to A, and
the patt_ern continues. Variations: start with player A
throwing the ball up and heading it to player B who heads it
to C who heads it to D around the square. Introduce thr.ow,
trap and kicking sequence. u:" the volrey kick under contror
around the square (Kirchner, 1974).
5. Line soccer. Use double line formation with lines
I0 to l5 yards apart. Number prayers consecutively starting
at opposite ends. Place a goar at the open ends of the rines
and designate wtrich goal is for which t.eam. Call out the
number of one, two, or three players at a time. The object
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is to get the ball thr-ough your goal. Players trn the side
are to keep the ball in the playing area. Change frequently
to keep everyone involved. Variations: put a goalie in the
goal; make up teams of four or five and play for four or
five minutes at a time; give points to the defense if no
goal is scored.
6. Boundary ball. Divide playing area into two equal
halves. Players may take a scattered position on their own
side of the center line. Each team is given a ball. Play
is started by each team kicking a ball toward the opponentrs
goal line. The ball must roll across the goal line to count
as a point. Players on both teams may move freely in their
own half of the field and try to prevent the opponentrs ball
from crossing the goal. Players cannot touch the ball with
their hands. One point is scored each time a ball crosses
the goal line.
7. Keep away. Permit teams to scatter within a
desi-gnated play area. The object is for your team to keep the
ball away from the other teams as long as you can. The ball
may be kicked, caught in the air, or thrown with both hands.
Fouls are any kind of roughness, tripping, hitting, pushing,
etc. No player is to hold the ball longer than three seconds.
If the ball goes out of bounds, have a player from the team
not sending it out retrieve it for his team (Kirchner, L974,
p. 333).
8. Bleacher bal1. Divide the class into two teams and
place them on opposite ends of the playing area.' Two to four
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talls may be usecl. The object is to'punt, kickr or throw the
batl across the gym to the bleacher on the other side. If
there are no bleachers, then use the end line. One point is
scored each time your team hits the bleacher. Variati.ons:
have the chj ldren play as individuals keeping their own score
to a certain number; give points for successful trapping or
heading of the ball away from the goal.
9. Shuttle dribbling. Divide the class into squads of
six to eight players. Place half the squad behind one line
and the other half behind a second line drawn 30 feet away.
Player A dribbles the ball over and stops it in front of
player B. Player B repeats to player C while A.moves to the
back of player B's line. Continue the pattern.
10. Three man weave. Divide the class into three equal
lines approximately 10-1J feet apart. Line A is in the middle
while line B is to the right of line A, and line C is to the
left of line A. The first person in line A kicks to the
first person in line B and runs behind B, B kicks to C and
runs behind him. Player C kicks back to A and goes behind
him, and A repeats the action. A11 this action is being done
while they are moving down the gym. Keep them tight and
stress always to kick the ball forward.
11. Simplified soccer. This is played just like regular
soccer, but the playing area is only 40-50 yards, and you play
wit,h seven players; three forwards, two halfbacks, one ful1-
back and one goalie. Everything else is the same as regular
soccer
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Unit 2
Footbal 1
Within this unit the boys and girls are separated due to
the physical nature of the game of football. The boys will
be in football rvhile the girls are working in jurnp rope
activities. The football unit contains the fundamental skilIs
and lead up games needed to develop game strategies and
teaches game rules. One of the main objectives of this unit
is to teach them the correct manner in which football skills
should be performed and to teach them how to enjoy the game
of football safely. Table 8 illustrated t,he lesson plans for
the football unit.
Ski■ls
1. Forward pass. Stand with the opposite foot from the
throwing hand in a fonvard position with weight evenly
distributed on both feet. Grip the ball with the fingers
touching the laces slightly behind the center of the ba11.
The opposite hand holds the front and side of the ball. To
throw shift weight to the back foot, bring the ball back by
the ear, rock forward and extend the arm. Release the ball
by letting it roll off the fingers to give spiral action to
throw.
2. catching. when catching the barl below the waist,
the receiver should be holding his rittle finger to little
finger of both hands. As the balr touches his hands, it
should be brought in to the chest area. when catching the
ball over his head, bhe receiver shoulcl have thumbs together.
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Table 8
Football Lesson Plan
Grade 4
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
sl, s2
s3
54, 57
S6
s5
sl, s2
S3
54, S7
S6
s5
A1, A4
41, A4
A2rAl-
A2, A3
A3, AI
A1
A6
A6
Grade 5
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
s1, s2, s3
54, S7 , S6
S5
s1, s2, s3
54, S7 , S6
s5
A1, A4
A2, A8
A2rA3
A1, A4
A4, A6
A4,A6
A6
A7
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Table 8 (continued)
Grade 6
Period Teach Review Activities
I
,
3
4
5
6
7
8
s1, s2, s3
s4, s7, s6
S5
sI, s2, s3
s4, s7, s6
s5
A1, A4
A2rAL
A3, A8
A1, A5
A4, A6
A6
A7
A7
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When catching over the stroulder, the receiver. .should have
litt1e fingers together. Stress that the receiver should
tuck the ball in and run.
3. Puntirrg. Grip the ball with hands on the sides of
the ball both front and back. Use a two step approach. The
balL should make contact with the top and slightly outer
side of the foob just before the leg is fully extended.
Follow through with forward and upward movement of kicking
leg. Arms should extend sideways to assist in balance.
4. Stance. With the three point stance the player
assumes a wi cle crouched and stride position with knees slightly
bent and with the right foot aligned with the instep of the
Ieft foot. Reach out and place fingers of right hand on
ground keeping body weight well back on the balls of the feet.
The back shotrld be f lat and head up.
5. Kicking. Place the ball on the tee with a slight
lean backwards. Step seven to ten steps back from the ball.
Turn and approach the ball building up speed. Contact should
be made just bel ow the center of the ball with the toe of the
foot. Follow through extending the leg upward. AIso used
is the soccer style kick with t,he approach at a 45o angle; the
instep instead of the toe is used for making contact. It is
suggested to use old deflated footballs in gym class as they
are less likely to injure toes.
6. Hand off and receiving hand off. The person handing
off should have one hand behind the ball and the other at the
frorrt rorver end. The balr should be placed at the waist of
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the receiver and in his hands. The receiver shoulC have iris
littIe fingers together and hand resting against his waist.
7. Centering. The body is wide with the knees bent
keeping body weight on balls of feet. The.ball is grasped in
the same way as the forward pass and is turned as it is
snapped so the quarterback receives it with the laces on his
fingers.
Activities
I. Line passing. Form two lines and have partners
facing each other 10-1t feet apart. They are to practice
passing and catching the ba1I. Variations: bring one Iine
up and practice centering the ball to each otherl have one
side be quarterbacks while the other side all run the same
pattern to receive the ball; or punt and kick the ball back
and forth.
2. Hike, pass, and catch. Divide the class into groups
of five to eight players. Player A is the center, player B
is the quarterback and player C is the first receiver in line.
A hikes to B who thfows to C, who is running a designated
pattern. C brings the ball back and takes Ars spot. Player
A takes Brs spot, and B goes to the end of the line of
receivers.
3. Shuttle hand off. Divide the class into groups of
six to eight. Divide each group in half placing them facing
each other. The ball is given to the first person in the A
part of one line. Each of the first two players starts toward
each other. Player A hancls t.he balr off to player B and goes
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to the end of the opposite line. B then hands the ball off
to the next player from the A line. He in turn hands the ball
off to the next piry"" from the B line, and so on
4. Bleacher bal1. This is played like soccer, but you
are using a footba1l, and you may use your hands to catch the
football. Points may be given for a successful catch in
place of hitting the bleacher with the punt.. A variation of
this would be to pass the football.
5. One down football. Divide the playing area into two
parts each with a goal line. To start line up both teams on
opposite sides of the center line. One team is designated as
the offense and is given one down to score a touchdown. After
the hike the ball may be run, passed any number of times in
any direction from any position on the field. The defense
attempts to tag the ball carrier below the waist with two
hands. If a player is tagged before he reaches the opponent's
goal line, the ball is downed and the other team takes their
down at this point. If a ball is intercepted, the game con-
tinues with the defense now becoming the offensive team
(Kirchner, Lg74).
6. Four down football. This is played across the width
of the field and uses the same rules as regular touch football.
Each team is given four downs to move the ball across their
opponentrs goal. . If not successful the other team takes over
at that point. It may be played with flags or if flags are
not available two hand touch.
7。  Flag fOotballo  This ■s played across the w■dth Of
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the football fjeld and uses regular foothall rule-s. When a
player has a flag taken off his belt, he is downed at that
point.
8. Keep away. Set a designated playing area and place
the two teams in scattered formation over the area. Define
team Ars end line and team Brs end line. Team Ats players
try to pass the ball to teammates and get,the ball across team
Brs end line and vice versa. One point is scored on each
successful attempt. Fouls are caIled whenever a defensive
player grabs or holds on to an offensive player.
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Unit 2a
Girls Rope Skipping and Hoop Activities
In this unit the girls will be working to improve agility,
endurance, speed, and grace through the use of jump ropes and
hula hoops. They will have five work sessions practicing ttre
different rope skipping skills and hula hoop skills, a period
to develop a routine either using the jump rope or with a
partner, and the final two periods for the routines. The
routines are to be done to music of their choice. A jump
rope r.outine must have at least five of the 10 different i,rmp
rope skills incorporated in it. A hula hoop routine, if hula
hooping, must use at least four different parts of the body.
If skipping the hoop the t'equirements are the same as the
jump rope. Table 9 illustrates the lesson plans for the rope
jumping and hoop unit.
Jump Rope Skills
1. Kangaroo hop forward and backward. This is done by
keeping the feet together and jumping over the rope with both
feet at the same time.
2. Basic step forward and backward. This is having the
same lead foot each time stepping over the rope.
3. Hopping forward and backward. Simply use one foot,
right or left, to hop over the rope.
4. Alternate step forward and backward. The alternate
step involves a jump over the rope with the right foot, a
rebound on the same foot, then a jump over the rope with the
left foot, and another rebound with the left foot.
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Table 9
Rope Skipping and Hoop Lesson plan
Grade 4
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Sl,S2
S3
S4,S5
S12,S6
S■3
Sl,S2
S3
S4,S5
S■2,S6
Period 6 & 7
practice for final rOutine
Final rOutine
Al,A8
A2,A3,A6
A4,A5
A6,A7
A2,A6
Grade 5
Period Teach Review Activities
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
S3,S4
S5,S6
S7,S10
S12,S13
Sl,S2
S3,S4
S5,S6
S7,S10
S12,S13
Al,A2
A4,A5
A6,Al,A3
A6,A7
A6,A7,A8
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Table Q (continuecl)
Grade 6
Period Teach Review Activities
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
S5,S6
S7,S10
S]2,S13
S8,s9
Sl,S2,S3,S4
S5,S6
S7,S10
S12,S13
S8,s9
A6,Al,A2,A3
A6,A4,A5
A6,A7
A6,A7,Al
Al,A6
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5. Rebound step. Ihis is a hop on the sdme foot that has
just performed the rope skipping skill. It can be incorporated
in any of the above skills.
6. Crossing. In crossing you must c.ross your arms in
front of your body making the jump rope reverse right and left
sides then uncross after the jump on the backswing of the.rope.
7. Pepper. This is just making the rope make two full
revolutions while the performer's feet are off the ground.
It can be done with any of the rope skipping skills one through
five.
8. Doubles. In doubles you work with a partner who
enters as the rope comes forward and downward and places her
hands on her partner's waist to help keep with the rope
turnerrs rhythm.
9. One in. Each partner holds onto an end of the rope
as they face each other and they swing the rope between them.
As the rope swings back one partner turns inward and performs
her jumps. She turns back out the other partner turns inward
to perform her set number of jumps.
I0. Rocker step. This is done with one leg always being
the lead leg and a shift of weight from front to back is
executed as the lead leg goes over the rope then shift back
so the hind leg can clear the rope.
Hula Hoop SkiIls
1. Hula hooping. This is twirling the hoop around your
body or body parts by using only the force generated by the
circular movement of the body or body parb
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2. Skipping the hoop. In this'activity you grasp the
hoop and use it instead of a jurnp rope in performing your hoop
skipping ski1ls.
Activities
1. Practicing the skills a specific number of times i.n
random formation.
2, Jump rope or hula hoop rOut'. In random formation,
see who can perform the specific skil1 the longest without
making a mistake. When a person makes a mistake he or she
sits down.
3. In random formation see who can perform the specific
skill the most number of times in a given period of time.
4. Arranging relays use the skills performed during that
lesson.
5. Using relays incorporate two, threer or four different
skills during one relay.
6. Rope skip to music using the skiIls learned that day.
7 . 
_ 
Random for-mation hula hooping to music. In a random
formation students would be asked to hula hoop to different
tempos of music using different body parts.
8. Jump rope or hula hoop tag. This is played by having
two people rrltrr, preferably your better performers, without
a jump rope or hula hoop. They are to try to tag the other
students who are performing stationary in a random formation
when bhey stop to rest. If tagged while resting, they have
to sit down. The winner is the last one standing.
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Unit 3
Physical Fitness and Testing
This unit contains five class periods using a station
dril1 to develop upper body strength, endurance, muscle torre,
and agility. The station drill is constructed with the use
of the horizontal- ladder, cl-imbing ropes, cargo net, and jump
ropes. These five classes are followed rvith a period review-
ing the New York State Physical Fitness Screening Test, a
period taking the test, and a period administering a scoliosis
screening test. Table 10 illustrates the lesson plans for the
physical fitness and testing unit.
Ski I 1s
Horizontal ladder:
1. Rung traveling forward. Student hand walks along the
rungs of the ladder anyway. they can.
2. Alternate hand walking forward. Student walks along
the rungs of the ladder alternating right and left hands.
3._ Side rail traveling. Student hand walks along one
of the side rails of the ladder.
4. Double rail traveling. Student hand walks using both
rails of the ladder, one for each hand.
5. Skipping rungs. Your alternate hand walk forward
using every other rung on the ladder.
6. Backward rung traveling. This is just like traveling
forward, but you are hand walking backwards on the radder.
7. Jumping rungs. rn this activity you have to move
both hands at-. the same time and grab the next rung at the
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Table 10
Physical Fitness and Testing Lesson PIan
Grade 4
Period
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Teach Review
Sl,S2,S9,S14,S20
S3,S10,S15,S2■  S■ ,S9,S14,S20
S4,Sll,S■6 s22   S3,S10,S15,S21
S8,s12,S17,S23   S4,Sl■,S16,S22
S5,S13,S18,S24   S8,s12,S17,S23
Activities
???
』
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
Review Physical Fitness Test
Physical Fitness Test
Scoliosis Test
Grade 5
Period
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Teach
S2,S3,S9,S15,S20
S4,S■0,S16,S2■
S6,s8,Sll,S17,S22
S5,S■2,S18,s23
S7,S13,S19,S24
Review
2,S3,S9,S15,S20
4,S10,S16,s21
6,s8,sll,S17,S22
S5,S12,S18,s23
Activities
???
』
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
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Table I0 ( continuecl )
Grade 6
Period
3
4
5
6
7
8
Teach
s2, s3, s9, s15, S20, S21
s4, s1o, s16 ,s22
s6, s8, s11, sr7, s23
s5, s12, Sl8 ,524
s7, s13, S1g ,525
Review
s2,s3,S15,
s9rs20,s21
s4,s10,s16,s22
s6, s8, s11, S17, S23
s5, s12, St8, sz4
Activities
???
?
?
?
』
??
??
?
↓
?
↓
T7L
same time.
8. Rung traveling si-deways. Have students f ace si-deways
instead of forward, and travel down the rungs of the ladder.
Cargo net:
9. Climbing using both your hands and feet.
10. Climbing with just your hands.
11. Climbing up one side of the net and down the other.
T2. Climb up halfway and then sidewards around the net.
13. Diagonal climbing. Start at one corner of the net
and climb up the net so you reach the opposite corner at the
top.
Climbing ropes.
t4: Climbing. Student climbs anyway he can to get up the
rope.
15. Hand over hand climbing. WhiIe climbing the student
alternates pulling with his right and left hands.
16. Skin the cat. Using two ropes, one in each hand,
student does a skin the cat.
L7. Rope hang. Using two ropes, can you hang upside down
by your hands?
18. Arm climbing. The student, climbs the rope without
usi-ng their legs.
19. Two rope climbing. Using two ropes, one in each hand,
climb the rope alternating moving right and left hands. You
may use your legs.
Jump ropes:
20. Kangaroo hop forward and backward. Jump forward or
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backward over the rope with your feet together.
2L. One foot hopping forward and backward. Hop with
either your right or left foot over the rope as ib travels
fonward or backward.
22. Basic step forward and backtvard. In the basic step
you keep the same lead foot as you step over the rope forward
or backward.
23. Alternate step forward or backward.
step is done by switching right and left feet
over the rope forward or backward.
. 
24. Alternating skills. Switch from one
another without stopping.
The alternate
as you step
technique to
25. Continuous rope skipping alternating skil-ls to rest
tired body parts.
New York State Physical Fitness Screening Test
The New York State Physical Fitness Screening Test was
rlesigned to provicle a means of identifying physically under-
developed pupil.s. The test is easily administered in most
instances in 40 to J0 minutes. The equipment needed is a
stopwatch, indian clubs, masking tape, scorecards, and pencils.
In the test there are foPr components measured: agility,
strength, speed, and endurance. To measure agility the side-
step is used. Starting from a center line, the pupir sidesteps
alternating first left then right across two outside rines
eight feet apart. The pupil is scored on ttre number of rines
crossed in l0 seconds. strength is measured'by the sit-up.
starting from the rong lying position on the back, the pupil
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performs by raising the upper part of the body'forward far
enough to touch the elbows to the knees and then returns to
the starting position. The score is the number of sit-ups
completed in one minute. Speed is measured by the dash. The
pupil runs laps around two markers 45 feet apart. The number
of laps for grades four, five, and six are two. The score is
the amount of time to the nearest half-second. Endurance is
measured by the squat-thrust. Starting from the erect standing
position, the pupil performs the usual four-position exercise.
The score is the number of squat-thrusts completed in 30 seconds.
State wide achievement level norms and score cards are
given in the 1977 edition of the New York State Physical
Fitness Screening Test booklet.
Scoliosis Screening Test
The scoliosis screening test is done for early detection
of pupil spinal problems. The test incorporates seven
questions:
1. Is one shoulder higher than the other?
2. Is one scapula more prominent than the other?
3. Is there a greater distance between the arm and body
on one side than the other side?
4. Is there a deeper crease at one side of the waist
than at the other side?
5. Is there a rib hump?
6. Is there a lumbar hump?
7. Does the child have a sister or brother with
scoliosis?
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When giving the test, the teacher should ask himself
questions 9." ttrrorrgh four while the pupil is standing straight
and tall with toes touching a line, hands down at his side
and head pointed straight aheaC. Questions fi,ve and six
should be asked while the pupil is bent forward at a 90o angle
with arms down and hands and fingers of both hands touching
each other. If the teacher finds a yes to any of the questions
asked on the screening test, that pupir should be referred to
the school nurse for further testing.
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Unit 4
Basketba I 1
This unit is designed to teach the students the
fundamental skills of basketball as well as to promote agility
and body quickness. Covered in the unit arc passing,
dribblirg, pivoting, shooti.g, rebounding, cutting, and
defense. The main objectives of this unit are to develop
skill level and game strategy of a high enough ability so
that students will be competitive when they get to junior
high and to promote basketball as a leisure time activity.
Table I1 illustrates the lesson plans for the basketball unit.
Skills
1. Two hand chest pa-ss. The ball is passed from the
chest with two hands. This is the most useful and effective
pass in basketball; its main advantage is ease and speed of
delivery.
. 2. Two hand bounce pass. The ball is passed from chest
height to the floor and then bounced to the receiver.
3. One hand overhand pass (baseball pass). This is used
when a player wishes to throw the ball long distance. Throw
the ball from a position above the shoulder and behind the ear.
4. Two hand overhead pass. This is used when a player
wishes to throw a ball over the head of an opponent.
5. Dribbling. This is controlled bouncing in any direc-
tion and at any speed. Ptrsh the ball toward the floor. Do
not sl:rp it. Hold the hancl down and wait for the baII to
rehouncl back. Let the fingers, wrist and arm "ride" back with
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Table ll
Basketball Lesson P■an
Grade 4
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
S■,S5
S2,S6
S4
S3
S8
Sll
S9,S■0
Sl,S5
s6
s6,s4
S6
S8
S■1
S6,s8
S9,S10
A■,A3,A4,A8
A2,A7,A15
A■0,A15
A16
A10,A6
A■0,A13
A5,A14
A10,All
A17,A■9
A■8,A19
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TabIe 1I (continued)
Grade 5
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
S■,S2,S5
S3,S4,S5,S6
s8
S7
S9,Sl■
S10
S12
S13
l,S2,S5
S6,s4,S3,S5
S6,s8
S6
Sll,S9
Sl■
Sl,S2,S3,S4
Al,A8
A2,A7
A10,A6
A10,A17
A■3,A17
A14,A17
A■9
A■9
A19,A20
A19,A20
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Table 11 (continued)
Grade 6
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
■0
S■,S2,S3
S4,S5
S6,s7
S9,S10
S■1
S■2,S■3
Sl,S2,S3
S4,S5
s6,s7
S9,S10
S9,S10
Sll
S12,S13
Al,A8
A10,A6,A■7
A10,A6,A■9
A10,A■2
A14,A17
A14,A20
A19
A2■
A21,A22
A22,A2■
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the ba■■.
6. Lay-up. Approach the basket at an angle and with
weight on the left foot. Raise the ball upward as far as
possible with both hands, then release the left hand and carry
the ball upward with the right hand. Lay the ball against the
backboard about t8 inches above the rim.
7 . One hand set shot. Either keep both feet on the floor
with the same foot as the shooting hand in a slightly forward
positionr or take a step with the opposite foot of the shooting
hand. The same foot, as the shooting hand finishes in a forward
posit,ion.
8. Two hand set shot. The only difference between this
and number seven is the u-se of two hands. Begin with one foot
slightly in front of the other and with weight evenly
dist.ributed on both feet. Bend knees slightly and extend
forward and upward pushing the baII toward the basket. Release
the ball with a slight snap of the wrist and fingers.
9. Forward pivoting. This is used to change positions
when in a stationary position. The player keeps one foot in
contact with the floor and pushes off from the floor with the
other foot in the direction desired.
10. Reverse pivoting. With the feet in a forward stride
position, the player spins to the rear on the balls of both
feet while the feet remain on the floor.
11. Defensive stance. Feet are spread, arms are out-
stretched, to the side, with one arm up and one arm down.
Knees are slightly bent
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12. Rebound. This is a jumping and positioning tactic
for. getting possession of the ball after it has bounced off
the backboard or rim of the basket. The ball will usually
rebourncl at the same angle it hits.
13. Cutting. This is an evasive technique a player uses
to get into position to receive a pass or to shoot. He
watches the player' with the ball, and when the player is ready
to pass, he breaks for an open spot coward the basket. The
pass should reach the open spot at the same time as the player
who has just cut.
Activities
1. Wall passing. Players stand about five feet away
from the wall and use the wall to practice all types of
passing and catchi.ng ski11s. Increase the distance from the
wal1 as skilIs increase.
2. Pig in the middle. This is played with three players
in a line about six feet between each other. The two outside
players pass the ball back and forth, while the middle player,
"pig", attempts to touch the ba11. The end players cannot
move to the right or left and can not throw the ball above the
reach of the "p-ig. " If the "lt*" touches the ball, he
replaces the person who threw it. The "pig" must always
advance toward the ba11.
3. One knee dribbling. Players kneel on one knee and
begin bouncing with the same hand as the kneeling knee. This
.wiIl eliminate unnecessary arm action. Keep .eyes of f the ball
and feel for the ball with the hand.
4. Movement dri1l.
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A leader stands in front of the
group and shifts to the right, left, forward, or any other
direction. A11 players move in the same direction as the
leader. This can be done while bouncing a ball or just using
the defensive stance.
5. Circle passing. Arrange circles of five to six
players with six feet between each player. The first player
turns toward the second player and passes the ball to him.
The second player turns and passes to the third player and so
on around the circle.
6. Twenty one. Players are arranged in a scattered
formation around one basket. Player number one shoots from
the free throw line until. he misses. He gets one point for
each successful basket. When number one missesr aDy player
who can get possession of the ball may try for a field goal
which counts two points. If the try for a field goal fails,
any player who can get the ball may try for a fiel<t goal.
This is continued until a field goal is made. After the field
goal is made, player number two takes his turn at a free-throw
line. The first player to get 2L points wins.
7. Weave dribbling. Arrange six to eight in a line
formation with 10 feet between each player. The first player
dribbles around the second, back and around the opposite side
of each prayer until he is back in his original position.
Everyone moves up one position and the first player goes to
the end of the line
8. Two line shuffle pass. Arrange six to eight players
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in two parallel lines about five feet apart. The first
players in each line pass the ball back and forth down and
back the court as they do the shuffle step. Continue until
all have had a turn.
9. Divide class into three or four squads of six to
eight players. When the whistle blows, the first players from
each squad dribble forward. At your discretion, blow the
whistle and all players must stop immediately and continue
dribbling until the whistle blows again telling them to move.
As soon as a player reaches a set line, he turns and dribbtes
back to his squad (Kirchner, 1974).
10. Dribble and lay-up. Place chairs in a line
approximately at a ,150 angle. Chairs should be about three
to four feet apart. Players dribble around the chairs and
shoot a lay-up
11. Out. Arrange players in groups of four to six
players. The first player shoots from anywhere on the court
and whatever shot he wishes. rf the shot is made, the next
prayer must make that shot or receive the first letter, o.
rf the shot is missed, the next player has choice of shot.
As long as the shot is made, the player who follows must
attempt the made shot or receive a retter. when one completes
the name of the game, he is eriminated from the game (schurr,
1980 ) .
12- Aro,nd the world. Mark six circles at varying spots
around the basket. One chird stands in each circle ancl
attempts to make a basket. when he does, he moves on to the
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next circle in order. The first to make a basket from each
circle is the winner (Schurr, 1980, p. 381).
I-3. One on one. Partners face each other in scattered
formabion around the gym. May be used with or without a ball.
The object is for the defensive player to move his body into
a position to stop the offensive player. He may not use
his arms and feet to do this, only his trunk.
14. Dribble, pivot, and pass. Arrange players in squads
of four to six each. On the command rro'orr the first player in
each line dribbles to a line 10 to LZ feet away from the
squad. He stops, reverse pivots, and passes the ball to the
next player in his squad. He then goes to the end of his
squ-ad as the next player continues.
15. Keep away. Place two teams of eight to ten players
in scattered formation. Give the ball to one of the teams,
which passes it amon€t themselves trying to keep the ball from
the other team. The defensive team tries to check as in
regular 
_basketball.
16. Side line basketball. Arrange two teams of five
players each in a court area and place the remaining players
from both teams alternately along the side and end lines.
Regular basketball rules are followed except that the ball may
be passed to a sideline player. If a defensive team inter-
cepts the ba}l, they must pass to one of their sideline
players before they become the offensive team. Rotate players
on the sidelines to the floor.
Divide the basketball cOurt17. Nine court basketball.
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into nine equal areas and place one guard and one opposing
forward in the three end squares. Place one guard from each
team in the remaining squares. Regular basketball rules
appl-y with the following modifications: each player must
stay in his assigned area, only forwards may shoot at the
goal, and free shots are awarded for fouls. Ball is taken
out of bounds for crossing line, double dribble, and other
violati ons
18。  Basketba■■ end bal■. A line is drawn about five
feet from the end l-ine of the court at each end to form two
end zones. Half the players of one team are forward and are
placed in the end zor:e. The other half are guards and are
placed in the zone farthest from their own end zone. The ball
is given to any guard on the court. IIe tries to pass the ball
over the heads of the opposing team to one of his forwards.
Two points are scored if the forward catches the ball. The
forward may then shoot for a goal anywhere within the end zone.
Two points are awarded for a successful field goal. A11
prayers may use the unlimited dribble within their own area
(Schurr, I980, p. 383).
19. Six-court basketball. Two additional lines are
addecl to the "basketball end balr" court to make six equal
areas on the playing court. A line of guards from one team
is between the two lines of guards from the opposing team.
This makes more interceptions and quicker passes possible
(Schurr, 1<)80, p. 383).
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20. Alley basketball. A regulatj-on basketball court is
divided into three alleys lengthwise with ttre center a1ley
narrower than the outside lanes. There are six players on
each team, and one player is assigned to each alIey. The
players in the three lanes nearest their own basket are
forwards and those nearest the opponentrs basket are guards.
Only forwards may shoot, and two points are awarded for a
successful goal. The ball is put into play under the basket
by a center forward of the team not making the score. The
center forward takes a free throw when a foul occurs. Players
of the scoring team rotate clockwise one alley after each
altey is made (Schurr, 1980, p. 385).
21. Toss-up basketball. Two teams of six to eight
players are arranged along each side line of half of the
basketball court and numbered consecuti'vely. The leader
stands under the basket with the ball. A number is called,
and the ball is rolled, bounced, or tossed up between the
two teams. Players with that number scramble for the ball.
The player who gains possession of it must complete two passes
with his own side-line players before shooting. After a shot
for the goal, the ball is dead, and another number is call-ed.
One free throw is awarded for each foul (Schurr, 1980, p. 384).
22. Half-court Basketball. One half of a basketball
court is used, and the free throw line is extended all the way
across the court.
are five players
up on both sides
???
（?
? ?
Both teams shoot at the same basket. There
each team and the remaining players line
the free-throw lane in an alternate
t-ashion. The same ru] es
basketball, except that
ball must throw the ball
ing line before it can b
(Schurr', 1980, p. 387).
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are followed as in :"egular modified
the team that gains possession of the
to a team member behind the restrain-
e passed j,n for a shot at the basket
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Unit 5
Stunts and Tumbling
This unit is designed to improve students I stunts and
tumbling skills. Within the unit they will be taught and
given to review the skills shown on Table 5. In the activity
period on Table 5 there is a station drill or circuit drill.
A station drill is the place the teacher designated as the
area for each skill to be performed, and the students start
at a point performing the skills as they follow the circuit.
At the end of the unit each student is to perform a final
routine. The fourth grades are to combine any five indivi dual
skills taught into a sequence and perform their routine the
final day. The fifth grades have to incorporate a dive
forward ro11, backward ro1I, cartwheel, headstand, and a head
or handspring into a routine. The sixth grades have to use
two of the three rolls, a headstand or handstand, an upswing,
kip or seal slip, a cartwheel, and a hand or headspring.
Table 12 illustrates the lesson plans for the stunts and
tumbling unit.
Skills
1. Forward roll. Squat.at edge of mat, place hands on
the mat shoulder width apart, lean fonvard, touch chin on
chest,, and push off with feet to ro11 forward.
2. Backward rol1. Squat at the edge of the mat, place
hands on the mat shoulder width apart, lean backwards tucking
chin to chest, push off with feet and r.oll backwards. Push
har"d to hands to regain standing position.
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Tab1e L2
Stunts and Tumbling Lesson Plan
Grade 4
Period
■
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Teach
S3,S4
S5,S9
S8,Sll
S■3,S■4,S15
s16,s■8
S■7,S■9,S22
Review
Sl,S2
S3,S4
S5,S9
s8,sl■
S13,S14,S15
S16,S18
Practice for Routine
Final Routine
Grade 5
Activities
???
』
??
??
?
?
?
?
?
Period
1
2
3
4
5
6
Teach
S3,S4,S5
s6,s7
s8,s9,s10
S■2,Sll
S13,S14,S15
S2■,S18
Review
Sl,S2
S3,S4,S5
S6,s7
S8,s9,s■0
S■2,Sl■
S13,S14,S15
Activities
???
』
??
??
?
?
?
?
?
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Table L2 (continued)
Grade 6
Pcriod
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Teach
S5,S6,S7
s8,s9,s10
Sll,S12
s■8,s22
S20
Review
S3,S4
S5,S6,s7
s8,s9,s10
Sll,S■2
S18,S21
Activities
???
?
??
??
?
?
?
?
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3. Dive forwar"d ro11. This is just like 'the forward
roll except start from a standing position and jurp or dive
into the roII
4. Frog stand. Squat down and place. hands on the mat
shoulder width apart. Put body weight on hands by placing
knees on elbows. Balance as long as you can.
5. Headstand. From a frog stand, place your head on the
mat in front of your hands to form a triangular base. Now
raise your feet up into a headstand.
6. Upswing. Begin in a kneeling position with arms
extended sideward and backrvard. Swing arms forward and upward
vigorously and push off from the feet. Land in a partially
crouched position.
7. Kip. Begin on the mat with arms at side and legs
extended. From this position, raise legs and rock back until
the knees are above the head. Place hands on mat next to top
of shoulders rvith fingers pointing toward the body. Thrust
legs forward and upward and push off with both hands ending
in a partially crouched position.
8. SeaI slap. Begin in a front lying position with toes
on the mat and hands directly under the shoulders.
simurtaneousry push off from the mat with hands and toes,
clap hands in the air, and return to starting position.
9. Cartwheel. Begin with arms extended sideward, legs
about shoulder wj dth apart and back straight. Keeping trunk
straight, bend toward the reft first pracing reft hand then
right hand on the mat. At the same time raise the right then
■9■
left. leg upward and over toward the opposite sirle.
10. Handstand. Begin with hands on the mat and fingers
slightly bent to help maintain balance. Arms should be about
shoulder width apart. Both feet should be on the mat in the
starting position with the right knee drawn up and close to
the chest. Kick the right leg upward and follow with left.
Continue this upward movement of the legs ending in a near
straight line with }egs, body, and arms. The head should be
well forward to assist in maintaining balance.
11. Handspring. Begin from a standing position. Run
forward, skip on the left foot, place the right foot on the
mat and place hands on the mat rvith arms extended. Continue
the upward and forward thrust of legs, and when the body is
in front of the head, push off from hands and land on both feet
with knees slightly bent.
1-2. Headspring. Approach the mat running. Place the
hands and head on the mat and swing both legs up and over.
Push off with the hands and bring both feet down to the mat
together landing in a stand position.
■3・  Tuck stand.  Begin by s■tting On the mat in a cross―
legged pOs■ttton w■th arms f01ded across chest and body lean■ng
s■ightly forwardo  Without releas■ng grip, lean fOrward and
extend legs tO a standing pos■tiOn.
14。  Bear danceo  squat dOwn On left f00t w■th the right
■eg extended fOrward.  Arms may be extended tO the s■de or
folded acrOss the chest.  Jump fOrward and at the same time
draw right ■eg back and extcnd left leg fOrward。
.
tg2
15. Knee dip. stand on left foot and bend the right leg
backward and upward grasping the foot with the pight hand'
Bend the left l.eg until the right knee touches the floor.
without releasing grip, return to a standing position.
Partn_er Ski 11s
16. Wheelbarrow. One partner lies on the f1oor, spreads
legs and extends his arms. The other partner stands between
the extended legs and grasps his partner's legs. The lead
partner takes short steps with his hands while the other
partner follows with short walking steps'
17. chinese get-up. The p""t.,"". begin in the back to
back position sitting on the floor. Their elbows are locked
together, knees are locked together and their feet are flat on
the floor (Kirchner, 1974).
18. Knee stand. One partner places his legs about
shoulder width apart, bends forward, and places his head
between his partner's legs. The top partner places his hands
on his partnerrs shoulders. The base partner grasps the
thighs of the upper partner and begins to stand up while the
top partner places his feet on the base's thighs, releases
his hands from his partner's shoulders, and begins to arch
forward.
19. Pig walk. One partner lies on the floor with arms
sideways and hands pointing forward. Upper partner kneels
down, places his knees on each side of his partnerrs waist and
extends lorver legs until his feet are under his partnerrs face
Upper partner's hands should be opposite the thighs of his
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Iower partner. Lorver partner wraps his legs around his
partner's trunk then grasps the lower legs just above the
ankles. Take short "pig-Iike" steps in this position
(Kirchner, L97 4) .
20. Handspring over partner. One partner kneels on the
mat placing his hands well apart and tucking his tread toward
his chest. The standing partner places his hands opposite
the trunk of the kneeling partner and his head just below
his partnerrs side so his neck is resting on his partnerrs
side. Keeping his arms straight he raises one leg off the
mat. Kicking upward, he pushes-off with the back leg and
rolls over his partner
2l-. Knee handspring. one partner lies on his back with
knees bent but together and arms extended forward. Standing
partner places his hands on his partner's knees, lowers his
body forward, and raises one leg slightly off the mat. The
top partner swings his top leg upward and pushes off lower leg
and continues forward movement placing hi-s shoulders against
lower partnerrs hands. Lower partner keeps his arms extended
to assist top partner's forward movement.
22. Elephant walk. One partner sits on the floor with
legs extended sideward while upper partner bends down, places
hands between legs with his feet opposite sitting partner's
shoul.ders. Lower partner wraps his legs around trunk and
places hands over seat of upper partner. Lower partner
come,s off f loor and takes slrort "elephant-1ike" steps while
upper partner holds on (Kirchner, L974).
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Unit 5a
Ice Skating
This unit is felt to be an important part of the physical
education curriculum because it gives our students an outside
leisure time activity that they can do during the winter with
their parents and friends. Students that participate in this
unit usually have to provide their own skates, but this has
not been found to be an obstacle in the program. During the
unit students are taught safety features as well as the
fundamental skating skills in order to provide a safe and
enjoyable activitY.
Skills
1. Stepping. Start'by thinking small steps at first.
Two or three walking steps, then glide on your two feet placing
them together. Repeat many times until'balance can be main-
tained easily
2. Stroking. Alternate pushing and gliding one foot at
a time. To do this press your weight onto one foot as though
pressing the blad into the ice, not letting it slip. Next,
the student brings the other foot along side of the pressed
foot and glides on two feet. Re-establish balance before
pressing and gliding on the other foot. Long, sustained,
smooth strides are finally mastered with slow down alternating
feet.
3. Touch stopping. With feet together, put weight
one foot, then gently shave the ice with t.he inside edge
the blade of the other foot. There shorrld be a scraping
??????
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Tab■e 13
1ce Skating Lesson P■an
Grade 4
Period Teach Review Activities
■
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
S■,S3
S2
S4
Sl,S3
S2
Sl,S3
S4S6
Al
A4
Al
A3
A2
A6,A5
A2
A2
Grade 5
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
●
4
5
6
7
8
Sl,S3
S2
S5
s6
S7
Sl,S3
S2
S4
s6
S7
Al,A4
A4,A3
A2
A6,A5
A6
Al,A6
A2
A2
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Table 13 (continued)
Grade 6
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
sl, s3
S2
54, 56
s7
S8
sl, s3
S2
54, 56
s7
S8
41, A4
A4, 43
A2
A6, A5
A6
A1, A6
A2
A2
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noise, and some ice shavings will come from the ice. Repeat
until- the motion is smooth and even.
4. One foot snowplow stop. Glide forward on two feet,
put ting most of the weight on one foot and scrape gently
with the other toe turned in and pushed slightly in front of
the skating ioot. Be sure both knees are bent and lean
slightly forward. Do not try to stop Loo quickly.
5. Hockey stop. This stop is much more abrupt and is
done by turning both feet to the side very quickly.
6. T-Stop. This stop is much more abrupt and is done
by keeping the lead foot straight as the scraping foot tucks
at right angles in back to form a T. Pressure is gentle and
on an outside edge
7. Backward sculling. This is an exercise which helps
develop muscles used for skating and is'heIpful in developing
both legs equa}ly. To scull, start with the toes together,
press onto bending knees as the heels go slightly apart.
Pressure will be on the inside edge. The back scull is com-
pleted when the heels come together.
8. Forward sculling. Start with the heels together.
The scull is completed when the toes come together.
Activities
1. Free skating. This is a time when skaters can
leisurely skate around the rink to music.
2. Ob.stacle skating. In this activity tires, inner
tubes, balls or cones are set up around the rink. The skater
has to follow a set path around the obstacle course.
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3. Circles and f igure eights. Skaters ar'e asked to
skate in circles and figure eights, both clockwise and
counterclockwise to help build coordination and balance on
the skates.
4. Partner skating. This is a leisure activity, but
can be helpful when a poor skater is matched up with a goo.d
skater. It gives the poorer skater the feel of the rhythm
needed in skating.
5. Snake skating. This activity is for the more advanced
skaters. The skaters line up one behind the other forming
a big snake and skate around the rink holding onto the waist
of the person in front.
6. Relays. Many different types of relays can be made;
for example, obstacle, shuttle, and partner relays.
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Unit 6
Apparatus
This unit includes four pieces of apparatus: the
horizontal bar, para1le1 bars, balance beam, and the
trampoline. The unit is set up so the students can develop
fundamental and intermediate skills on the equipment in order
to build a higher skiIl level and appreciate more skillful
performers when they see them. It is important that before
any of the equipment is used that the teacher reviews the
proper safety precautions for each piece of apparatus. Table
6 shows the progression of skills used for each piece of
equipment during the unit. A station drill will be set up for
the activity period of each class for students to practice new
and reviewed ski11s. Table 14 illustrates the lesson plans
for the apparatus unit.
Horizonta■ B r Skil■s
1. Hang and swing. Swing legs from hips slowly keeping
body straight, swing from side to side and dismount at back
of swing, then swing and dismount at the front of swing.
2. Hang and raise legs. Raise regs to a tuck position
from the hips and lower slowly
3. Front rest. Grasp the bar and balance just above
the hips. Extend legs behind and hold head up.
4. Double knee-hanging. Lift regs up and over the bar,
press feet down hard, and let the body hang from the back of
the knee.
5.  Skin the cat.  Grasp the bar, flex knees and hips,
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Table T4
Apparatus Lesson Plan
Grade 4
Period Teach
Sl,Sll,S12,S26,
S27,S36,s37
S2,S13,S28,
S38,S39
S3,S4,S28,s■5,
S29,S42,S43
S5,S8,s16,s30,
S44,S46
S7,S22,S32,S45
Review
s1 , sl r, s12 ,s26 ,
s27 tS36,S37
s2, sl3, S28,
s38, s3g
s3, s4, s14, S15,
s29,S42,543
s5, s8, s16, s3o,
S44,S46
Activities
??＝
』
??
??
?
?
?
??
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TabIe L4 (contirrred)
Grade 5
Period Teach
S5,S4,S■4,S15,
S30,S39
S6,S7,S16,s31,
S40,S41
S8,S■7,S■8,S32,
S44,S45
S9,S27,S33,
S46,s48
S■0,S23,S34,
S47,S49
Review
S5,S4,S14,S38,
S15,S39
S6,s7,S16,s31,
S40,S41
S8 s17,S18,s32,
S44,S45
S9,S27,S33,
S46,s48
Activities
?
?
＝
』
??
??
?
?
?
?
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Table T4 (continued)
Grade 6
Period Teach
S27,S30,S31,
S38,S39
S17,S18,s32,
S40,S41
S19,S20,S33,
S44,S45
S24,S34,S46,
S48
S35
Review
S16,s27,S30,
S31
S17,S18,s32,
S32,S40,S41
S19,S20,S33,
S44
S24,S34,S46,
S48
Activities
??＝
』
??
??
?
?
?
?
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and pull legs up between the arms and under the. bar. Slort,ly
ro11 over unbil hips are higher than head or feet touch floor.
Reverse ro11 back to original position and dismount.
6. Single knee hang. Grasp the bar with the body
hanging below the bar with legs elevated. Pull hips up and
hook one knee over the bar between hands. Unlock knee and
clisrnount.
7. Pullover. Grasp the bar with your hands and swing
both legs up hard forward bringing your hips to the bar. Now
rotate around the bar finishing in a front support position.
8. Chinning. Grip the bar in an undergrip. pull bod5,
upr touch chin on bar, lower body, pull rp, touch chin on bar,
repeat as long as possible.
9. Single knee mount. Assume single knee-hand position.
Swing r.he extended knee downward and backward, pulI bar
toward hips with arms straight, and turn up into a position
on top of the bar with back of one knee on bar and other leg
extended.
10. single knee circle. From the straddle position
assumed from the swing knee mount, swing extended leg forward,
then backward. swing other reg back so bar is in crook of
knee, then swing extended reg forward, drop head and shourders
backward. compretery circre the bar, and assume straddre
posi.tion.
parallel Bar Skills
11' rnve.ted hangs. rn this position the body is upside
dc'wr. Three different positions can be assumecr while hanging.
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They ar-e where the body is bent at the hips and the legs are
extended at right angles to the body, the tuck position where
the knees are flexed and the thighs are held up and in toward
the chest, and the layout position where the body is fully
extended.
L2. Skin the cat. Grasp both bars and bring the legs
up above the bars catching both feet on the bars.
13. Bird nest. Grasp both bars with an outside grip and
lift the legs to pass through the inverted hand position and
backward to hook the feet on the bars. Extend legs, body, and
arms along bars. Hold the head high.
14. Straight arm support. Place the hands on the bars
with an outside grip. Julnp off the floor and extend arms
fuIly to support weight.
15. Hand walk. From a straight arm support position,
walk the length of the bars by shifting body weight from one
hand to another.
16. Straight arm swing. From a straight arm support,
swing the body back and forth in an extended position.
17 . Back foot leaning rest. From a straight arm support
position, bring legs up and rest feet on bars in front of body.
Extend body.
18. Front leaning rest. From a straight arm support
position, bring legs behind arms and rest feet on the bar.
Extend body f uI.ly.
19. support swing to inside cross riding seat. From a
straight arm support positi.on bring the body t,o a sitting
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position on right bar with legs between bars. Maintain an
erect position, extend left 1eg, and bend right leg and hip.
20. Support wing to outside cross riding seat. Same as
19, but legs are on outside of the bars.
21. Support swing to straddle seat. From a straight arm
support, swing both legs up and over the bars resting thighs
on the bars in a straddle position.
22. Straddle travel. Same as 2I except before a dismount
make another swing and take a straddle position. These move-
ments should be done in a flowing continuous motion the length
of the bars.
23. Rear vault dismount. As feet rise above the bar on
a straight arm support swing, lean to the right and bring
both legs over the right bar, flexing at hips as legs pass
over the bar. Grasp the right bar with. the left hand and
release the right hand. Land alongside the bar facing the
original direction.
24. Front vault dismount. From a support swing, feet
rise above the bar on the backward swing, lean to the left,
shifting weight to left arm. Bring both legs over the left
bar. Grasp the left bar with the right hand and release left
hand. Land alongside the bar facing the original direction.
25. Upper arm support swing. From the upper arm support,
bars under arm pits and arms running down along the bar, swing
your lower body forward ancl back using your shoulders as a
pivot
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Balance Beiam Skills
26. Walk forward, backward, sider,sard and on tip toes.
27. WaIk sideward crossing one foot over. the other.
28. Hop forward and backward.
29. Throw and catch a ball with a partner who is on the
floor some distance away.
30. Knee scale. In kneeling position raise left leg and
extend behind in air. Raise arms diagonally sidewards and
balance on one knee.
3I. Front scale. In an erect position bend forward at
the. hips, Iift and extend right leg up behind until right leg
and trunk are parallel to floor, arch back. Extend arms
diagonally backward and sideward for balance. Hold head up
and focus eyes directly forward.
32. Side scale. Starting in an erect position with the
left leg and foot pointing forward, slide the left hand down
the left leg to a point just above the ankle. Raise the right
Ieg upwa_rd and sideward, extend the right arm over the head
to the right. The right arm, trunk, and right leg should
form one line parallel to the f1oor.
32. Visit. In a sitting position, raise legs straight
up and reach out with arms and grasp ankles.
34. Straddle stand. Stand facing sideward on the beam
with legs in straddle position. Bend trunk parallel to the
floor with arms extended sideward.
3.5. Backward ro11. Lie on back on the beam. Reach over
the head and grasp the underside of the beam with both hands.
Place the
bend hips,
roII, take
tramp
arms
bend
with
erect
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headtoonesideofthebeamandpull.witharms,
and roll over backwards. When coming out of the
weight on knee.
TramPoline SkilIs
36. Basic bounce. Start with feet shoulder width apart'
Bend knees and jump by extending legs and ankles. Point toes'
coming down toes hit bed first with ankles and knees slightly
flexed.
3T.Killingthebounce.Whencontactingthebedofthe
, quickly flex the knees and hips as if to sit and move
forward in front of the bodY'
38.Kneesdrop.Asbodyreachesthepeakofthebounce,
legs at the knees and make contact with the trampoline
the entire lower leg. Keep the body from the knees up
39.Seatdrop.AtthepeakofthebounceliftlegsSo
they are parallel to the trampoline. Remain in this position
until contacting the tramp, then push with hands and lift
arms overhead to assist in bringing body to an upright position
40.Backdrop.Atthepeakofthebouncethebodyis.
in a pike position. Landing is on the middle to upper back,
and chin is tucked toward chest with arms by knees.
4I. Front drop. At the peak of the bounce position your
bodyisinalay-outpositionwithyourarmsbentina
triangular shape just above your head. Drop to the tramp in
this position then bounce back to a standing position.
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42. Table drop. Bounce up and land on hahds knees.
Botrnce l:ack to a standing position.
43. Indian seat drop. At the top of the bounce draw
your legs into an Indian seat position, drop to the tramp,
then bounce back.
44. Jump and tuck. At the peak of the bounce life knees
to chest. As body begins downward, extend the legs before
contacting the tramp.
45. Jump and pike. At the peak of the bounce, the body
is in a pike position. As body begins downward movement,
bring body back to an erect position before contacting tramp.
46. Jump and straddle. At the peak of the bounce lift
the legs high and wide in a straddle position. Keep upper
body straight and touch toes with hands.
47, Swivel hips. From a seat drop, completely extend
the body to a vertical position with arms overhead. Make a
half turn looking in the direction of the turn, then flex
the hip, and go into another seat drop.
48. HaIf turn. Begin the turn from the bounce and con-
tinue to turn after feet leave the bed. The turn should be
completed at the peak of the bounce. Turn the head in the
, direction of the burn.
49. FuII turn. As the body is reaching the peak of the
bounce, force the outside arm across the body toward the
dir.ection of the turn. Complete the fuI1 turn before landing.
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Unit 7
Circuit Training
This unit incorporates the horizontal ladder, climbing
ropes, cargo net, and jump ropes into a physical training
circuit the first two classes. This is followed by three
obstacle courses the last three days. The obst.acle course
will utilize the horizontal ladder, 10 tires, climbing ropes,
bleachers, cargo net, jump ropes, chinrring bar, and a jumping
station. While running the obstacle corrrse, the students will
be timed. ff a student fails to perform an obstacle satis-
factorily, he or she will be docked five seconds on their
time for each failure.
The purpose of this unit is two fo1d. It is to allow the
teacher time to retest those students who scored below a four
on total physical fitness in the New York Physical Fitness
Screening Test and to provide a fun, enjoyable, and competitive
way of improving their physical fitness. Table 15 illustrates
the lesson plans for the circuit training unit.
Skills
Ttre skills for this unit are outlined in Unit 13.
Actiyit ies
1. Obstacle course one. Students start at the horizontaL
ladder and walk forward across the ladder alternating hands.
From the horizontal ladder they move to the climbing ropes
where they climb hand over hand up the rope. Now they move
on to the tires running through them placing one foot in each
tire, frorn the tires to the cargo net wltere they climb up ancl
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Table 15
Tra■n■ng Lcsson P■a
Grade 4
Period Teach Review
S2,S3,S9,S12,
S15,S20,s20
S4,S8,s10,
S■6,s19,S22
0bstacle cOurse one
Obstac■e course two
Obstacle cOurse three
Grade 5
Activities
??
??
?
』
??
?
?
??』
?
?
????
?
Period Teach Review
,S3,S4,S9,
,S15,S20,S21
s6,slo,S16,
S19,S22
Activttties
S2
S12
S8,
???
』
??
?
?
??』
?
?
????
?
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Table f5 (cont,inued)
Grade 6
Period Teach Review
s2, s3, 54, Sg, S12,
s15 r S20, S21
s8, s6, s1o, s16 
,
slg, s22
Activities
???
』
?
?
↓
?
?
?』
?
?
2r2
down the same side. The sttrdents next feat is the jumping
station where they have to vertical jump 10 inches on the
vertical jump board, then to the bleachers climbing up the
face of the bleachers and jumping into the porta-pit, next
to the chinning bar where they do two pull ups. They finish
the course with 25 kangaroo jumps on a jump rope. The course
layout will remain the same, but the skills being done at
each station will be changed for obstacle course two and three.
2. Obstacle course two. At the hori zontd- Iadder the
students wi.ll be traveling across one of the outside rails.
On.the climbing ropes they will be doing a skin the cat. With
the tires they will be doing the cross over step, crossing
righb leg in front of the left and the left in front of the
right. On the cargo net they will be climL,ing up one side
and down the other. At the jumping station they will have to
do the standing long jump a minimum of four feet. On the
bleachers it will be the step dri1l 30 times, stepping up on
the bleacher with one foot then bringing the other up with it,
then the first down followed by the last. At the chinning
bar they are to get over it any way they can. On the jump
ropes they will be hopping on one foot 25 times then the other
foot 25 times.
3. Obstacle course three. On the horizontal ladder the
students wiIl be traveling across both of the outside rails.
0n ttre climbi.ng ropes they will be climbing two ropes at a
time. With the tires they will be hopping through feet apart,
one foot in each tire. On the cargo net they will climb up
eight squares, cross hor"izontally to the other
down. At the jumping station they will have to
foot long obstacle. On the bleachers they will
up ten steps and back down three times. At the
they will do four chin ups. On the iump ropes
doing the alternate step 50 times.
2r3
Siae and then
leap a five
have to run
chinning bar
they will be
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IInit 8
Vo1leybal1
This unit has been found to be very enjoyable by the
students because it is one team sport where students at this
age level can be very successful by changing the size of the
court, the height of the net or a rule or two of the game.
Within this unit the fundamentals of volleyball are learned
as well as improved eye-hand coordination, spatial awareness,
and force awareness. This unit also lends well to competitive
tournament play at the fifth and sixth grade levels. Within
this unit the objectives are to develop skill level, competitive
fair pIay, and lifetime sporting activity. Table 16
illustrates the lesson plpns for the volleyball unit.
1. Overhead volley. The overhead volley is used when-
ever the ball is received at chest leve.I or higher. The hands
are held at eye level, with the fingers and thumbs spread to
form a triangle. When making contact you should generate
force from the knees and arms up through to the fingers. The
overhead volley is used to get the batl to a teammate who then
uses the volley to set.
2. Underhand serve. The player stands with non-serving
foot slightly ahead of the other, knees bent. The ball is
held in the nonserving hand as it hangs clown aX the side. The
serving arm swings straight back and forth in a pendular motion.
The balt is contacted slightly below center and hit with a
flat fist or heel of the hand. The serving arm follows
through above the shoulder in the <lirection of the target.
2]_5
Table 16  .
Vo■■eyba■l Lesson P■an
Grade 4
Peri-od Teach Review Activities
l
2
0
4
5
_6
7
8
9
10
?
?
??
A■,A■0
A6,A■,A■2
A2,A5,A■4
A3,A7,Al,A16
A9,A■,A4,A13
A17,A■6
A4,A7,A2,A15
A15
A15
A]5
S4
Sl
Sl,S2
Sl,S2
S2,S4
Sl
S2,S4
2■6
Tab■e ■6 (ёOntinued)
Grade 5
Per-iod Teach Review Activities
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
■0
Sl,S2
S5
S7
Al,A6,A13
Sl,S2        A2,A7,A■,A17
S4
S5
S7
A8,A3,A■5
A8,A15
A8,A■5
A18
A■8
A18
A18
A18
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Table 16 (continued)
Grade 6
Period Teach Review Activities
t
,
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
sl, s2 , s4
55, 57
s3
S6
sl, s2, s4
55, 57
S3
S6
AL ,4,2, A5, A15
A7, A8 , A3
A8, A5, A15
Ag, A8, A15
A8,A15
Alg
A18
A18
A18
Alg
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3. Overhand serve. The server stands with non-serving
foot forward. Knees are slightly bent. The servi-ng arm is
brought back above the ear, and the elbow is slightly bent
and crooked. The ball is tossed two or three feet above the
serving shoulder. As the ball decends, weight is shifted
forrvard, arm comes forward, and extends. The wrist stays firm
as the ball is contacted. Hips rotate slightly as body weight
and arms follow through. The fist or flat of the hand may be
used to contact the ball.
4. Bump or dig. One hand is placed in the palm of the
other, the thumbs on top. As the ball approaches, the body
is aligned with knees bent. The ball rebounds off the flat
side of the forearm. The. bump is used to receive all low
baIls and to recover the ball from the net.
5. The set. This is usually the .second hit of the
three allowed. The ball is hit to a teammate to a position
for a spike. The overhead volley technique is used.
6. Spike. As the batl starts downward, the spiker jumps
high in the air swinging arm upward. The barl is hit downward
when it is still above the net.
7. Block. This is a defensive move against the spike.
The blocker faces the net and jumps at the same time as the
spiker. He swings both arms upward in an attempt to have the
ball rebound off his hands or arms back across the net.
Activities
I. Wal1 volley.
around the gymnasj-um
Arrange the class in a
wa11 with players about
line formation
six feet away
2rg
from the wa11. Each player, using an underhand, or overhand.
volley, hit.s the ball against the warl as long as he can.
As skills increase, move farther away from the warr. some
variations are volrey with open hand position, vorley using
the bump, and volley with one hand. Draw a line, squarer or
circle on the wall and stipurate that the barl must land
within the boundaries (Kirchner, LgT4).
2. zig zag volrey. Divide the crass into three or four
squads of six to eight players. Arrange squads in a zigzag
formation with two feet between each rine. The first prayer
throws the barr across to the second player who, in turn,
vol.leys the ball back to ttre third prayer. continue the zig
zag vol.leying pattern untir the last man receives the ball
( Kirc.hner , 1-97 4) .
3. circle keep it up. one player throws the balr up to
himself then vorreys the barl to anyone in the circle. The
ball is volleyed until it falls to the froor or is caught,
pushedr or thrown. A reader calrs out the number of hits.
when a team makes a foul, or the ball hits the floor, it drops
out the game. The game moves quickly so a number of games
should be prayed to see which team can win the most (schurr,
1980 ) .
4- call ball. Divide the class into circles of six to
eight players. one prayer is in the middle and starts the
game by volleying the barl into the air and carling out the
name of another prayer to return the vorley. The middre
person continues until he/she makes a mistake, on a person on
the circle makes a mistake. If a person
a misbake that person comes into the midd
niddle person chooses a replacement.
?????? ?
?
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the circle makes
. Otherwise the
5. Baseline serving. Divide the class into two squads
with each evenly distributed along their respective baseline.
Use two balls per squad. Any child on the baseline may begin
serving the ball over the net. The ball is then served back
by the child who receives the ball. No serving order needs
to be kept (Kirchner, L974).
6. WaIl serve. Pair the class up with each pair having
a ball and standing across the gym from each other. Students
are to serve back and forth to each other first working on
technique and then on acc.uracy. Once they have the technique
down put a net between them.
7. Spot serve. Divide the class .into four squads of six
to eight players. Put all four squads on one side of the net.
on the other side of the net make four circres, one for each
sqtrad. To start have the last person in the squad in the
designated circle to retrieve the batl. Have the server
replace the retriever.
8. Set it up. Pair up the class placing two pairs
across the net from each other, each pair with a balr. one
player of the pair is in the setterrs position and the other
in the spikerrs position. The setter sets the bart to the
spiker to spike it over the net to the other pair. continue
back and forth. rf needed, lower the net to a height where
they can be successful . Rotate spiker and setter.
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9. Alley se.ving. Divide the crass into two squads with
the f.irst prayer on each team behind the base rine. Divide
the playing area on the opposite side of the net into three
equal sections and place one retriever in each section. The
retrievers return each ball to the appropriate line. Each
player has three serves in which he attempts to serve the ball
i.nto each of the designated areas. The sections are
perpendicurar to the net. some variations are having players
serve the ball into one area only or adjust the serving line
to meet the skill level of your students. Rotate the
retrievers after everyone has had a serve (Kirchner, LgTD.
10. Newcomb. Arrange the teams in equal rows on each
side of the net. The server serves the ball over the net,
and a second hi-t from another player is permitted. The
other team returns the ball with any number of players allowed
to hit the ball. The server continues until his team loses
the ball. Fouls include (1) hitting the ball out of bounds,
(2) holding the bal1, (3) touching the net, (4) walking with
the ball, (5) throwing the ball out of boundsr or (6) the
ball hitting the froor. set a specific time rimit for the
game or a predetermined score.. rf the skill level is low, the
prayers may catch the ball and then hit it (Kirchner, l-g14,
p. 368).
11. Freeze out. Divide the crass into two opposing
teams of eight to Lz prayer each. place teams on opposite
ends of a six by Lz foot court in file formation. The first
player on team A serves the barr to the first prayer on team
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B and goes to the end of the fite. The fir.st player on team
B volleys the ball to the second prayer on team A and so on
to the end of the file. Play continues in this manner untir
a freeze-out. A freeze-out occurs if a player fails to return
the ball, if the ball goes out of bounds: or if the ball is
hit more than once. Each time a team is frozen out, the other
team scores a point. Eleven points wins a game (Frank , Lg7g,
p. 179).
L2. Over the net. This game consists of two teams of
nine players each, on a court of 30 feet long and zo feet wide.
Place the teams in three paraller lines on each side of the
net. The ball is served and the opposing team may volley the
baIl, but only three hits are permitted before the ball j-s
hit over the net. rf the receiving team fairs to return the
baII, the serving team scores one point. A team continues to
serve until it fails to score. Players serve in rotation, and
the team scoring the most points in a specified time wins
(Frank, 1979).
13. Modified volleyball. Arrange six players in two
parallel I ines on each side of the net. prayer in right back
position serves. Arl six players participate in the serving
order through strict rotation, each time team receives the
ball for service. The serving order must be maintained by
both t,eams. Each player ha,s a term of service every time that
the serving order is repeated. The game is completed after a
specified length of time duri ng which one team has scored one
point more than the opposing team. Time is extended if tie
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occurs ( Frank , L979 , P. f80 ) .
L4. Nebraska ball. Arrange players in a scattered
formation on each side of the net. One player serves the
ball over the net from a serving line drawn 15 feet away from
the net. Any number of players may hit the ball to assist
it over the net. A point is scored when the ball lands on
the floor. If skill level is too Iow, shorten the serving
distance (Kirchner, l-974, P. 366).
15. Keep away. Arrange teams in a scattered formation
within a designated playing area. One team tries to keep the
ball away from the other team by volleying the ball from one
team member to another. Members of the other team try to
intercept the ball by catching it. The team that has inter-
cepted the ball must pass it by volleying it to another team
member. Interceptions can only take pl'ace when the ball is
dropping. The team volleying the ball the highest number of
iimes wins (Kirchner, 1974, P. 396).
16. Round Robin Tournament PlaY.
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Unit 9
Square Dance
This unit corrtains 10 intermediate and enjoyable squar.e
clancesr os well as definitions of the basic steps used in
tlre dances. The main objective of this unit is to make
danci-ng fun and enjoyable for everyone involved. Students
have five class periods of square dance with one teacher
then they rotate and have an additional five class periods of
folk dance wj.th another teacher. Table L7 illustrates the
lesson plans for the square dance unit.
Skil■s
1. Basic step. The basic step used is ttre shuffle.
Students simply glide one foot and then the other in a shuffle
fashion.
2. Right hand to your partner. Face your partner and
give your right hand to him or her and walk clockwise once
a rorrnd .
3. Grand right and left. This is a weaving pattern
where partners face each other and join right hands, pass and
give left trand to the next dancer, and continue weaving around
the set.
4. swing your partner. Hook right elbows and swing once
around
5. Lady lead to the right. The lady designated goes to
the couple to the ri.ght of her and waits for further instrL,-c-
tions.
6.  Thrce hands round.  The three dancers inv01ved jOin
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Tab■e 17
Square Dance Lesson P■an
Crade 4
Period Teach Review Activities
S4,S8,s5
S14,S3,S23
S21,S9,S■2
S2,S13,S22
s23 r Sl8, S24
Al
2
3
4
5
Al
A2
A3
A4
A2
A3
A4
A5
Grade 5
Period Teach Review Activities
2
3
4
5
S4,S8,A5,S■4,S3,
S23,S21,S9,S■2
S2,S13,S22
S23,S18,s24
S25
S20
Al,A2
A3
A4,A5
A6
Al,A2
A3
A4,A5
A6
A7
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Table L7 (continned)
Grade 6
Period Teach Review Activities
2
3
4
5
S2,S■3,S4,S22,Sll,
S9,S■2,S8,s3
S23,S18,s24
S25,S20
S■4,S26,S■6
A2,A3
A4,A5
A6,A7
A8,A9
A2,A3
A4,A5
A6,A7
A8,A9
A■0
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hands and circle orrce around clockwise.
7. Honor your partner. Bow to partner or other dancers.
8. Allemende left. Join left hands with your corner and
wark once around counterclockwise to your starting position.
9. Do-si-do. wark forward, passing right shoulders and
without turning. Move to the right passing back to back, then
wall< backward to starting position
10. Erbow swing. The couple hooks right el-bows and
swings clockwise once around.
11. Promanade your partner. The partners join their
inside arms in a skaterrs position and walk counterclockwise
around the set.
Lz. Promanade eight. Al1 four couples promanade around
the set at the same time.
13. swing corner. This is a rhythmic rotation of a
coupre. The swing may be with one hand, two hands, erborvr or
waist swing.
L4._ Pop the lady under. The couple raises their joining
hands and leads the rady under them to the next coupre.
15. star. Two or more dancers join right or left hands
in the center of the set and wark forward or backward as
directed.
16' chain. The radies move across to the opposite
couple extending right hands to each other as they pass then
left' hands to t'he opposite gent. T.e gent places his right
hand betrind the racry's back grasping her right hand and turns
her one full turn counterclockwise.
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17. Four hands round. Two couples join h'ands and circle
once around.
18. Right and teft through. The leading couple joins
raised hands and on the gentleman's side first, walks with
raised hands over the gentleman, lady on the inside and back
on the lady's side
19. Forward and back. Walk up to the middle and back
to your starting position.
20. Bouquet waLtz. The lead couple waltzes in the
middle of the circle made by the other three couples.
21. Promanade through. A couple joins in promanade
position and promanades between the opposite couple. The
gentleman circles right and the lady circles the square to
the left until they meet in home position.
22. Allemande right. This is the same as an allemande
left, but it is done with the right hand and with your partner.
23. Lead to the right. The couple directed goes to the
couple to their right.
24- Balance. A couple goes up to their opposite couple
and then back to their starting position. This is simirar to
forward and back.
25- Four gents to the right. Each gentleman moves to
the right one lady.
26. star promanade. Just combine a gentr"rrrri" star
position and the promanade position for the ladies.
Activities
lo  Pop Goes the weasle。  (woodhull, 1965).
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2。  Captain Jinks. (Woodhull, ■965)・
3.  Wearing of the Creen。 (Woodhul■, 1965).
4。  OhI Susanna。  (Woodhull, 1965).
50  The Girl Bchind Me。 (Woo hull, 1965)。
6。  The ttrish Wash Woman。  (Woodhul■, 1965)・
7。  POny Boy。 (Woodhull, 1965).
8。  Ann Green。 (Woodhu■1, 1965)・
9. Lowdown Hoedown. (Leger & Phillips, l97L).
10。  Oh: 」ohnny。 (Kirchner, 1974).
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Unii 9a
Folk Dance
This unit contains some of the more popular folk dances
as related by the students at Dundee. Dances originating from
American, English, Scottish, German, and Hungarian decent
are incorporated into the unit to enrich the students as to
their ancestorsr cultural. and social trabits. Table 18
illustrates the lesson plans for the folk dance rrnit.
Activities
1. Schottische. The Schottische is a double circle
formation dance of Scottish origin. Partners start with
outside foot, run forward three steps and hop on outside foot,
run forward three steps and hop on outside foot and extend
inside foot forward. Next, begin with inside foot, and repeat
the action. A11 perform four step-hops in place. Repeat the
first six measures or substitute the following variations.
variation one: partners drop hands and dance four skip-hops
in place-, turning away from each other on the first step and
ending in the starting position on the fourth step-hop.
variation two: gents take four step-hops in prace and girls
turn under their armsr o[ the.next turn, reverse movements
with the gents turning under the girl's raised arm (schurr,
1980).
2. cshebogar. The cshebgar is a single dance of
Htrngarian origin. coupres take eight slide steps to the
reft arourrd t.he cir.cle. Take eight slicle st,eps to the right.
Now t.ake four walking steps to the center, raising your hands
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Tab■c ■8
Folk Dance Lesson Plan
Grade 4
Period Teach Review Activities
■
2
3
4
5
Al,A5
A2
A9
A3
A4
A■,A5
A2
A9
A3
Al,A5‐
A2,A■,A5
A2,A9
A3,A9
A4,A3
Grade 5
Period Teach Review Activities
■
2
3
4
5
A■,A5
A2,A9
A6
A3
A8
A■,A5
A2,A9
A6
A3
Al,A5
A2,A9,Al,A5
A6,A2,A9
A3,A6
A8,A3
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Table 18 (continued)
Grade 6
Period Teach Review Activities
■
2
3
4
5
A5,A9
A8
A6
A10
A7
A5,A9
A8
A6
A10
A5,A9
A8,A5,A9
A6,A8
A10,A6
A7,A10
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own thighs four times then clap hands together four times.
Hook right erbows with partner and skip around in a circre
with eight skipping steps. Repeat clapping sequence. Hook
Ieft elbows and repeat turns (Kirchner, Lg74).
5- Grand March. This is an American d.ance that begins
with the boys lined up on one side of the room and the girls
on the other side. students march to meet partners at the
foot of the room. As the couples meet they turn, join hands,
and march to the head of the room. As the couples meet the
turn, ioin hands, and march to the head of the room. The
first couple turns to the right, the second. to the left and
so on. when the two head couples meet at the foot of the
room, they join hands and wark four abreast down the center.
when the chirdren reach the front of the room, they divide
again with four going to the left, the next four to the right.
continue this acti.on until rines of eight abreast are formed
(pait, tg7r).
6. Norwegian Mountain March. start with three circres,
inside girrs, middre boys, outside girls. with the right foot
all take eight step-hops forward around the circle counter-
clockwise. Boys move backward with step-hops under the raised
arms of the two girls. Girr of right side of set turns under
the boy's right arm with four step-hops. Boys now turn under
their own reft a.m with four step-hops. Repeat entire dance
as often as desired (nait, Ig7t, p. ZO7).
7. Heel Toe Porka. This dance is of German origin and
begins in a double cir-cle wjth the girl on the boy,s right
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'side. Starting counterclockwise par.tners touch outside heel
forward and bend slightly backward. Touch toes of outside
foot backward and bend slightly forward; now take three
running steps forward (heel and toe, and step, step, step).
Repeat with inside foot. Now repeat the whole dance.
Partners now face each other, boy places hand at girlrs waist,
and girl places hand on boy's shoulder. AI1 polka around
circle in counterclockwise direction (Schurr, 1980).
8. Rye Waltz. The Rye WaLtz is an American dance. Form
a double circle with boys in the center facing girls, boys
extend toe of left foot to the side and return to inside of
right foot. Repeat point and close. Girls perform same move-
ment with right foot. Girls take three slide steps to the
boy's left and touch right toe behind left foot. Repeat in
opposite direction. Wa1-tz. around the room with boys using
the right shoulder to lead (Kirchner, L974).
9. Virginia Reel. Start with four to six couples in
parallel lines with partners facing each other. Boys are on
callerrs right. Dancers take three skips forward, curtsey
or bow, and skip back. Repeat. Partners hook right elbows,
swing once around then step back. Partners link left elbows
swing and step back out. Partners walk forward, pass right
shoulders, move to right passing back to back, and step into
own position. Head couples slide down center of set and back.
Boyrs line goes left, and girl's line goes right, ending at
the end of set. Head couples join hands and form an arch at
foot of the set. The second couple leads other couples
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'through arch and moves to head.of 1ine. Repeat dance with
each new head couple (tait, L97L).
10. Oklahoma Mixer. Begin with a double circle of
couples with girls on boys' right side. Take the varsovienne
position with left foot free. [{ith the left foot, take
two steps. With the left foot again, take four walking steps
forward. Repeat the two two-steps and the four walking steps
again from the beginning. Place left heel forward and to the
left, then left toe opposite right foot. Holding on to your
partnerrs left hand, release the right, so the girls can walk
to the center of the circle in front of the boys. Boys now
move to the outside of the circle. The girls finish facing
clockwise and boys facing counterclockwise. Boy does a right
heel and toe and takes three steps in place. GirI does a
right heel and toe and walks behind boy. Repeat dance with
new partner (Kirchner, L974).
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Unit 10
Wrestling
This unit is designed to teach the students the
fundamental skills of wrestling as well as provide for the
development of fitness and a total understanding of the sport
Covered in this unit are takedowns, breakdowns, reverses and
escapes, counters to takedowns, and pinning holds. The goal
of the unit is to better prepare students for the amateur or
youth wrestling tournament that we have in our area and to
develop an appreciation for the sport. Table 19 illustrates
the lesson plans for the wrestling unit.
Ski■ls
Takedowns.
a. Arm drag. The student is to shoot in grabbing
with his left hand his opponent's right wrist. With right
hand grasp his right arm. Hold on to the forearm and move
around in back of him getting his right leg with your left
arm. PulI your arms together and drive him to the mat.
b. Duck under. From the tied up position take a
drop-step to pass your head under your opponent's arm. Keep
your right arm up around your.opponent's head to help
stabiLize him. Once under his arm stand up and turn back in
behind your opponent. Now clamp your arms together and drive
yol" opponent forward to the mat.
c. Firemanrs carry. The student is to shoot in like
a double leg takedown but grab only his left leg with your
right arm and his right wrist with your left hand. Place your
■。
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Tab1e 19
Wrestling Lesson Plan
Grade 4
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
3
4
5
S2a, S$a
s2b, s5b
s3c
s3b
S2a, SJa
s2b, s5b
S3c
s3b
A1, A8
A1, A8
Ar, A8 , A6
A5, A6 , A3
A3
Grade 5
Period Teach Review ActivitieS
1
2
3
4
5
s2b, s5b
S3c, S3b
Sla, SIc
S4a, S4b
S2a, SJa
s2b, s5b
S3c, S3b
SIa, Slc
S4a, S4b
A1, A8
A1, A8, A6
A4, A6, A1
Ag, A1 , A4
A2
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Table 19 (iontinired)
Grade 6
Period Teach Review Activities
I
2
3
4
5
S2b, S2c, SJb
S3c, S3b, S2d
SIa, SIc, Slb, Sld
S4a, S4b, 53a
s2b, s2c
s2b, s5b
S3c, S3b
Sla, Slc, Slb, Sld
S4a, S4b, S3a
41, A8
A1, A8, A6
A4, A6, A1
A6, Ag, A1, A4
A2
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opponent on your back. Lift and roll pulling down on the
arm and putting your opponent on the mat.
d. Double leg takedown. The student shoots in
grasping both legs with a good wrestling c.lamp. His head
should be placed on the outside of either leg. Once he has
the clamp immediately lift and take opponent to the mat to the
opposite side from his head.
Breakdowns.2.
a.  Head lever.
man's left shou■der and
heade  Pry hard aga■ nst
forward to the mat.
Bring left arm up under the bottom
arm placing your hand in back of his
the bottom manfs head and drive him
b. Far ankle and knee. The athlete takes his right
hand and grabs the far ankle. Then he takes his left arm
under the bottom man's far knee and pulls both knee and ankle
inward, pushing with his shoulder and putting the bottom man
to the mat.
c. Far ankle and near wrist. Cup the bottom manrs
right ankle with your right hand and with your left hand puII-
out on the bottom man's left e1bow. Drive forward pushing the
bottom man to the mat.
d. Cross face and near ankle. Pass your left arm
in front of the bottom man's arms and cup his right arm above
the elbow. Next cup his left ankle with your right hand.
Pu}l the right arm toward you putting pressure across his face
and lift on his left ankle with your cupped right hand' This
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will force him forward to bhe mat.
3. Reverses and escapes.
a. Switch. This is an explosive move where the
athlete sets out and rolls to the outside bringing his arm
over the shoulder of his opponent putting pressure on the
shoulder and continuing his'ro11 to a top position.
b. Set out and turn in. This is an explosive move
where the athlete kicks both legs underneath him and forward
to a setting position and immediately turns inward to face
his opponent
c. Winglock and roII. Using his far arm the bottom
man hooks the elbow of the top man and shoulder rolls bringing
the top man over with him.
4. Counters to takedown.
a. Sprawl and cross face. This is used against a
double leg takedown. The athlete kicks both legs back and
his right arm across the face of his opponent breaking up any
possible clamp.
b. Block and sprawl. The athlete uses both arms at
the shoulder and chest area to block his opponent's attempt
at getting to his body and kicks his legs back to keep them
free.
50 Pinning holds.
a. Half Nelson. Apply the ha1
bottom man's arm to your side
not on his back, roll him over
the half up and reach back with
f Nelson by going
and around the neck.
with the half Nelson.
your free arm and
under the
If he is
Now draw
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hook the near 1eg drawing it up to put the bottom man back on
his shoulder blades.
b. Cradle. You shoot across the face of the bottom
man with your left arm and cup under the b.ottom manrs right
leg at the bend of the knee. Keep your right knee on the mat
and place your straight left leg close to the bottom mants
back. Grasp your own left wrist with your right hand. Now
ro11 the bottom man over your straight left leg and throw your
right leg over his left leg. Scissors may be applied if
desired
Activities
1. Partner driIls. In this activity the teacher pairs
students equal in weight, and they practice the skill being
taught that day.
2. Modified wrestling match. In a modified match the
teacher shortens the periods of the match to one or two minutes
in order to eliminate the fatigue factor and provide more time
for more matches during class time.
3. Down wrestl-ing match. In down wrestling the student
works only from the referee's position concentrating on break-
downs, reversals, and escapes.
4. Takedown wrestling. In this activity both wrestlers
start in the standing position and wrestle only until one or
the other performs a takedown.
5. Breakdown wrestling. Both wrestlers start in the
referee's position. The top wrestler performs a breakdown
move on ttre botCom wrestler who provides varying degrees of
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resistance.
6. Reversal.wrestling. Both wrestlers start in the
referee's position. The bottom wrestler performs a reversal
move on the top wrestler who provides varying degrees of
resistance
7. Escape wrestling. start with one wrestler in con.-
trol of the other. The one not in control performs an escape
move on the control wrestler. The wrestler in control
provides varying degrees of resistance.
8. 
.Pinning wrestling. Starting from the refereels
position, the wrestler in control performs a pinning combina-
tion on his partner. The partner gives varying degrees of
resistance depending on the ski11 1evel
9. Counter wrestling. Start both wrestlers in the
standing position. Have one wrestler shoot a takedown move
So that the other wrestler can perform a counter move for it.
The wrestler performing the takedorvn move gives varying
degrees of resistance depending on the skil1 level.
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Unit 10a
Creative Dance
Creative dance is a very wide open term in which almost
everything dealing with body movement can fa11. Within this
unit the students will be dealing with locomotor skill to
develop a sense of freedom of movement, grace, poise, and
appreciation of the movements their bodies can perform to
different styles of music. This is an open unit with no
final test of their ability; it is just to be informative and
enjoyed. Table 20 illustrates the lesson plans for the
creative dance unit.
Skil■s
1. Walks. The dance walk is perfbrmed with the legs
turned slightly out from the hips and toes rather than the
heels lead. Walks should be performed |ightly and fluidly
with the entire body erect. The shoulders must be relaxed
for aesthetic appearance and good body lines. The arms should
hold a definite position, with the index finger an extension
of the arm. Small steps are most appropriate for dance.
2. Runs. The strides should be even, and the movement
should be smooth and free. The arms should swing natur:aIly
in opposition to the legs; never allow them to cross in front
or in back of the body. The shoulder should be in forward
position, and the head should be held naturally. The body
should always have a slight forward lean.
3. Hops. A hop is the removal of weight from one foot
and its return to the same foot; it is usually preceded by
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Table 20
Creative Dance Lesson PIan
Grade 4
Pёriod Teach Review Actttvit ies
■
2
3
4
5
Sl,S2
S3;S4
S7,S8
S5a,s5b
S6a,S6b
Sl,S2
S3,S4
S7,S8
S5a,s5b
Al,A4,A5
Al,A4,A5
Al,A2,A5
Al,A2
Al,A6,A7
Grade 5
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
3
4
5
S3,S4
S7,S8
S5a,s5b
S5C,S5e
s6a,S6b
Sl,S2
S3,S4
S7,S8
S5a,s5b
S5C,S5e
Al,A4,A5
A■,A2,A5
Al,A6
Al,A7
A6,A7
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Tab1e 20 (continued)
Grade 6
Period Teach Review Activities
I
2
3
4
5
57, 58
S5a, S5b
S5c, S5e
S6a, S6b
s5d, s6c
sl, s2, s3, s4
57, 58
S5a, S5b
SJc, SJe
S6a, S6b
41, A4, A5
A1, A2, A5
A1, A6
AI, A7
A6rA7
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another locomotor skiIl, such as a walk. In the hop, the
right leg is lifted in front of the body with the knee bent
and the upper part of the leg parallel to the floor. The
knee should be turned out and the heel turned in. The left
leg starts in the bent knee position; the toes point toward
the floor as the foot leaves the floor to push the entire body
upward. For maximum height the head and chest must also be
lifted (Cooper, 1973).
4. Skip. The skip is a combination of a step and the
hop. The step and the hop are executed on the same foot.
5. Jump. The jump is a spring from one or two feet and
a landing on both feet. The main purpose of jumps is to gain
height or distance. Jumps should be an explosive movement.
a. Squat Jump. Hold arms sideways; stand with feet
close together with one foot slightly in front of the other.
Bend knees and immediately spring upward lifting the heels to
the buttocks. Lower the legs before landing making sure to
absorb the shock and land in balance (Cooper, 1973).
b. Tuck Jump. The same principles of movement
involved in the squat jump are used in the tuck jump. The only
difference is the position of the legs. Instead of being
lifted to the buttocks, the knees are brought to the chest.
c. Cheerleading Jump. Start in a standing position;
slightly bend knees; and spring vertically. As the feet leave
the floor, lift then back and up toward the head; at the same
time, arch the back, tilt the head backward, and move the arms
upward and backward.
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d. Straddle Jump. After springing upward from the
floor, lift legs sideways and upward in a wide straddle
position. Keep upper body erect at aII times. Move arms
sideways to touch toes. Bring legs together before landing.
e. Arch Jump. From a standr go into a bent knee
position and simultaneously move the arms to a back-upward
position (palms up). The hips are directly over the feet, and
the shoulders are forward of the knees and feet.
6. Leaps. Leaps are slower than a run because they
involve height and distance. As the transference of weight
fro.m one foot to the other is made, the body is completely
suspended in air. Height and distance are attained as a
result of a very strong downbackward push from the back leg,
which starts in the bent leg position (Cooper, 1973).
a. Step-push leap. Step forward on right foot and
slide left foot to meet right. Bend knees, push with back
foot upward. Land on forward foot. Keep arms to the side of
body par_allel to f loor
b. Stag Leap. As the leap is initiated by the back
Ieg, the forward leg extends forward. Immediately bend left
knee and touch left toe to right knee. Land on left foot.
c. Scissors Leap. Take off on the left foot,
extending the right leg forward. While suspended, switch legs
so that the right leg becomes the back and left head and chest.
7. Ga1lop. A gallop is a step, close movement, with
uneven rhythm. The original foot is always in the lead.
Height is gained at the push-off if made fr.om the front foot.
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8. sIide. A slide is a step, close movement usualry
performed sideways or on a diagonal. The movement invorves
the same principles as the gallop but to the side.
Activities
1. fn random formation, practice the skills taught
during the day.
2. Have one half of the crass perform the skil1 while
the other half watches, then switch.
3. rn groups of twors, have one person perform while the
other views and tries to point out mistakes and give praise.
4. Perform the skills to music.
5. Combine skills and perform them to music.
6. Have students move to music the way they feel,
combining ski1ls they have Iearned.
7. Have students combine moves and challenge the crass
to perform their combinations.
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Unit' 1I
Track and Field
This unit is designed to teach students the mechanics
sprinting and distance running as well as the fundamentals
track and field. Covered in the. unit are such track events
as the 50, 100, 2OO,400, 800, and 1600 meter racesl such
field events as low hurdles, high ju*p, stand:-ng long jump,
running long jump, triple ju*p, and the 400, and 800 meter
relay races. One of the objectives of this unit is to
prepare our students physically and mentally for the junior
olympics meet that comes every spring to our arear ds well as
to promote aerobic and anaerobic physical fitness. Table 2L
illustrates the lesson plans for the track and field unit.
Skil■s
1. Crouch start. ,h: front foot is placed 10 to Lz
inches behind the starting line. The rear foot is
approximately even to the heel of the front foot. Hands
should be shouider width apart with the fingers extended and
just behind the Iine. On "get set'r, the hips raise up so
that the back is parallel to the ground. 0n rrgorr, the runner
pushes off from the toes keepi.ng the body low and uses short,
hard-driving steps. After 20 yards the runner should be at
full speed and in good sprinterrs form.
2. Running sprints. In the sprinting form the body
leans well forward. There is vigorous arm action and the
weight of the body is on t.he balls of the feet.
?
?
?????
3. Running distance. In distance running the body has
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Table 2l
Track and Field Lesson Plan
Gr.ade 4
Period Teach Review Activities
■
2
3
4
5
Sl,S2
S5,S3
A9,A■0
Sl,S2
S5,S3
A3,A■4,A■5
Al,A2,A16
A■7
A■2
A6
S4             A9, 10
S4
Grade 5
Period Teach Review Activities
2
3
4
5
Sl,S2
A9,A10
S4
A8
Sl,S2
A9,A10
S4
A8
A3,A2,A14
A■5,A16
A■7
A13
A4,A20
A6
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Table 2L (continued)
Grade 6
Period Teach Review Activities
l
2
3
4
5
S■,S2,S3,S5
A10,A8
Al■
A7
squad track
S■,S2,S3,S5
A■0,A8
All
meet using A2,A4,A6,A10,A12
A4,A6
A3,A5
A■3
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a slight forward lean, arm action is less vigorous, and the
weight is first taken on the heel, then rocked forward to
the toe.
4. Baton hand off. The receiving runnerrs hand is
straight back toward the approaching runner. The thumb points
toward the body and the fingers are straight back. This forms
a v between the thumb and fingers in which the approaching
runner is to place the baton with an upward swing. Upon
receiving the baton the runner should bring it forward and
into the left hand in preparation for the next pass.
5. Standing start. The runner approaches the line with
a slight forward lean, knees bent s1ightIy, and the left foot
slightly ahead of the right.
Act ivities
1. 50 meter dash.
2. 100 meter dash.
3. 2OO meter dash.
4. {00 meter dash.
5. 8OO meter dash.
6. 1600 meter run walk.
7 . Low hurdles.
8. High jump.
9. Standing long jump.
10. Running long jump.
11. Triple jump.
12. {00 meter relay.
13. 8OO meter relay.
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14. Continuous running. Establish a certain distance
for the runners either on the track or a set course from the
school. Care must be taken to gradually increase the child's
distance, day by day.
15. Walk, jog, run. First teach the difference between
a walk, jog, and run. To begin, allow students to walk at
their own speed around markers or the track. The first blow
of the whistle means for everyone to jog. The second blow
of the whistle means for everyone to run at top speed. The
third blow of the whistle means everyone jogs, and the fourth
blow means to return to a walk. Continue this sequence.
16. Double shuttle relay. The class is arranged in a
file formation with one half of each team behind two starting
lines spaced about 30 to 50 feet apart. At the whistle number
one runners jog or run across the field; touch the next player,
then walk to the rear of the line. Start each set of runners
with a whistle.
l-7. Start and pass. The class is arranged in a file
formation with one half of each team behind two starting lines
about 25 feet apart. This is a starting drill and the teacher
should take the following commands: "take your marks" and
I'set" and then blow the whistle. At this point each runner
makes a fast start and runs until each passes the other. At
the passing point each player slows down to a walk and goes
to the rear of the line.
18. Number of jumps. Needed is a starting line and a
finishing line. Line each team up with their toes touching
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the starting line. The finishing line should be 20 to 30 feet
away. Each child begins by doing a standing broad jump and
repeats another where he ended the first and so on. The
object is to see who can make it across with the fewest number
of jumps.
19. Over the rope. This activity is to practice the
high jump. It can be used outside on the grass or inside on
mats. Have two players hold a line skipping rope at different
heights while the rest of the squad practice the scissors or
r+estern ro11 over the rope.
20. Baton passing. Divide the class into groups of four
to eight runners in a single line formation about four feet
apart. The baton starts at the end of each line and is passed
with the left hand to the next runner who takes the baton in
his right hand. This runner brings it forward into his left
hand in preparation for the next pass. The baton should be
brought up into the right hand. When the baton reaches the
front of the line, everyone turns in the opposite direction,
and the drill is repeated.
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Unit 1la
Tennis
It is felt that it is important at this age level to
have the students develop an understanding of tennis since
it is fastly becoming one of America's more popular
competitive and leisure time sports. During this unit
students are taught the basic skitls, rules, and play of the
game of tennis. ft is believed that after this tennis unit
students rvill be able to watch and understand the game of
tennis as well as play it with family and friends. Table 22
illustrates the lesson plans for the tennis unit.
Skil■s
1. Ready position. 
.The player faces the net with
weight evenly distributed on both feet. The player's knees
are bent slightly so he will be ready to move in any
direcbion. The tennis racquet should be pointing toward the
net.
2. Forehand. This stroke is used to return balls
approaching on the paddle side of the player. The paddle is
brought straight back and is pointed at the back line. The
ball is hit at waist height. Follow through with paddle
pointing in the direction the ball is intended to go. Return
to ready position.
3. Backhand. This drive is used to return balls
approaching on the nonpaddle side of the player. The player
turns sideways to the net, swings back watching the ball over
his right shoulder. Swing and follow through as in the fore-
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Tab1e 22
Tennis Lesson Plan
Grade 4
Period Teach Review Activities
]_
2
3
4
5
s■,S2
S5,S3
A9,A10
S4
Sl,S2
S5,S3
A9,A10
S4
A■,A2
A3,A8
A3,A■1
A6,Al■
A■■,A12
Grade 5
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
3
4
5
S■,S7,S6
S3,S4
s6
Sl,S7,S6
S3,S4
S6,S4
A■,A2,A3
A4,A5,A8
A6,A■1
A7,A9
A■1,A12
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Table 22 (ごontinied)
Grade 6
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
3
4
5
Sl,S7,S2,S3
S4
s6
S5
S2,S3
S4
s6
S5
A3,A4
A7,All,A10
A6,A7,A■■
All,A12
A12,A13
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hand drive. Return to ready position.
4. Serve from bounce. The ball is bounced and a
forehand drive is used to hit the baIl.
5. Overhand serve. The ball is tossed straight up and
is hit on the way down with arm fully extended.
6. VoIley. Similar to forehand and backhand swing
except the strokes are shorter, and the ball is hit with a
punching motion as it comes across the net before it touches
the ground.
7. Grip. With the forehand stroke the paddle is held
with the smaI1 edge of the paddle facing upward, then gripped
as in a handshake. There should be a V between the thumb and
first finger. The fingers and thumb should be firmly wrapped
around the handle and slightly separated. With the backhand
stroke the right hand is shifted to the. left of the V points
straight down the left side of the handle. The thumb is held
behind the handle to give added support when the paddle con-
tacts the ba11.
Activities
1. Keep in air. Bounce the ball in the air with the
paddle as many times as Possible.
2. Bounce ball. Bounce the ball 0n the floor with the
paddle as many times as Possible.
3. Over Line in Middle of court. Partner tosses ball
to player for a return with either forehand or backhand
drive. After six chances partners change position. one
tosses ball and the other strikes it '
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4, serve and return. with a partner practice serving
the ball anywhere over the net. Your partner is to try to
return it.
5. Baseline servi-ng. with a partner practice serving
balls from the baseline to the serving box. First person
serves five barls while the partner retrieves the barls.
Then the partner serves the barls back to the first server.
6. one box serve and return. with a partner practice
serving balls from the baseline to the serving box. your
partner r+ilr practice returning the balls to you. After five
serves change from serving to returning with partner.
7. Against a walI. With a line drawn at a three foot
height paraller to the floor, students practice forehand
drive, starting eight feet from wal1. strive to estabrish a
rhythm by concentrating on controlring the barl by striking
gently above the three foot line. Repeat practice for back-
hand drive. combine forehand and backhand drive practice.
Practice footwork on cue of either forehand or backhand drive,
before putting ball in pray. Practice hitting ball for con-
trol and accuracy above the three foot line (Frank, LgTg).
8. wair paddre tennis. A net rine is drawn on the warl
two feet above the floor and paralrer to it. A service rine
is drawn on the floor 13 feet from the wall and pararler to
it. The first server stands behind the base line and bounces
the balr once and hits it at the wall within the boundary
lines above the net line. The opponent attempts to return the
ball to the waIl above the net line after it has bounced.
=--_
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rtay continues until the ball goes out of bounds or a fault
is made.
9- Paddle tennis. Play is on a zo foot by 40 foot court
The game is started with a serve from the right hand court to
the opposite service court and must be returned after it has
bounced once. After the serve is returned, it may be hit
before it strikes the playing surface. play continues until
the ball goes out of bounds or a fault is made.
10. Racquet ball. The same principles as handball
except a racquet is used. one player hits the ball against
the. wall, and another player tries to return the ball to the
walr either off the fry or after the first bounce. play con-
tinues with server and opponent alternating hits until an
error or foul is made. A point is given to the server if the
receiver fails to return the ball.
11. Fore and Bacl<. Two or four players may play. The
server sends a ball to the opponentrs area with a forehand or
a backhand drive. rf the balr lands safery and opponent
fails to return it, one point is scored. rf the ball lands
safely and opponent wins the ratly, server loses the serve.
only forehand and backhand strokes are permitted ( Frank , l_g7g)
12. In the Air. This may be played rvith two or four
players in an area 20 foot square. The opponent hits a
forehand drive to a player at the net, rvho volreys the ball
back to the opponent for a return. Play continues until one
of the players fails to return the ball
13. Modified Tennis. Four players take position as in
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doubres. A11 rures of tennis appryr.except for the modified
rures of scorj-ng and serving. The server is permitted two
chances at serving. rf the serve is regal, a second serve is
played to a second opponent. rf the first serve is not legar,
the second serve is played to the same receiver. Both
partners on one side serve, then the serve goes to the
opposing partners. A game is 16 points and a point is scorecl
when a side wins a rarly, when a server fails to serve a regal
serve, and when a receiver fails to return a serve into the
opponentrs court ( Frank , 1979) .
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Unit 12
Softball
Contained in this unit are the fundamental skills of
softball defined in the manner that is taught at Dundee.
Besides teaching the fundamentar ski1Is, the teacher is to
teach the rules of the game and some intermediate strategy
points. The main objectives of the unit are to deverop skil1s
and a sound general awareness of the game so that all students
can be competitive in their summer leagues and on entering
junior high. Al-so, it is important to make the game
interesting and fun so that the students will want to play it
as a leisure time activity. Table 23 illustrates the lesson
plans for the softball unit.
Ski■s
1. Grip on the baIl. A two finger grip is preferred
using the index and middre fingers along with the thumb. rf
the hand and fingers of the thrower are smalr, we arlow a
three finger grip. The ball shourd be held wjth fingers and
not held in the hand.
2. overhand throw. Start with the feet parallel. shift
the body and rotate the hips moving the non-throwing foot
forward as the ball is brought back and upward above the
shoulder behind the ear. swing the throwing arm forward,
rotate the shoulders, and shift the weight to the non-throwing
foot. continue forward with throwing arm, snap wrist, and
release the batl off the fingertips. Follow through and
complete the throw by bringing the feet paraller again.
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Table 23
Softba■l Lesson Plan
Grade 4
Period Teach Review Activities
■
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
S■,S2,S5
S3,S9,S4
s6
S7
S■0
s8
S■,S2,S5
S3,S4,S9
s6
S7
S10
s8
A4,A6
A3,A5
A■,A5
A2,A5
A2,A8
A3,A5
A9
A10
A■1
A12
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Table 23 (continued)
Grade 5
Period Teach Review Activities
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
sl,S2,S6,S5
S3,S9,S4
S7,S8
S10
Sl,S2,S6,s5
S3,S9,S4
S7,S8
S10
A4,A5
A3,A8
A2,A10
A2,A9
A3,A12
A12
A12
A12
A■2
A12
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TabIe 23 (continued)
Grade 6
Period Teach Review Activities
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
sl,S2,S6,S5
S3,S9,S4
S7,S8
S10
S■,S2,S6,S5
S3,S9,S4
S7,S8
S■0
A4,A5
A3,A8
A2,A10
A2,A9
A3,A■2
A■2
A12
A12
A12
A12
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' 3. Underhand throw. The stuclent starts with feet
parallel, shifts his body weight and rotates hips moving
forward with the non-throwing foot. The ball is brought back
underhand just behind the hip, waist high in the throwing
hand. The student swings the throwing arm forward and steps
forward with the throwing foot letting the ball ro11 off the
fingertips. Finish with a good follow through.
Batting. Stand with the batteris front facing the
plabe, legs spread comfortably, weight evently distributed on
both feet, with head and eyes facing the pitcher. The elbows
are bent and away from the body with the hind elbow up. The
bat should be held over the shoulder but not resting on it.
At the start of the swing, stride into the ball extending the
elbows and swing at the ball level. After contacting the
bal1, continue rotating the hips and follow through with the
swing.
5. Fielding grounders. Start with feet parallel and
about shoulder distance apart. The body weight should be
forward with hands near the fielder's bent knees. As the ball
approaches, move to get in front of the ball, drop downward
with glove and throwing hand slightry forward, fingers down
and thumbs pointing sideward. As the ball goes into the
glove, bring the throwing hand into the glove to trap the balI.
Crowhop and shift into a throwing position.
6. Fielcling fry barls. start with feet paraller and
about shoulder width apart. The body is straight with weight
on the balls of the feet. The fierder moveF to get in front
4。
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of the barl, bringing the grove just below eye 1-ever, with
throwing hand ready to trap the ball in the grove. After
catching, shift weight and use overhand throw technique. rn
fielding deep flies to right or 1eft, drop shoulder on side
and run to get under the ball.
7 - Base running. when the ball is hit runners should
only concentrate on running to first base, keeping eyes in
contact with the base. If the hit is only a single, run
through first base. rf it is more than a one base hit, hit
the inside of the base with outside foot and continue to the
next base.
8. Pitching. At the start of the pitch, both feet are
paralle1 on the rubber and both hands on the bal1. The
pitching arm is brought back as the body rotates. The ball
is released off the ends of the fingers about hip Ievel. The
non-pitching foot is brought forward as the ball is brought
up parallel to the other foot so the pitcher is in ready
position to field the baIl. pitching arm folrows the barl
straight towards the pIate.
g. Gripping the bat. The bat is held with the read hand
gripping the bottom of the bat. The other hand is placed
just above the bottom one. The grip should be just tight
enough to hold the bat but not so tight as to hinder the swing.
rf the bat is heavy for the batter, it may be choked up oor
or held further up on the handle.
10. Catching with the glove. Teach
their body in front of the approaching bal
them to position
1. Catch the ball
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in the web of the glove. If the ball is below the waist, the
glove should be pointing up. Always use a trap hand to make
sure the ball does not pop out of the glove. As the ball
hits the glove, make sure to give with the force of the ball.
Activities
1. Zig zag throwing. Divide the class into three or
four squads of six to eight players. Arrange squads in a
zig zag formation with approximately 20 feet between the lines.
The first player throws across to the second, the second
throws back to the third and so on to the end of the line.
Then reverse the procedure back to the first player (Kirchner,
r974).
2. Overtake. Divide the class into squads of eight to
10 players. Arrange squads around the bases with player A at
pitcherrs mound, B on home plate, C on first, D on second,
and E on third base. The remaining players form a line
opposite home plate. when the whistle blows, player A throws
to B and at the same time player E takes off for first base
and continues around the bases attempting to reach home plate
before the baIl. Two rures that apply are base runner must
touch a1r bases, and rotate prayers after each run (Kirchner,
r974).
3. Partner catch. Have two players positioned about zo_
50 feet apart with one batl to work. They are to throw the
ball back and forbh working on overhand throw, underhand
throw, grounders, and f1y balls.
4. wall throwing. Divide the class into squads of six
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to eight players. Arrange squads in a file formation with
the first player 30 feet away from the target. The first
player throws three to five balls at the target which is
a strike zone drawn on the wall. He then retrieves his own
balls. The first player gives the balls to the next player,
then goes to the back of the line (Kirchner, l-974).
5. '500." Divide the class into squads of six to eight
players. Position one person as a pitcher, one as a batter
and the rest as fielders. The pitcher throws the ball to the
batter, and the batter hits the ball to fielders. The
fielders get points for bal-ls that they successfully field,
50 points for a grounder and 100 points for a fly bal1. The
first fielder to get 500 points becomes the pitcher, the
pitcher becomes the batter, and the batter becomes a new
fielder.
6. Goof ball. Divide the class into two teams and set
up just like a regular softball game. Play with all softball
game rules except substitute a six inch playground ball for
the softball. The ball can be thrown to hit the runner to
get him out. The batter must place the bat in a waste basket
before running to first base.
7. Long ball. Divide the class into equal teams. The
fielding team consists of a pitcher and a catcher with the
remaining players scattered in the field. tVhen the ball is
hit, the batter runs to base, and if possible, returns home,
scoring a point. Any hit is good, and there are no fouls in
the game. Base runners may stop on base or run home. The
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batter is out when he (1) strikes out, (2) is touched off base
(3) steals a base, (4) throws the bat: or (5) a fly ball is
caught. One point is scored for each run (Kirchner, 1974).
8. Tee ball. This is the same as Throw It and Run;
however, a batting tee is used, and the ball is hit rather
than thrown (Schurr, 1980).
9. Throw It and Run. Divide the class into two teams
of nine players each. One team is at bat: one team takes
regular softball positions in the field. The pitcher throws
to the batter, and the batter throws the ball to the field
within the foul line. He then runs to first base. If he
sees that the ball will probably not beat him to second base,
he goes on to second and continues around to home, if
possible. He stops where he must in order to prevent being
put out. The fielder throws the ball to the base where the
runner is going. The ball is returned to the pitcher, and
another batter throws the ball. The base runner advances, if
possible. The team bats around once then changes places
with the fielding team. A11 rules are tike regular softball
except the batter can strike out if he misses three well
pitched balls (Schurr, I980).
10. Modified softball. Divide the class into two
regular softball teams. rf you are short of players, shift
the outfield to the side of the batter. For exampre, if it
is a right handed batter, shift the outfield to the left side.
The batting team bats once around and then changes sides.
Each run counts as a poi-nt. The winning team is the one with
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the most points at the end of the last complet.ed inning. Art
other rules are the same as in regular softball.
11. Mass softball. Any number of players may ptay. you
first fill the regular positions in the infield, and the rest
are outfielders. on the batting team you maintain batting
order, but must alternate boys and girls. The batting team
bats until all have batted once. Then you change sides. Each
run counts as a point. The team with the most points at the
end of the last complete inning is the winner. All other
rules are the same as regular softball.
L2. Regular softball game.
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